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FOREWORD 
Th1S document 1S the f1rst techn1cal narrat1ve and summarizes 
the in-house and contract work accompl1shed under the CASTS Pro-
ject. 
Manaqement structure for the CASTS ProJect follows: 
Project Manager. . . . . . Dr. J.G. Dav1s, Jr. 
Deputy ProJect Manager .... .. H.B. Dexter 
Technical Assistant. . . . L.A. Teichman 
Secretary. . . . . . . . . .... J.H. Woodcock 
Materials Screen1na Group Leader. • Dr. N.J. Johnston 
Manufactur1ng Development Group Leader •• R.M. Baucom 
Thermal, Physical and M01sture Propert1es 
Group Leader. . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. D.R. Tenney 
Mechan1cal Propert1es Group Leader. . H.B. Dexter 
Structural Integrity Group Leader. . . . . W. Illg 
Structural Des1gn, Analys1s and Test 
Group Leader ............... Dr. S.C. D1xon 
Advanced Technology Development Group 
Leader. . . . . • • . . . . . H. B. 
Operat1ons Support Group Leader. . . . 
Fabricat10n Group Leader . . . . . . 
Schedules and Analys1s Group Leader. 
• • F. F. 
Dexter 
E1chenbrenner 
. K.C. H1nnant 
. W.L. Gaster 
Researchers that made maJor contr1but1ons to the task reoorted 
here1n are 1dentif1ed at the beg1nning of each section. 
Ident1f1cation of commerc1al products in this report 1S to 
adequately describe the mater1als and does not constitute off1cial 
endorsement, expressed or 1mpl1ed, of such products or manufacturers 
by the NatJ_onal Aeronautics and Space Admin1strat1on. 
Approved by: 
J~~.ld D~:~ 1;. 
Project Manager 
gal.., t .. Ql1.:tl1~,u4v'\,...;' 
Eldon E. Mathauser 
Head, Materials Applicat10n 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Composites for Advanced Space Transportat1on Systems 
(CASTS) ProJect was 1n1tiated in July 1975 to develop graphite 
f1ber/polY1m1de matr1x (Gr/PI) compos1te structures w1th 589K 
(6000 F) operat1onal capability for application to aerospace 
vehicles. Compared to convent1onal alum1num structures which 
must not exceed 450K (350oF), Gr/PI compos1te structures offer 
the potent1al for decreasing structural mass and/or improv1ng 
the performance of aerospace vehicles. The potential 1mprove-
ments are related to the h1gher spec1f1c strength and stiffness 
of Gr/PI composites and the h1gher allowable operating tempera-
ture Wh1Ch reduces the amount of insulation required to protect 
the structure dur1ng reentry. 
Def1c1enc1es 1n Gr/PI compos1tes technology 1dentif1ed at 
the beg1nn1ng of the CASTS ProJect 1ncluded: inadequate 
mater1als spec1f1cat1ons and fabr1cat1on procedures compat1ble 
with existing faC1l1t1es in the aerospace industry, very 
Ilm1ted exper1ence on measuring des1gn allowables data at 589K 
(600o F), 1nsuffic1ent data to assess the effects of exposure 
to thermal, m01sture, chem1cal and/or mechanical enV1ronments 
pred1cted for aerospace veh1cles, and a need to extend the design 
and analys1s methodology for composite mater1als to include 
589K (600o F) operational structures. Both NASA Langley Research 
Center 1n-house and contract efforts were initiated to overcome 
these technology def1C1enC1es. 
Select1ng a reduct10n 1n mass fraction of approximately 
twenty f1ve percent for Gr/PI compos1te structures compared to 
convent1onal alum1num aerospace structure as the maJor goal, the 
proJect plan shown 1n f1gure 1.0-1 was developed. MaJor tasks 
include: screening composites and adhes1ves for 589K (600o F) 
service, developing fabrication procedures and specifications, 
develop1ng des1gn allowables test methods and data, design and 
test of structural elements and construction of an aft body flap 
for the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle Wh1Ch will be ground tested. 
The bubble 1n f1gure 1.0-1 ent1tled advanced technology development 
1ncludes far term research on new mater1als, manufacturing proce-
dures and design/analysis methodology. 
Slgn1f1cant portions of the information reported here1n are 
from research efforts that are on gOlng and must be cons1dered 
prellmlnary. For example, fabrlcatlon procedures and materlal 
specif1cations w1ll continue to be modif1ed as more experience 
1S obtained and the data base 1ncreases. In add1tion, defin1tion 
of the lim1ts on appl1cation of Gr/PI structures to aerospace 
vehicles must awa1t complet1on of the investigation of the effects 
of exposure to m01sture, thermal and chemical environments. 
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2.0 SUMMARY 
s~gn~ficant progress has been made toward achieving the 
CASTS ProJect goal of develop~ng Gr/PI compos~te structures 
that w~ll have 589K (600 0 P) operat~onal capability and be 
twenty f~ve percent lighter than conventional metallic 
structures. Interlaminar shear and flexure data indicates 
that NR150B2 and THERMID 600 polyim~de matr~x compos~tes have 
the potential for 500 hours serv~ce at 589K (600 0 P) and that 
PMR-15 and LARC 160 polyimide matr~x composites have the 
potent~al for 125 hours serv~ce at 589K (600 0 P) or 500 hours 
at 56lK (550 0 P). Screening stud~es which utilized composite-
to-composite and compos~te-to-metal lap shear specimens and 
glass/polyimide honeycomb spec~mens indicate that PM-34, LARC-
13 and mod~f~ed NR150B2G adhes~ves have the potent~al to 
achieve the proJect goals. 
In-house effort has demonstrated the capability to make 
reproduc~ble graph~te f~ber/PMR-15 prepreg util~z~ng a 
drum w~nding apparatus. Gr/PMR-15 lam~nates up to 0.953 cm 
(0.375 in.) th~ck and Gr/LARC 160 lam~nates up to 0.318 cm 
(0.125 ~n.) thick have been fabricated. Spec~ficat~ons for 
character~z~ng Gr/PMR-15 and Gr/LARC 160 prepreg and pro-
cedures for non destruct~ve evaluat~on of cured laminates 
have been developed. Status reports on contract efforts to 
develop fabr~cat~on procedures and spec~f~cations on NR150B2, 
PMR-15, LARC 160 and THERMID 600 poly~m~de matrix composites 
are summar~zed here~n. 
Development of test methods for determ~n~ng mechanical 
des~gn allowables ~nclud~ng tens~on, compress~on, shear, 
bolt bearing and adhesively bonded scarf Joints over the 
temperature range l17K to 589K (-250 0 P to 600 0 P) is underway. 
The capab~l~ty to determine strength, stra~n to fa~lure, Poisson's 
rat~o and modulus for tensile coupons has been demonstrated. 
ITTRI compress~on tests have been performed at RT and 589K 
(600°F) and sandw~ch beam compress~on data obta~ned at l17K 
(-250 0 P) and RT are reported here~n. Preliminary data from 
constant amplitude fat~gue tests on HTS/pMR-15 ~ndicate a 
shorten~ng of fatigue l~fe w~th ~ncreas~ng temperature. 
A comprehens~ve program to assess the effects of 
mo~sture, temperature, thermal cycling and shuttle fluids 
on the thermal, phys~cal and mechanical propert~es of Gr/PI 
is underway and prelim~nary data obta~ned to date have 
not uncovered any env~ronmental degradat~on problems that 
would preclude the use of Gr/PI in advanced space 
transportation systems. 
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A new hybrid, an~sotrop~c quadrilateral f~n~te element 
which accounts for bending-extensional coupling and recovery 
of layer stresses has been evaluated and the results ~ndicate 
the element has broad appl~cation to advanced compos~te 
structures at elevated temperatures. Work underway to develop 
a preliminary design of a GriP! aft body flap for the Space 
Shuttle Orbiter ~ndicates that much of the structure w~ll be 
m~n~mum gage sandwich construct~on due to the low load 
levels. 
St~ffened and sandwich designs of compress~on and shear 
panels are being investigated. Opt~mum compress~on cr~ppling 
specimens have been designed and are currently be~ng 
fabricated and will be tested at temperatures up to 589K 
(600°F). Current effort on the shear panels is focuss~ng on 
def~n~t~on of the test method and analys~s of var~ous 
3tructural concepts. 
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3.0 MATERIALS SCREENING 
3.1 Graphite/Polyimide Composite Materials 
John G. Davis Jr. and W.T. Hodges 
Fourteen resin matrlx composite materlals have been screened 
to obtain a prelimlnary estimate of their maxlmum continuous 
service temperature for 500 hours. The initial goal was to 
ldentify at least three resin matrix composites with 589K(600o F) 
service capability for 500 hours. Except for one polyphenylquin-
oxelene, all matrlces were polyimides. Limits of 2.07MPa (300psi) 
and 5.6K (lOoF) per minute were imposed on the maximum allowable 
pressure and temperature rlse rate, respectively, that could be 
utl1ized to fabrlcate laminates. The purpose of this restriction 
was to lnsure that cure cycles compatible with most of the aero-
space industry's eXlsting capabillty would be used in laminate 
fabrlcation. 
Figure 3.1-1 lists the composite mater~als, the prepregger 
and fabrlcator. HR600 and THERMID 600 are the same chemical 
formulation WhlCh was produced flrst by Hughes and subsequently by 
Gulf under 11cense wlth Hughes. Each f~bricator had prlor exper-
lence wlth the materlal that was purchased. Laminates obtained 
from all fabrlcators were subjected to visual and ultrasonic C-
scan lnspectl0n to detect cracks, delaminations and poroslty. 
Inspection indicated that four of the composite materials did not 
warrant ~esting: HTS/P13N, HTS/PPQ,HTS/SKYBOND703 and HTS/SKYBOND7l0. 
The marginal quallty of these four sets of laminates was attrlbuted 
to the fabrlcatlon constraints and should not deter consideration 
of these materials for appllcations where higher pressures or 
temperature rise rates are permisslble. 
Flexure specimens with nominal dimensions of 7.620 X 1.270 
X 0.152 cm (3.000 X .500 X .060 In.) and short beam shear specimens 
wlth nomlnal dlmensions of 1.613 X 0.635 X 0.318 cm (.635 X .250 
X .125 in.) were machined from the remaining sets of laminates 
and exposed in atmospheric pressure air maintained at 505K(450oF), 
533K(500o F), 561K(550o F) or 589K(600o F) for periods up to 500 hours. 
The flexure speClmens were tested ln accordance with ASTM standard 
D790 utl1izing a 32-to-l span-to-depth ratio, whereas the short 
beam shear speclmens were tested in accordance with ASTM standard 
D2344 utilizing a 4-to-l span to depth ratio. Specimens tested 
at elevated temperature were maintained at the test temperature 
for 15 mlnutes prior to the initiation of loading. 
Flgure 3.1-2 lists the test results. Interlaminar shear 
strength data on undirectional specimens indicate that HTS/HR600, 
HTS/NR150B2 and HTS/THERMID 600 composites retained approximately 
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one half of thelr lnitlal room temperature strength when tested 
at 589K (600op) after 500 hours exposure in 589K (600o p) alr. 
Composltes with PMR-15 and LARC 160 matrlx materlals exhlblt 
siml1lar degradation after 125 hours exposure. Plexure strength 
data on unldlrectlonal speClmens indicate that HTS/NR150B2 and 
HTS/THERMID 600 composltes retain approximately eighty percent of 
thelr lnitlal room temperature strength when tested at 589K (600o p) 
after 500 hours exposure in 589K (600o p) alr; whereas, HTS/LARC 160 
and HTS/PMR-15 retain approxlmately two thirds of their inltlal 
strength after 125 hours and 500 hours exposure, respectlvely. 
Examlnatlon of the data ln figure 3.1-2 leads to the conclu-
sion that HTS/NR150B2 and HTS/THERMID 600 are the only materials 
with 500-hour serVlce capabl1lty at 589K (6000 p). However, HTS/ 
LARC 160 and HTS/PMR-15 test data lndicate 125-hour service capa-
bl1lty at 589K (6000 p) and 500-hour service capabillty at 561K 
(550o p). The other materlals listed in figure 3.1-2 dld not 
indicate as much potential for either 561K (5500 p) or 589K (600o F) 
service. 
Based on the results reported hereln, NR150B2, LARC 160, PMR-15 
and THERMID 600 polyimlde matrix composites were selected for 
detailed evaluation includlng development of fabrication procedures 
and specifications. 
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-----1 
i------T- Exposure and Test Temperature 
I j (70°F) (450°F (500°F) (550°F) (600°F) I 294K 505K 533K 561K 589K 
I Composlte 
I Materlal Strength 
i 
I MPa (KSI) MPa (KSI) MPa (KSI) MPa (KSI) MPa (KSI) 
r-- --------
HTS/F178 90 13.1 48 6.9 14 2.0 11 1.6 
HTS/HR600 82 11. 9 61 8.9 53 7.7 40 5.8 OJ 
HTS/KERMID 600 54 7.9 34 4.9 14 2.1 
HTS/LARC 160 96 13.9 47 6.8 48 6.9 a 
T300/NR 150A/B 51 7.4 28 4.1 23 3.4 10 1.5 
HTS/NR 150B2 70 10.2 41 5.9 39 5.7 34 5.0 
HTS/PMR-15 III 16.1 54 7.8 48 6.9 59 8.5b 
HTS/PMR-15-I1 93 13.5 36 5.2 28 4.0 
I 
HTS/THERMID 600 83 12.1 60 8.7 51 7.4 41 6.0 
HTS/X5230 28 4.0 17 2.5 11 1.6 
(a) Exposure 11mlted to 125 hours. (b) CELION/PMR-15 exposed for 125 hours. 
Flgure 3.1-2 - Effect of 500 hours exposure to elevated temperature alr 
(A) Interlamlnar shear strength of unldlrectional laminates. 
- l Exposure and Test Temperature 
294K (700F)[ 505K (4500F~K (500°F) 561K (550°F) 589K (600o F) I , 
Composl.te 
, 
- -- ------,--- -- -----' ....... _--- ------- ..... _----[ I 
I 
Materl.al Strength . I , 
I 
(KSI) (KSI) (KSI) I MPa (KSI) MPa (KSI) MPa MPa MPa I i 
, 
j 
HTS/F178 1590 231 1260 182 620 90 190 27 \ I \,() , 
HTS/HR600 1840 267 1150 166 800 116 630 92 \ I 
I 
HTS/KERMID 600 900 I 131 700 102 400 58 200 29 
I I 
HTS/LARC 160 2130 I 309 1440 209 1370 199 (a) I I j 
! 
T300/NR 150A/B 730 \ 106 460 66 420 61 190 27 . 
\ 207 
, 
I HTS/NR150B2 11300 
I 
1430 189 1210 175 1140 165 , 
1 
11840 
, I HTS/PMR-15 I 1430 208 l 267 1240 180 970 140 , 
I \ 
, 
I I j I !HTS/THERMID 600 1280 ' 185 I 11170 169 990 144 1040 151 I I l 
I , , : I 
11010 
, , 1 IHTS/X5230 1570 ' 227 , 146 : 990 144 I 130 19 I I I I I I 
l , \ i \ , I I I 
(a) Exposure 11.mited to 125 hours. 
Fl.gure 3.1-2 - Concluded 
(B) Flexure strength of unidirectional laminates. 
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3.2 Structural Adheslves 
* Donald Progar, Terry St. Clalr and Paul Hergenrother 
A hlgh temperature structural adheslve lS needed ~n the CASTS ProJect 
for JOlnlng composlte to composlte and composlte to tltanlum and for bondlng 
honeycomb sandwlch. The bonded structural elements must have operatlonal 
capablllty to temperatures as hlgh as 589K (6000F) for a mlnlmum of 125 
hours. The ldeal adheslve system should exhlblt a unlque comblnatlon of 
favorable propertips Wh1Ch lncludes autoclave processablllty, low volatlles 
content, large-area honeycomb sandwlch bondlng capablllty, and hlgh mechanl-
cal properties under a varlety of envlronmental condltlons. 
The prlmary objective of the lnltlal structurll adheslve effort was to 
screen suitable candidates for 589K performance. The most promlslng 
candldates would then undergo more comprehenslve evaluatlon and eventual 
development into practlcal structural adheslve systems. The followlng 
adheslves were ln1tlallv selected for screenlng Amerlcan Cyanamld's 
FM-34 , Dupont's modlfied NR-lSOB2G, Rhodla's Nolimid A-380, 
NASA Langley's LARC-13, and polyphenylqulnoxallnes (PPQ:. The Nollmld 
A-380 has Slnce been taken off the market and has been dropped from the 
program. Although all the candldate adheslves except LARC-13 have undergone 
prlor evaluatlon In tltanlum-to-tltanlum bonding for 589K use In var10US 
laboratorles, it was necessary to reevaluate the adheslves wlth composlte 
adherends. In addltlon to satlsfactorlly passlng a serles of strength and 
env1ronmental tests the adheslves had also to be capable of belng produced 
In large quantitles for commerclal use. 
No restrlctlons were placed upon process condltlons durlng the 
lnlt1al part of the screenlng phase. As work progressed however, 
PMR-15 composltes became the prlme adherend and the cure temperature 
was restrlcted to 602-616K (625-650 0 F). Hlgher temperatures frequently 
resulted In degradatlon of PMR-15 composlte propertles. 
The results of the evaluatlon of each candldate adheslve are d1scussed 
1n the followlng sectlons, except for mod1fled NR150B2G WhlCh lS dlscussed 
1n sectlon 12.1. The maJor portlon of adheslve evaluatlon was conflned 
to lap shear spec1men conflguratlons, due pr1marlly to the avallablllty 
of hlgh quallty compos1te adherends. Varlatlons In the thlckness and 
strength of the composlte adherends often resulted 1n large varlatlons 
1n adhes1ve performance. 
* Research Associate, Virglnia Polytechnlc Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg, VA (NASA Grant NSG-1124). 
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FM-34 Polyimide 
FM-34 adhesive film consists of a polyimide prepolymer filled with alumi-
num powder and supported on style 112 glass carrier cloth. It is supplied 
by Bloomingdale Department of the American Cyanamid Company. The adhesive 
cures by a condensation reaction under moderate time/pressure profiles in a 
o 0 temperature range from 533K (500 F) to 644K (700 F). Volatiles are released 
during cure. Higher cure temperatures favor maximum strength at the higher 
operating temperatures. Because excellent metal-to-metal lap shear strengths 
were reported by the vendor (ref. 3.2-1) and in the literature (ref. 3.2-2), 
this adhesive was considered a good candidate for the CASTS ProJect, where 
high performance composite-to-composite and composite-to-metal bonded systems 
were required. 
The technology developed for bonding metal-to-metal with FM-34 was used 
as the starting point to develop a process for bonding composite to composite 
and composite to metal. The vendor's recommended bonding and curing pro-
cedures for metal-to-metal bonds covered a broad range; however, a typical 
bonding cycle involved a 30-minute heat-up to 56lK (5500 F) and a 90-minute 
cure at temperature under 280 kPa (40 psi) pressure. For optimum results 
o 0 
service temperatures over 56lK (550 F) but below 644K (700 F), the cure 
temperature was recommended to be the same as the service temperature. 
The standard lap shear specimen configuration and test procedures for 
metal-to-metal bonds as given in ASTM D-1002 were used. The specimen con-
sisted of two 2.5 cm (1.0 in.) wide by 6.5 cm (4.0 in.) long adherends bonded 
with a 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) overlap. Room temperature (RT) and 589K (6000 F) 
tests were conducted on an Instron Universal Testing machine at a cross-
head speed of 0.1 cm/min. (0.05 in./min.). A clamshell quartz-lamp furnace 
was used for elevated temperature tests. Spec1mens were soaked 10 minutes 
at temperature prior to testing. Test temperature, lap shear strength and 
type of failure were recorded for each specimen. 
The composite adherends used in this study were fabricated at NASA-
Langley from HTS graphite and PMR-15 polyimide (HTS/PMR-15) in unidirectional 
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and pseudoisotrop1c (0 , +45, 90 , -45 , -45 , 90 , +45 , 0 ) layups. The 
laminates were nominally 0.28 cm (0.11 in.) and 0.15 cm (0.06 in.) thick, 
respectively. Short beam shear (SBS) strengths were determined for uni-
directional composites at RT and 589K using ASTM D-2344. The RT SBS strengths 
ranged from 78.6 MPa (11,400 psi) to 88.3 MPa (12,080 psi) and at 589K from 
27.2 MPa (3,950 psi) to 54.7 MPa (7,940 psi). Ultrasonic inspection was 
also used to determine the quality of the laminates. 
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Composite-to-composlte lap shear test specimens were fabrlcated (in-
house by bonding two pieces of composite 10.2 cm x 11.9 cm (4.00 in. x 
4.68 in.) with a 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) overlap and the 0° fiber direction parallel 
to the 10.2 cm (4.00 In.) dimension. Specimens similar to those described 
are shown ln flgure 3.2-1(a). Individual 2.5 cm (1.0 in.) wide specimens 
were cut on a diamond wheel saw. Tltanium (6Al-4V)-to-titanium (Ti/Ti) 
specimens were fabrlcated by bunding two "four-fingered coupons" with a 
1.37 cm (0.50 in.) overlap, then shearing the coupons into individual 2.5 
cm (1.0 in.) wide speclmens (figure 3.2-1(b». 
Variables investlgated durlng this bonding study included use of 
vacuum and no vacuum, bonding pressures, cure temperatures and times, 
post cure temperatures, and several prlmer and adhesive batches. 
Procedures for tltanium and composite surface preparation, priming, 
bonding of lap shear specimens, and bonding of flatwise tensile (FW~) 
speClmens are glven in Appendix 3.2-A. 
Lap shear strengths and process conditions for TilTi bonds are given 
in figure 3.2-2. The RT strengths for those processed with and without 
vacuum are withln the normal scatter obtained for such tests ad the values 
agree with those reported by other lnvestlgators (ref. 3.2-2). The results 
of the 589K (600°F) tests (with and without vacuum) are as good as or 
better than most of the data reported in the literature, which range from 
7.6 MPa (1100 psi) to 13 MPa (1900 psi) (ref. 3.2-2). All failures at 589K 
were cohesive. Since the strengths obtained for these titanium bonds compared 
favorably with those reported in the literature, the same process was used 
for bonding composite adherends. 
Lap shear strengths for bonded HTS/PMR-15 unidirectional composite 
are glven in figure 3.2-3. The RT values for composite adherend specimens 
were 12 percent lower than the Ti specimens [21.08 MPa (3057 psi) versus 
18.51 MPa (2685 psi)] with failure occurring in the composite. The test 
values obtained at 589K for the composite specimens were 11.6 percent less 
than the Ti values. 
Lap shear strengths for titanium-to-HTS/PMR-15 crossply composite 
specimens are Biven in flgure 3.2-4. Crossply composite (0°, +45°,90°, -45° 
-45°, 90°, +45 , 00 ) was used instead of unidirectional composite because the 
latter split durlng the bondlng process due to stresses created by the 
differences between the coefficients of thermal expansion of the titanium 
and composite. The RT values were low [average 9.10 MPa (1323 psi)] compared 
to those obtained for unidirectional composite-to-composite specimens [21.20 
MPa (3057 pSl), figure 3.2-2], even though all the failures were in the 
composite. The 589K strengths were almost 17 percent lower [10.5 kPa (1525 
psi) versus 12.6 kPa (1828 psi)], although the type of failure was similar, 
that is, primarily cohesive. 
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Flatwise tensile (FWT) specimens were fabricated and consisted of 
7.6 cm x 7.6 cm x 0.2 cm (3.0 in. x 3.0 x 0.06 in.) HTS/PMR-15 crossply 
facesheets bonded with FM-34 to 2.5 cm (1 in.) thick glass/polyimide honey-
comb core (HRH-327-3/l6-6.0). Steel blocks, 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm x 2.5 cm thick, 
were bonded in a separate process to the sandwich structure with a modified 
epoxy adhesive (HYSOL EA 9628). Figure 3.2-5 gives the results of RT FWT 
strengths for several process conditions. From the data presented, the 
rate of cure did not appear to affect the FWT strengths. Processing with 
or without vacuum did not affect FWT strengths, as indicated by the insignifi-
cant differences in the results. Specimen number 7, which exhibited 100 
percent composite failure did not test the full capability of the adhesive. 
These FWT strengths were very encouraging, especially considering the size 
of the specimen that was fabricated and tested. Procedures are being 
developed for testing FWT spe~imens at 589K (600oF). 
Lap shear and FWT specimens will be fabricated for thermal aging and 
thermal cycllng studles. Thermal aging studies will be performed by exposing 
specimens at 589K for extended periods up to 250 hours and testing at 
RT and 589 0 K. Thermal cycling studies will be performed using a thermal 
cycle yet to be determine 1; the specimens will be tested at RT and 589K after 
10, 50, and 100 cycles. 
LARC-13 Polyimide 
In order to fabricate structural components from polyimide composites, 
an adhesive was needed which would be compatible chemically and thermally 
wlth polyimide resin matrices. The high temperature [533-539K (500-600oF)1 
adhesives currently being marketed were developed for bonding either steel 
or titanium. The LARC-l) (LARC for Langley Research Center) system was 
designed to be chemically slmilar to existing high temperature composite 
matrix materials and to interact with these materials during a bonding 
cycle to form a continuous bond of very high strength. Also, commercially 
available high temperature adhesives cannot be used in large area bonding 
because they give off large amounts of volatiles during the cure process. 
LARC-13, because of its curing chemistry, evolves relatively few volatiles. 
Because of lts unique molecular building blocks, LARC-13 adhesive is 
easlly processed at 340 kPa (50 psi) autoclave conditions and has been 
successfully used to bond a variety of adherends. These include bonding 
Composlte to composite, composite to honeycomb, composite to titanium, and 
titanium to titanium. The 533K (500oF) lap snear strengths of titanium-to-
titanium and composite-to-composite bonds made with LARC-13 were essentially 
the same as room temperature strengths. Also, the shear failures in the 
composite bonds at room temperature (RT) were within the composite and not 
at the bond line. ThlS lndicated that the LARC-l3 adhesive was stronger 
in shear than the composite itself. 
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The chemiCal structure of LARC-13 is shown below: 
/ ~t©- ~o~w ~ ~N 0 CH2YQt-~~..J.gJ._) 0 CH2YQt-N~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ q 
o 0 LARC-13 0 1.67 0 
Composite-to-composite lap shear specimens were bonded both with and 
without a processing vacuum to determine the effect of the vacuum on lap 
shear strength (LSS) of the bonded joint. The results, given in Figure 
3.2-6, show that no ~ignificant differences in LSS, either at room temperature 
(RT) or at 589K (600 F), were observed with specimens processed either with 
or without vacuum. The fa1lures at RT were primarily in the composite first 
ply, while the failures at 589K (6000 F) were primarily cohesive. 
The LSS values at 589K (6000 F) shown in f1gure 3.2-6 were lower than 
the goal of 14 MPa (2000 psi) set forth in the CASTS Adhesive Screening 
Task. The low values at 589K (6000 F) resulted from the lower glass transi-
tion temperature (T ) of the adhesive when cures were held to 589-602K 
(600o-6250 F). Ther§fore, the effect of postcuring at 6l6K (650oF) in order 
to increase the T of the adhesive was studied. The data in Figure 3.2-7 
show that the higger postcure temperature increased the LSS at 589K (6000 F) 
by 68 percent [from 8.1 MPa (1174 pS1) to 13.6 MFa (1979 psi)]. Thus, the 
CASTS' goal for LARC-13 adhesive has been achieved. The variation in LSS 
values at RT was probably due to differences in composite surfaces. While 
the RT strengths were lower than desired, the LARe-13 bond appeared to be 
stronger than the strength of the composite adherend itself. Thus, this 
bonding process seemed to give the best compromise between RT and 589K 
(600oF) strengths for overall CASTS objectives. 
Lab procedures for LARC-13 synthes1s, composite surface preparation 
and priming, tape preparation, bonding and postcuring are g1ven in Appendix 
3.2-B. 
LARC-13 Ti/Ti bonds will be made and tested at RT and 589K. Composite-to-
composite bonded specimens will be fabricated for the thermal aging studies. 
Flatw1se tensile specimens using HTS/PMR-15 facesheets and glass/PI honey-
comb core will be fabricated for the thermal aging and thermal cycling 
studies. 
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Polyphenylqu1noxalines (PPQ) 
The purpose of th1S study was to evaluate PPQ as high temperature 
structural adhesives for J01ning titanium-to-titan1um (Ti/Ti), titan1um-
to-Compos1te (T1/C), compos1te-to-composite (C/C), and honeycomb sandw1ch 
bond1ng. 
Polyphenylquinoxal1nes were prepared 1n Solut1on in high molecular 
we1ght forms from the reaction of aromat1c bis(o-diamines) and aromat1c 
b1s(phenyl-a-d1ketones). These mater1als have displayed excellent 
potent1al for use as h1gh temperature structural adhesives for J01ning 
T1/T1 and honeycomb sandwich structure (refs. 3.2-3 and 3.2-4). Solut1ons 
of the PPQ were used to prepare adhes1ve tapes Wh1Ch were dried to low 
volatile content levels «1%). These tapes were processable by v1rtue of 
the thermoplast1c nature of PPQ. Several PPQ were screened 1n prel1m1nary 
adhesive work. One polymer, PPQ 413, from the reaction of 3,3',4,4'-
tetraaminob1phenyl and 1,3-b1s(phenylglyoxalyl)benzene was selected 
for more comprehensive adhes1ve work. The effect of polymer molecular 
we1ght, tape volatile content, T1 surface treatment, var10US compos1te 
adherends, and process1ng parameters on lap shear strength was determ1ned 
by test1ng specimens under a variety of conditions. The lap shear data 
are summarized in F1gure 3.2-8. The PPQ 413 used in th1S work had an 1nherent 
V1SCOS1ty, as measured on a 0.5% solution in m-cresol at 298K (770F), of 
0.61 dl/g and a glass trans1tion temperature (as measured bv d1fferent1al 
scann1ng calor1metry at a heating rate of 20K/minute) of 591K (604oF). A 
112, AllOO tape containing ~4% volat1les was used for Ti/Ti bnd1ng. The 
compos1te adherends were brush-coated with the PPQ Solut1on and stage-dr1ed 
o 
up to 18 hours at 458K (365 F). The T1 surface treatment was phosphate 
fluor1de while the Compos1te adherends were mildly abraded. The bond1ng 
cond1t1ons were as follows: 1.4 MPa (200 pS1) pressure applied at ambient 
temperature, the temperature increased to 672K (750oF) dur1ng 0.5 hr., 
held at 672K for 20 minutes, and cooled under pressure to 533K (5000F). 
Honeycomb sandw1ch spec1mens were fabr1cated using HTS/NR-150B2 
face sheets and glass PolY1m1de core under the follow1ng conditions: 
0.34 MPa (50 pS1) pressure applied at amb1ent temperature, the temperature 
increased to 644K (7000F) dur1ng 0.5 hours, held at 644K (700oF) for 
20 m1nutes, and cooled under pressure to 533K (500oF). The sandwich 
specimens exhibited good fillet1ng of the adhes1ve and RT flatw1se tensile 
strength of 3.1 to 3.4 MPa (455 to 500 psi) w1th the fa1lure occurr1ng 
at the 1nterface of the PPQ and the Compos1te. 
After signif1cant PPQ adhes1ve work was performed w1th no restriction 
placed on processing temperature, HTS/PMR-l5 was selected as the composite 
adherend for future adhesive work. The use of this adherend restricted the 
adhes1ve bonding temperatures to 602K (625°F) to 616K (650°F) because higher 
temperatures frequently resulted 1n degradation of compos1te propert1es. 
The PPQ used to obtain the adhesive data in figure 3.2-8 was modified 
through solvent enhancement to accommodate the new process1ng temperature 
llm1t. In add1tion, a new acetylene-term1nated PPQ was screened in 
adhesive work. Prelim1nary adhesive results are reported in figure 3.2-9. 
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In summary, polyphenylqulnoxallnes wlth low volatlle contents provided 
o 
excellent adheslve performance when processed at 672K (750 F) under 1.4 MPa. 
However, the commerclal unavallablllty and the hlgh processlng temperature 
of PPQ has dlscouraged further evaluatlon In thls program. The acetylene-
terminated PPQ at this stage of development lS expensive and In liffilted 
supply. Therefore, no further work lS planned wlth It on the CASTS program. 
The excellent performance of PPQ 413 for ]olning TilTi, Tilc, clc, and 
honeycomb sandwlch bonding lS presented In ref. 3.2-5. 
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AppendlX 3.2-A 
Su~f~ce preparation 
A. Tltanlum (6 AI-4v) 
1. Remove marklngs by washing wlth wipers soaked in acetone. 
2. Abrade the surface with a light grit blast using 120 aluminum oxide and 600-7 
kPa (80-100 psi) air pressure. Hold panel 20 - 25 em (8-10 in.) 
from the nozzle. 
3. Wash grit blasted surface with alcohol and air dry. 
4. Phosphate-fluoride preparation 
a. Alkaline clean: Immerse parts in alkaline cleaner (Sprex 
AN-9, 30.1 gil) for 15 minutes at 355K (180°F). 
b. Rinse: Use hot water from faucet. 
c. Plckle: Immerse for 2 minutes at RT in solution containing 
31 mIll of 48% hydrofluorlc aCld, 352 ml/l of 70% 
nitric acid. 
d. Rinse: Use water at RT. 
e. Phosphate fluoride treatment: Soak parts for 2 min. at RT 
in solution containing: 
50.5 gil trlsodium phosphate 
20.6 g/£ potassium fluoride 
29.3 g/£ of 48% hydrofluoric acid 
f. Rinse: Use water at RT 
g. Hot water soak: Use deionized water at 339K (150oF) for 
15 minutes. 
h. F1nal rinse: Use deionized water at RT for 1 minute. 
i. Dry: Place in forced air oven at 339K (150 0 F) for 30 minutes. 
j. Prime within 8 hours. 
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B. Composlte 
1. Abrade the surface with a light grit blast uS1ng 
oxide and approximately 600-700 kPa (80-100 psi) 
Hold panel 20-25 cm (8-10 in.) from the nozzle. 
material to Just dull the surface (2 to 3 sweeps 
120 aluminum 
air pressure. 
Remove enough 
across the bond area.) 
2. Wash the grlt blasted area 1n alcohol uS1ng a light brushlng 
with an aCld or slmllar brush. 
3. Dry panel overnlght (approx. 16 hours) in a forced alr oven at 
473K (392oF). 
4. Store ln deslccator untll prlmed. 
C. Polyimlde/glass honeycomb core 
1. Wash in alcohol. 
Prlming 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Dilute 3 parts (by welght) of BR-34 (81% SOllds) with one part 
(by weight) of BR-34 thlnner. 
For tltanlum and composlte bond areas: Apply a very thln coat 
of primer (approx. 2.5 x 10-3 cm (0.001 In.)) Wlth aCld brush or 
approprlate method such that bllsters do not form during staglng. 
For honeycomb 8 cm x 8 cm (3 In. x 3 In.): Dip honeycomb lnto 
prlmer to a depth of 0.16 em (1/16 In.) on 
both sldes to be bonded. 
Alr dry 30 minutes. 
• 0 
Place coated panel in forced a1r oven at RT, heat to 373K (212 F), 
hold for 30 minutes, heat to 483K (4l0oF), hold 45 minutes. 
Remove parts and store in sealed plastic bag in a desiccator. 
Bondlng of Lap Shear Speclmen~ 
1. 
2. 
Cut suff1c1ent F~34 adhes1ve tape to cover area to be bonded. 
Place adherends with adhes1ve in fixture and maintain 1.27 cm 
(0.5 in.) overlap, locate thermocouples close to bond area. 
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3. Process with or without vacuum (fig. 3.2-10). If vacuum bag is used, 
apply full vacuum throughout bonding procedure. 
4. Apply 1.38 MFa (200 psi) pressure elther by press or autoclave. 
5. Heat from RT to 616K (650oF) at a heatlng rate of 5K/min. (9oF/min.), 
hold 90 mlnutes. 
7. Release pressure and vacuum, if used, and remove assembly. 
8. Place unrestrained bonded panels in a forced alr oven for postcure. 
Heat from RT to 616K (6500 F) and hold for 2 hours. 
9. Cool oven to RT at 1.5K/mln. (3°F/min) and remove. 
10. Cut panels into indivldual 2.3 cm (1 in.) wide specimens. 
Bonding FWT Specimens for RT Testing 
1. Arrange adhesive, primed honeycomb core, primed facesheets as shown 
in figure 3.2-11. Place thermocouples ln close proxlmlty to bond 
areas. 
2. Process with or without vacuum. If vacuum is used, apply full vacuum 
throughout bonding procedure. 
3. Apply 300 kPa (50 psi) pressure either by press or autoclave. 
4. Heat from RT to 616K (650°F) at a heatlng rate of 5 K/min. (9°F/min.) 
and hold 90 minutes. 
6. Release pressure and vacuum, if used, and remove. 
7. Place unrestrained sandwich structure in forced air oven for postcure. 
Heat from RT to 616K C650oF) and hold for 2 hours. 
8. Cool oven to RT at 1.5 K/min. (30 F/mln.) and remove. 
9. Grit blast surfaces of 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm x 2.54 cm thick (3 in. x 
3 in. x 1 in.) steel blocks and wash with alcohol. 
10. Cut modified epoxy adhesive film (HYSOL EA9628) into two 7.6 cm 
(3 in.) squares and place between facesheets and grlt blasted 
metal blocks. 
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11. Place ln press and apply 172 kPa (25 psi). 
12. Heat from RT to 394 K (250°F) ln 30 mlnutes, hold 15 minutes. 
13. Cool to RT and remove. 
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AppendlX 3. 2-B 
1. Surface preparat.ion of compo~ite adherend 
1. Abrade the surface with a light grit blast using 120 aluminum oxide 
and 600-700 kPa (80-100 psi) air pressure. Hold panel 20-25 cm 
(8-10 in.) from the nozzle. Remove sufficient material to dull 
the surface (usually, several sweeps across the bond area). 
2. Wash the grit blasted area w1th alcohol uS1ng a Ilght sweep1ng 
act10n of an acid or sim1lar brush. 
3. Dry panel overnight (approx. 16 hrs.) 1n a forced a1r oven at 
473K (392°F). 
4. Store in desiccator unt1l pr1ming 1S 1n1t1ated. 
II. Procedure for Synthesis of LARC-13 Adhes1ve 
Materials 
Flake benzophenone tetracarobxyl1c d1anhydr1de (BTDA) was used as-
received from Gulf Chemicals, m.p. 488-493K (4190 - 428°F). The use of 
powdered BTDA is not recommended. It has a tendency to form 
lumps Ln Solut1on Wh1Ch are hard to break up and d1ssolvc. The flake BTDA 
d1ssolves more slowly but doesn't lump and 1S eaS1er to handle. 
Burd1ck and Jackson glass-d1stilled d1methylformam1de (DMF) was 
used as rece1ved. 
Nadic anydr1de was used as rece1ved from Eastman or Fallek. m.p. 
435-437K (324 - 327°F). 
3, ~'-methylenedianiline (3, 3'-MDA) was used as rece1ved from Ash-
Stevens (Detroit), m.p. 348-351K (167 - 1720 F). 
Alcan MD 105 aluminum powder of 325 mesh was used as received. 
Procedure 
A wide-mouth resin kettle was used for convenience so that viscous 
liquid could easily be removed after the alum1num powder had been added. 
No heat or cooling was required since the reaction exotherm was slight. 
Ambient conditions were employed throughout and a nitrogen atmosphere was 
not necessary. Proportions can be varied as needed. MDA, 118.8 grams, 
was dissolved in 445 grams of DMF in a one-liter resin kettle using 
mechanical stirr1ng. 73.8 grams of nadic anhydride and 120.75 grams of 
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flake BTDA were added, each 1n ten equal port10ns over a period of 5-6 hours 
as follows. A tenth-portion of nadic anhydride and a tenth-portion of 
BTDA were added in succession. After these were partially dissolved so 
the next addition would not cause undissolved material to lump, a second 
portion of each was added. The time between add1tions increased since 
mater1al in later additions dissolved more slowly in the more concentrated 
media. Stirring was continued until complete solution was obtained, 
usually 24-36 hours. Then, 134 grams of aluminum powder was added in 10 
equal portions. The solution can be stored in a refrigerator at 
o 
approx1mately 277K (40 F). 
III. PrlIDlng wlth LARC-13 Adheslve 
1. Brush on a thln coat 2.5 x 10-3 CN (0.001 In.) of LARC-13/30% 
alumlnum powder wlth an aCld or slIDilar brush. 
2. Air dry 30 mln. 
3. Place ln forced air oven and heat to 348K (161°F), hold 30 min. 
4. Heat to 313K (2120 F), hold 30 mln. 
5. Heat to 408K (215°F), hold 2 hrs. 
6. Cool ln o'"en to RT and store in deslccator for indefinite period. 
IV. Preparatlon of LARC-13 Adhes~ve Tape 
1. Stretch 112, AIIOO E glass cloth on frame. 
2. Brush LARC-13/30% aluminum mlxture onto cloth. 
a. Dry overnlght under fUme hood. 
b. Place ln oven, heat from RT to 408K (2150 F), hold 2 hrs. 
c. Cool slowly to RT. 
3. Coat both front and back surface of cloth with LARC-13 mlxture. 
a. Alr dry 1 hr. 
b. Place in oven, heat from RT to 348K (l61°F), hold 15 min. 
c. Heat to 313K (2l20 F), hold 30 mln. 
d. Heat to 4Q8K (2750 F), hold 2 hrs. 
e. Cool slowly to RT. 
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4. Repeat 3. 
5. Repeat 3 aga1n except cont1nue step d. heatlng to 430K (315°F), 
hold 30 m1n. 
a. Heat to 452K (352oF), hold 30 min. 
b. Cool slowly to RT. 
6. AdheS1ve tape th1ckness should be 0.025-0.030 cm (0.010-0.012 in.). 
V. Bonding of Lap Shear Specimens w1th LARC-13 
A. Bonding procedure 
1. Cut adheS1ve tape to cover area to be bonded. 
2. Place adherends and adhesive tape in fixture to mainta1n 1.3 
cm (0.5 in.) overlap. Locate thermocouple as close to bond 
area as poss1ble. 
3. If vacuum bag lS used, pull full vacuum throughout bonding 
process. 
4. Heat at 5K/min. from RT to 477K (400oF), hold 1 hour; heat to 
580K (5850 F), hold 1 hour, apply 344 kPa (50 psi); heat to 
602K (625°F), hold 1 hour. 
5. Cool slowly to 423K (300oF), release vacuum and pressure. 
Remove for postcure. 
B. Postcure 
1. Place unrestrained bonded panels 1n forced air oven, heat from 
RT to 616K (6500 F), hold approx1mately 16 hours (overnight). 
2. Cool in oven to RT, remove and cut 1nto 2.54 cm (1 in.) 
wide spec1mens. 
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(a) Composite to composi tE~. 
(b) Titanium to titanium. 
Figure 3.2-1 - (a) Composite configuration. 
(b) Titanium four-fingered coupon configuration. 
, 
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Process Conditions Test Lap Shear Strength 
Temp. 
Cure Postcure MPa PSl 
5K/mln., 1.38 MPa (200 pSl), Unrestrained RT 18.3 2650 
RT+ 616K (6500 F), hold 90 RT + 616K 17·9 2650 
min. (650oF), hold 24.1 3500 
2 hr 23.7 3440 
20.8 3025 
21.6 3130 
AV. 21.1 AV.3057 
589K 11.9 1730 
(600oF) 13.1 1900 
12.8 1855 
12.6 1825 
AV. 12.6 AV.1828 
Full vacuum; 5K/mln.; Unrestrained RT 19.8 2880 
1.38 MPa (200 pSl), RT + RT + 616K 19.9 2890 
616K (6500 F), hold 90 (6500 F), hold 20.5 2980 
mln. 2 hr lLQ 2760 
AV. 19.8 AV.2878 
589K 11. 4 1660 
(600oF) 11.1 1610 
11.3 1640 
11. 9 1725 
AV. 11.4 AV.1659 
a. Coh: coheslve fallure 
b. Phosphate-fluorlde surface preparatlon 
FLgure 3.2-2 - Lap shear strengtgs and process condLtLons for FM-34 bonded 
TLtanLum (6Al-4V) • 
Type _ 
fallure a 
50% Coh 
50% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
-
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
90% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
100% Coh 
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Lap shear strength Type failure a Test temperature 
MPa psi 
RT 16.7 2430 100% Camp. 1st layer 
19.2 2780 100% Camp. 1st layer 
17.6 2560 100% Camp. 1st layer 
16.9 2460 100% Camp. 1st layer 
18.1 2620 100% Camp. 1st layer 
20.5 2975 95% Camp. 1st layer. 
5% Coh 
20.6 2990 100% Camp. 1st layer 
AV. 18.5 AV. 2685 
589K (600oF) 13.4 1650 100% Coh 
ll.O 1600 100% Coh 
11.2 1625 100% Coh 
10.7 1550 100% Coh 
11.2 1620 100% Coh 
11. 7 1700 100% Coh 
ll.O 1600 100% Coh 
10.8 1570 100% Coh 
AV. 11.1 AV. 1615 
a. Camp. 1st layer: failure in the flrst ply of the composlte; 
Coh: cohes~ve failure 
b. Process condltions: 5K/min., 1.38 MFa (200 pSl), RT + 616K (650oF), 
hold 90 m~n.; postcure: unrestrained, RT + 616K 
(6500 F), hold 2 hours. 
Flgure 3.2-3 - Lap shear strength for FM-34 bonded HTS/PMR-15 unldlrectlonal 
b 
composlte. 
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Test temperature 
Lap shear strength 
Type fal1ure d. 
MPa psi 
RT 9.8 1430 100% Compo 1st layer 
8.4 1220 100% Compo 1st layer 
9.1 1320 100% Compo 1st layer 
AV. 9.1 AV. 1323 
589K (600oF) 10.6 1545 90% Coh, 
9.6 1400 70% Coh, 
10.9 1580 80% Coh, 
10.9 1585 60% Coh, 
AV. 10.5 AV. 1527 
a. Compo 1st layer: fal1ure in the flrst ply of the composlte; 
Coh: coheslve fal1ure 
10% Compo 
30% Compo 
20% Compo 
40% Compo 
b. Process conditlons: 5K/mln., 1.38 MFa (200 pSl), RT + 616K (650oF), 
hold 90 min.; gostcure: unrestralned, 
RT + 616K (650 F), hold 2 hours 
1st 
1st 
1st 
1st 
Figure 3.2-4 - Lap shear strength for FM-34 bonded titanium (6Al-4V)-to-
HTS/PMR-15 crossply composite. 
layer 
layer 
layer 
layer 
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Spec. Process conditions FWT strength Type failure 
No. 
MPa psi 
1 344 kPa (50 psi), RT + 616K 4.0 590 85% Camp. failure, 
(650~) in 40 min., hold 90 min. 15% core to adhesive 
2 344 kPa (50 psi), RT + 616K 4.3 622 60% Camp. failure, 
(6500 F) in 55 min., hold 90 min. 40% core to adhesive 
3 344 kPa (50 psi), RT + 616K 4.2 604 70% Camp. failure, 
(6500 F) in 60 min., hold 90 min. 30% core to adhesive 
4 344 kPa (50 psi), RT + 616K 4.3 624 40% Camp. failure, 
(650~) in 60 min., hold 90 min. 60% core to adhesive 
5 Full vacuum and 344 kPa (50 pS1), 4.3 620 50% Camp. failure, 
RT + 6l6K (6500 F) in 35 min., 50% core to adhesive 
hold 90 min. 
6 Full vacuum and 344 kPa (50 psi), 4.2 613 50% Camp. failure, 
RT + 616K (6500 F) in 40 min., 50% core to adhesive 
hold 90 min. 
7 Full vacuum and 344 kPa (50 psi), 3.6 524 100% Camp. failure 
RT + 6l6K (6500 F) in 50 min., 
hold 90 min. 
a. Flatwise Tensile specimens: 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm (3 in. x 3 in.) 
b. Honeycomb: HRH-327-3/l6-6.0, polyimide/glass 
c. Crossply layup: 00 , +450 , 900 , _450 , _450 , 900 , +450 , 00 • 
Figure 3.2-5 - Room temperature flatwise tensile strength
a 
of PI/gla~s 
honeycombb bonded to HTS (crossply)/PMR-15 facesheets 
with FM-34. 
Vacuuma 
Test temp. 
K(UF ) 
No RT 
589 (600) 
Yes RT 
589 (600) 
a. Processing conditions: 
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Lap shear strength Type failureb 
MPa (pSl) 
20.6 (2995) 50% Compo 1st surface, 
50% Coh 
9.8 (1425) 10% Compo 1st surface, 
90% Coh 
21.6 (3130) 100% Compo 1st surface 
21.8 (3160) 100% Compo 1st surface 
AV. 21. 7 (3145) 
8.1 (1l75) 100% Coh 
9.1 (1320) 100% Coh 
AV. 8.6 (1248) 
5K/min. (90 F/min.), RT to 477K (4000 F), hold 1 hr; 
heat to 580K (5850 F), hold 1 hr; apply 344 kPa (50 psi); 
heat to 602K (6250 F), hold 1 hr; postcure: no vacuum, 
unrestrained, RT to 589K (6000 F), hold approx. 16 hrs 
b. Compo 1st surface: failed by removing matrix polymer and graphite fibers; 
Coh: coheslve 
c. HTS/PMR-15 unidirectlonal composlte, nomlnal 0.28 cm (0.110 In.) thick; 
LARC-13 , 30% aluminum on 112,AllOO E glass cloth. 
Figure 3.2-6 - Effect of vacuum processing on the lap shear strength of 
LARC-l3 bonded composlte speclmensc • 
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postcure a Test temp. LSS Type fallure b K (oF) MPa (pSl) 
Unrestrained, RT 18.7 (2625) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
RT to 589K 17.3 (2510) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
(6000 F), hold 21. 6 (3130 ) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
'" 16 hrs 21.8 (3160) 100% Compo 1st ply 
AV. 19.7 (285b) 
589 (600) 7.9 (1l50) 100% Coh 
7.2 (1050) 100% Coh 
8.1 (1l75 ) 100% Coh 
9.1 (1320) 100% Coh 
AV. 8.1 (1l74 ) 
Unrestrained, RT 16.0 (2320 ) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
RT to 616K 16.0 (2320 ) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
(6500 F), hold 16.1 (2330) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
:::: 16 hrs 15.5 (2250) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
20.5 (2980 ) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
20.0 (2900) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
18.4 (2670) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
13.5 (1960) 100% Camp. 1st ply 
AV. 17.0 ~246b) 
589 (600) 12.2 (1775 ) 50% Compo 1st ply, 50% Coh 
13.7 (1990) 50% Compo 1st ply, 50% Coh 
13.1 (1900) 50% Camp. 1st ply, 50% Coh 
14.8 (2150) 70% Camp. 1st ply, 30% Coh 
15.2 (2200) 50% Camp. 1st ply, 50% Coh 
14.5 (2100) 50% Camp. 1st ply, 50% Coh 
11. 3 (1645) 50% Camp. 1st ply, 50% Coh 
14.3 (2075) 75% Camp. 1st ply, 25% Coh 
AV. 13.6 (1979) 
a. Processing conditions: full vacuum, 5K/mln. (9oF/mln.), RT to 477K (4000 F), 
hold 1 hr; heat to 5aOK (585°F), hold 1 hr; apply 
344 kPa (50 pSl), heat to 602K (625°F), hold 1 hr 
Postcure as above~ 
b. Comp. 1st ply: falled by removing matrlx polymer and graphlte flbers. 
Coh: coheslve fallure 
c. LARC-13, 30% alumlnum on 112,AlIOO E glass cloth; HTS/PMR-15 
unidlrectional composlte, nomlnal 0.28 cm (0.110 In.) thick 
F~gure 3.2-7 - Effect of postcure on lap shear strength of LARC-13 bonded 
c compos~te spec~mens • 
Avg. lap shear strength, MFa (psi) 
Adherend 561K( 550°F) 561K(5500F) after 589K( 600°F) 589K(6000F) after 
RT no exposure 300 hr @ 561K(550oF), air no exposure 300 hr @ 589K(6000F), alr 
Ti/Ti 30.3(4400) 17.2 (2500) 16.5 (2400) 2.1 (300)* 3.4 (500)* 
Tl/C(710 HTS)** 13.8(2000) 21. 4 (3100) 19.3 (2800) 11.1 (1600) 13.1 (1900) 
C/C(710 HTS)** 20.7 (3000) 29.0 (4200) 17.9 (2600) 20.7 (3000) 14.5 (2100) 
C/C(NR 41. 4( 6000) 25.5 (3700) 22.7 (3300) 19.3 (2800) 17.2 (2500) 
150B2 HTS)** 
* Thermoplastic failure 
** All composite adherends exhiblted predominantly shear-type fal1ure In the composlte. 
F~gure 3.2-8 - Prel~m1nary PPQ lap shear data o 
I 
, 
w (\) 
Resin 
PPQ 413 
Acetylene-
Term~nated PPQ 
l12-AllOO Bonding Cond~t~ons Avg. Lap Shear Strength, Failure 
Tape MPa (ps~) 
RT 589K(600oF) 
Wet, RT-+602K (625°F) 28.4 (4120) 11.4 (1650) RT, 70% composite; 
30 phr Al under 2.1 MFa 589K( 600°F). 
(300 psi), hold 50% Composite 
2 hr. 
Dry, R~602K (625°F) 22.2 (3220) 12.1 (1150) RT, 100% composite; 
30 phr Al under o. 34 MFa 589K (600°F), 
(50 ps~), hold 50% Composite 
2 hr. 
Table 3.2-9.- Preliminary PPQ composite-to-compos~te (HTSjPMR-15) Lap Shear Data. 
w 
w 
34 
Kapton 
181 glass cloth 
TX 1040 
Adheslve~ eY.P.5»))~~ Adherends 
TX 1040 
181 glass cloth 
.IIZIII 27//1 0.6 cm (0.25 In.) steel plate 
1) A800 Sealant around edges 
2) Thermocouple in close proXlmlty to bond area 
3) Vacuum and gage connectlons 
F~gure 3.2-10 - Vacuum bag layup used for bond~ng studies. 
11111111111111 
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+ HTS/PMR-15 crossply facesheet 
+ BR-34 pnmer 
+ FM-34 adheslve 
+ BR-34 primed, HRH-327-3/l6-6.o glass/PI 
honeycomb core 
+ FM-34 adheSlve 
+ BR-34 prlmer 
+ HTS/PMR-15 crossply facesheet 
Figure 3.2-11 - Arrangement for bond1ng FWT spec1men. 
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3.3 Adhesives for Bonding RSI 
Russell Hopko 
Effective utilization of Gr/PI composite materials in aerospace structures 
is dependent upon identification or development of an adhesive for bonding 
reusable surface insulation (RSI) to the exterior surface of the structure. 
The adhesive must be capable of operating between l17K and 644K (-250oF and 
7000 F) and must be compatible with manufacturing, inspection and repair criteria 
imposed on aerospace vehicles such as the Space Shuttle Orbiter. 
A contract (NASl-15l52) has been awarded to Rockwell International to 
perform the required research and development effort. The master schedule and 
tasks to be performed are shown in figure 3.3-1. The contract is scheduled to 
be completed in December 1978. 
Screening of materials effort has identified a modified RTV elastomeric 
adhesive which will be evaluated in more detail. The adhesive is essentially 
a low volatile content RTV which, contains a glass resin as part of its 
formulation. 
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TASK DESCRIPTION MONTHS AFTER GO-AHEAD 
1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 
TASK 1 CRITERIA ~CRITERIA DEFINED 
II CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT 
I 2 CANDIDATE MATERIALS ~ 
I 3 QUAliTY ASSURANCE 
... --------------
TASK n IONDING EVAlUATION METHODS 
2 I MATERIALS 
22 IONDING 
TASK m SCREENING AND SELECTION 
3 I SCREENING 
-3 2 SELECTION 
~IST ~OJECT REVIEW (SELECTION) 
TASKN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
AND CHARACTERIZATION 
4 1 MATERIALS ~OPERTIES 
4 2 IOND ~OPERTIES 
4 3 REFUR8ISHMENT 
-TASK'lZ SPECIFICATIONS 
5 I ~OCUREMENT 
-5 2 ~OCESS 
-TASK III PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
6 1 MANAGEMENT 
2ND PROJECT REV1EW~ 
62 REPORTING t:. t:. t:. t:. t:. t:. t:. t:. t:. A A 
FINAl REPORT D~ FINAL1 
Flgure 3.3-1 Master program schedule 
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4.0 IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT 
4.1 PMR-15 Prepreg Development 
Robert M. Baucom 
The purpose of th1s task was to develqp an in-house capability for the 
manufacture of consistent high quality graphite fiber-reinforced polyimide 
prepreg. Research was performed to evaluate prepregging parameters, develop 
quality control methods, establish specifications for vendor supplied prepreg, 
and manufacture prepreg for in-house cure cycle development and laminate 
fabr1cation. 
The custom-made drum winding equipment shown in Figure 4.1-1 with a 
58 cm (23 1n) d1ameter by 147 cm (58 in) length drum has been adapted to 
manufacture prepreg sheets up to 185 cm (73 in) long by 145 cm (57 in) 
wide. Hercules HTS, Celion 3000, and Celion 6000 graphite fibers have 
been prepregged wlth PMR-15, LARC 160, and NR150B2 polyimide reSln matrix 
systems. The maJor1ty of 1n-house prep~eg research has been concentrated 
on the Hercules HTS/PMR-15 system. 
Exceptional prepreg quality has been obtained with the PMR-15 system 
by formulating resin in-house to assure maximum prepreg shelf life and by 
meter1ng the resin onto the fiber with a solvent pump. This provides 
excellent reS1n content control, distribution, and reproducibility. Resin 
de11very to the drum is accomplished by pumping the resin through a hollow 
handled brush which spreads a uniform film of resin that improves fiber 
wetting while m1nimizing non-uniform fiber wicking. The resin solution 
has approximately 50 percent solvent and 50 percent PMR-15 solids by weight 
1n the as-prepregged state. The excess solvent is driven off by heating 
the prepreg on the drum to a temperature of 311K (lOOOF) with a bank of 
infrared heat lamps (shown in Figure 4.]-1). Prepreg reproducil'ility with 
thls system has been excellent, as shown in Figure 4.1-2. The prepreg 
had an average reSln content of 29.5±2% and fiber areal we1ght of 276±11 
gm/m2 (34±1 gm/ft 2). A photograph of a typlcal sect10n of a sheet of 
HTS/PMR-15 prepreg made in-house is shown in Flgure 4.1-3. 
In addltlon to the continuation of the fabrication of HTS/PMR-15 pre-
preg for In-house requirements for the CASTS project, development work is 
planned for the manufacture of prepreg utilizing various graphite f1bers 
as a reinforcement for LARC-160, NR150B2, and other selected resin systems. 
Figure 4.1-1 - Prepreg_m~nufacturing equipment. 
Heat 
lamps 
W 
\0 
40 
Applied I Applied Fiber Resln Total wt Prepreg Prepreg 
reSln wt, fiber wt, wt, % wt, % after wldth, area wt, 
grams grams drum cure, cm grn/cm 2 R F F w/o R w/o grams 
W W 
433 277 56.13 29.64 556 82.80 0.03543 
430 282 56.74 29.03 553 81.28 0.03590 
438 278 55.94 29.83 546 82.40 0.03496 
431 285 56.94 28.83 568 83.82 0.03576 
428 285 57.11 28.66 569 83.32 0.03582 
448 283 55.82 29.95 575 82.85 0.03662 
431 279 56.42 29.35 563 81.36 0.03651 
426 280 56.80 26.97 554 81.58 0.03583 
445 277 55.46 30.31 572 81. 58 0.03700 
NOTE: The length of each sheet was 189.5 cm (74.61 lnches). 
The number of tows/cm was approxlmately 2.20. 
Area Weight = Weight of Prepreg Sheet ~ Area of Prepreg Sheet 
Flgure 4.1-2 - In-house prepreg data. 
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4.2 GrCiphl te/Pol~rlmlde Fabrlcatlor, Metr,ods 
Robert Bau(oI'1, hobert u"e'well, arrd Te.cry St. Clal1 
The purpose of thls task lS to establlsh optlmLlIll lamlnate processlng 
parameters for graphlte flber relnforced PMR-15 and LARC-160 polYlmlde reSln. 
This study was lnltlated by conductlnb a comprehenslve ~lterature survey on 
the subject materlals followed by procurement of prepreg from commercial 
vendors and monomers, solvent, etc. from chemlcal suppllers. Prellmlnary 
attempts to cure vendor-supplled and In-house manufactured prepreg resulted 
In lamlnates of I'1arglnql Q'18llty !,lor A detalled rraterl'=tls pro-
curement and prepreg process rJ)!1trol cf'Oc1flcatlOYlS wel'e needed 
In order to provlde conslst"~llt qcl&l1. ty f pepreg for determlnatlon 
of propertles 
PMR-15 
The Polymerlc MorlOmerlc Reactant (PMR) reSln system was orlglnally 
formulated by NASA-Lewls R"- w;-rC'h Cellte Y (ref. 4 2-1). These st udles 
revealed general processln~ trends for flber relnforced PMR-15. Durlng a 
typlcal cure cycle for thlS I'1atE-.clCi~. sr)lvent removal takes place In the 366 -
423 K (200-3000 F) range followed by lffi~dlzatlon in the 423 - 477 K (300-
4000 F) range. Melt flow of the reSln then takes place between 519 and 533K 
(475-5000 F) and flnally, extended crossllnklng completes the cure In the 
589-602 K (600 - 625°F) range. Inltlal dlfflcultles In curlng commerclally 
supplled HTS graphl te/Pl,ffi-15 materl.al was traced to the Substltutlon of mlxed 
solvents In the prep~'eg lly -':rhE- vendor. Standardlzatlon of methanol as the 
prepregglng solvent r>rov::.ded d solutlon to -ChlS problem. Subsequent 
problems wlth speclflcatlons were solved by rlgldly deflnlng prepreg 
requlrements In materlals ~reclf~catlon documents (Appendlces 4.2-A and 4.2-B). 
The lnltlal vacuum bagglng sequence and basellne cure cycle for HTS/ 
PMR-15 lamlnate fabncatlon are shOwn In Flgure 4.2-1 and 4.2-2, respectlvely. 
The heat-up rate to ,)220 K (4800 F) proved not to be cri tH:al, only a llght 
vacuum, 17 kPa (5 In Hg), was needed to preclude the removal of low molecular 
weight specles In tandem wlth the low bOlllng methanol. ThlS was followed by 
a hold at ~2?oF (l8o"~') to a1ir;rv/ 'ldctl.il .res HI [,;elatlcn p.clor to 
appllcatlon of prEssure. ThlS ho~d tlme depends on several factors: chemical 
purl ty of the rnOnOmE:r2, t emrJ(;r:--L" lU f ~x]Jo::mre durlng reSln forrnulatlon, molecu-
lar welght dlstrlDutlon of the l~replE:g~',cd reSln, and resldual solvent. In general, 
use of hlgher purl ty I'1onorn,-,rs r,=sul t, lfl a l'lgher molecular welght level 
durlng reSln mlxlng, WhlCh requlres the appllcatlon of pressure and full 
vacuum early at the 5220 K (4800 F) hold level. Resldual solvents requlre the 
application of pressure and full vacuum later In the 5220 K hold perlod. It 
was critically lmportant that the pressure be applied durlng thlS period at 
the correct hold tlme to reduce the vapor pressure of cyclopentadiene below 
the point where lt becomes ~ gas and bllsters the laminate. After pressure 
and full VaC-lUl1 a.re appl1.ed the temperature was lrlcreased to 6020 K (6250 F) 
and held for a mlnimum of 2 nours in order to allow sufflclent crosslinklng 
of the polymer for the glass transltlon temperature, T , to exceed 5890 K 
(6000 F). The laMlnate was then cooled down at a rate gnot exceeding 2.5K/min 
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until a temperature of 3550 K (l80oF) was reached. The pressure and 
temperature were then reduced and the laminate was removed. 
This cure cycle has been routinely applied to the fabricat10n of high 
quality HTS/PMR-l5 unid1rect10nal laminates not exceed1ng a th1ckness'of 0.2 cm 
(0.06 in). Unidirectional HTS-PMR-15_laminates up to 0.5 cm (0.2 1n) 1n thickness 
are also easily produced. Mixed results have been obtained 1n the fabrication 
of multidirectional laminates that exceed 0.2 cm (0.06 in) in thickness. 
Ultrasonic C-scans and photomicrographs for typical HTS/PMR-l5 unidirectional 
and isotropic laminates are shown in Figure 4.2-3. The unidirectional 
laminate C-scan results are substantially better than the isotropic laminates 
at the same ultrasonic gain level, probably due to the presence of extensive 
microcracking in the isotropic laminates. Attempts to reduce the level of 
microcracking by using very slow cool down rates continue. Also, a 
determination is being made to establish the impact of microcrack1ng on 
applicable mechanical properties before and after exposure to elevated 
temperatures. 
There may be an effect of the fiber itself on the processability of 
graphite reinforced PMR-l5. This preliminary conclusion is based on similar 
cure cycles on HTS I, HTS II, and Celion 6000 sized w1th NR150B2 reS1n graph1te 
fiber reinforced PMR-15. Early results obtained with HTS I/PMR-15 were generally 
satisfactory when the baseline cure cycle was used. The long term stab1lity of 
this flber at elevated temperatures was qU1te variable, so it was replaced w1th 
the more stable HTS II fiber. Lam1nates produced from HTS II/PMR-15 prepreg have 
exhibited mixed results under ultrasonic C-scan 1nspection. The sound 
transmission in thick panels [> 0.15 cm (0.06 in)] made from this prepreg 
appears to be somewhat more attenuated than in similar HTS I/PMR-15 panels. 
Further, several Celion 6000/PMR-l5 laminates have been produced w1th 
excellent C-scan results in thick (> 0.2 em (0.06 in)) multidirectional 
laminates. The effect of the graphite fiber type on laminate qual1ty w1ll 
be investigated further. 
LARC-160 
LARC-l60, developed at NASA-Langley, is a modification of the well-known 
PMR-15 polyimide resin. Since the resin is a liquid in the neat form, the 
LARC-160 system makes possible the fabrication of solventless prepreg with 
good tack and drape at room temperature. These properties are important 
considerations when selecting a resin to be used in the fabrication of large 
graphite reinforced polyimide parts such as those proposed for CASTS. 
Commercial1zation of LARC-l60 has begun and prepreg can currently be 
obtained from several companies. (The LARC-l60 neat resin can be formulated 
by most prepreg vendors and is also available from some resin manufacturers.) 
The commercially available graphite/LARC-160 prepreg is primarily made using 
hot~elt techniques, but it can also be made with solvent casting techniques. 
Unidirectional tape as well as woven goods are available. 
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The cure cycle that has been developed for LARC-160 is similar to those 
for other addition-type polyim1des. During a typical cure the graphite/ 
LARC-160 lay-up is "B-staged" under partial vacuum [7-14 kPa (2-4 in Hg)] 
for one hour at 436°K (325Of) in order to allow the monomeric reactants to 
form oligomeric im1de chains. During this imidization step, condensation 
by-products, water, and ethanol are lost, result1ng 1n a well-consolidated 
lam1nate. Care must be exercised during th1s step by limiting the number of 
p11es of bleeder material to prevent exceSS1ve flow of the reS1n. The temperature 
of the lam1nate 1S then 1ncreased to 602 K (625°F) at a rate of 2.6 (5°F) per 
m1nute. Dur1ng this heat-up, autoclave pressure of 1.4 MFa (200 psi) is applied 
at 547 K (525°F). The f1nal cure temperature of 602 K (625°F) 1S held for two 
hours, after Wh1Ch the lam1nate is cooled down at a rate of 2.6 K (5 P ) per minute 
to amb1ent temperature and removed from the autoclave or press. The 
cure prof11e for HTSI/LARC-160 is shown 1n F1gure 4.2-4. 
The mechan1cal propertles obtalned from In-house fabricated and test 
speclmens are glven in figure 4.2-5. The ultrason1c C-scans of these 
lamlnates lndlcate that they are well consolidated and essent1ally vOld 
free. These results have been verif1ed by taking photomlcrographs of cross 
sections of typical unidirect10nal and lsotrop1c laminates. 
Th1ck sectlon lamlnates have been successfully fabrlcated from HTSI/ 
LARC-l60, both In-house and under contract. Flat lamlnates 0.64 cm (0.25 in) 
thick with a unidirectlonal lay-up pattern have been fabricated in-house 
and hat sectlons with a net section thlckness of 0.95 cm (0.38 In) have been 
fabrlcated under contract. The quality of both of these lamlnates 
has been veri fled by ultrasonic C-scan lnspectlon. 
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APPENDIX 4.2-A 
SPECIFICATION LARC P-Ol 
GRAPHITE/POLYIMIDE PREPREG 
LARC-P-Ol 
1. SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATION 
1.1 Scope. This specification establishes the requirement 
for graphite reinforced polyimide prepreg sheets. 
1.2 Classification. The material covered by this specification 
shall be of one type and shall be identified as LARC-P-01. 
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
2.1 The following documents form a part of this specification 
to the extent specified on the date of the request for quotation to the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center, 
Hampton, Virginia 23665. 
~PECIFICATIONS 
~ 
LARC-F-02 PolYlmlde, Impregnatlng 
STANDAF.DS 
Federal 
FED-STD-406 Plastics, Methods of Testing 
Hercules 
HD-SG-2-600lB Test ~~thods for Determining Physical Properties 
of Carbon and Graphite Tows 
HG-SG-2-6oo6c Test 1-1ethods for Determining Properties of 
Carbon and Graphite Prepregs 
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LARC-P-Ol 
PUBLICATIONS 
BFPA SPD-l-C. Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous Materials. 
Rational Fire Protection Association, 1975. 
3. REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Material. The material shall consist of colllmated graphlte 
. 
tibers impregnated vi th polyimide resin. 
3.1.1 Graphite. The continuous filament graphite fiber twist-
tree tow shall be in the as-produced, residue-free state without a coating 
or reSln slzing. The graphlte flber tow shall have a 2757 MN/m2 (400 ksi) 
minimum tensile strength and a 234 MN/m2 (34 x 106 pSl) mlnimum modulus of 
elastlclty. The tow tenslle strength and modulus of elastlclty shall be 
determined ln accordance wlth procedures 5.3.6 and 5.3.7 ln Hercules 
document HD-SG-2-6001B. 
3.1.2 Resin. The resin shall meet the requirements set forth 
in LARC-R-02 and shall be fully suitable for use in the manufacture of 
structural laminates. 
3.1.3 Prepreg. The graphite reinforced polyimide prepreg shall 
be ln the form of sheets wlth a nomlnal wldth of 30 cm. (12 In.) and a 
nomlnal cured thickness (per ply) of .18 mm (.007 In.) 
determlned from a laminate processed at no greater than 1.7 kN/m2 
(250 pSl) wlth a 60 percent flber volume. 
3.2 ~roperties of uncured prepre~ 
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3.2.1 Physical properties. The prepreg material shall meet the 
physical requirements outlined in Table, ,I . 
. TABU: I 
Property Tolerance Procedure 
Volatile Content 12 :!:. 3% by vt. 4.6.2 
Resin Solids Content 40 + 4% bY'vt. 4.6.3 
Resin Flow (LARC-R-02) 10 ± 5% by wt. 4.6.4 
Tack > 30 minutes 4.6.5 
Gel Time (LARC-R-02) 1 mlnute mlnlmUill 4.6.6 
@ 450K (350°F) 
. " 
3.2.2 Shelf life. The shelf life of the prepreg (computed from the 
date of manufacture) shall be ~uch that the requirements set forth in 3.2.1 
shall be met as follows' 120 days at 256K (OOF) or 90 days at 278K (40°F) 
or 7 days at 294K (70°F). 
3.2.3 Uniformity. The graphite fiber tows shall be completely 
wetted and the areal denslty of the prepreg shall be 172:~0 gram/m2 
+5 2 (16_1 . 0 grfu~/ft). Mlsallgnment of tows shall not be more than 1 tow per 
10.2 cm (4 In.) of wldth of an lndlvldual sheet or tape or prepreg and the 
angle of mlsallgnment shall not exceed 2 degrees. 
3.2.6 Hazardous naterials. If hazardous materials are included 
in the prepreg, all containers of such materials shall be labeled as out-
lined in the Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous Materials, NFPA SPP-1-C, 1975. 
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3.2.1 Storage of material. Immediately upon rE'ceipt, 
the material in its original sealed bag shall be placed in storage 
at a malntalned temperature of 256l\: (OoF) or belmv. Materlal In 
the sheet form shall be stored horlzontally. Materlal In the tape form 
shall be stored wlth the axis of the core or spool In a vertlcal posltlon. 
Hhen materlal lS removed from the freezer It lS brought to wlthln 5K (lOoF) 
of room temperature prlor to openlng the sealed bag. The amount requlred 
for use durlng the remalnder of that work shlft shall be cut fraN the 
, sheet and the unused portlon shall be replaced In ltS orlglnal bag, 
the bag resealed by heat appllcatlon, and the materlal returned to 
storage wlthout delay. Bags shall not remaln open longer than 1 hour 
at anyone tlme, and total elapsed open tlme shall not be more than 
20 hours. Total elapsed tlme out of storage for anyone sealed unlt 
shall never exceed 14 days. At no time shall the material which is to be 
returned to storage be subjected to environ~enta1 temperatures greater 
than 303K (85 0 F). 
3.2.8 Storage history. A log of the storage history shall be kept 
on each unit of material. lvIaterial that has exceeded the l4-day out-of-
storage time or exceeded the 120-day in-storage time shall be retested for 
conformance to the flow, volatile content, and the flexural requirements 
of Tables I and II before being used for fabrication of structural parts. 
Allowable open time shall be considered as in-storage time. 
Product markings. Product markings shall be in accordance 
with the preparation for delivery section of this specification. See 5.3. 
3.3 Properties of cured laminates. 
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3.3.1 Mechanical and physical properties. The cured ~aminates 
Bhal1 meet the mechanical and physical property requirements of Table II. 
TABLE II 
Mechanical and Physical Properties of Cured Laminates 
Property 
Long. Flexural 
Press or Vacuum Augmented 
Autoclave Cure Cycle 
589K (600°F) 
Str., MN/m2 (ksi), min. (LARC-R-02) 
1447.9 (210.0) 1241.0 (180.0) 
Short Beam Shear 
2 Str., MN/m (kSl), mln. (LARC-R-02) 
96.5 (14.0) 
Specific Gravity. 
minimum (LARC-R-02)1.60 
41.4 (6.0) 
Test Procedure 
4.6.9 
4.6.10 
4.6.~1 
Resin Content, % 4.6.12 
by wt., minimum (LARe-R-02) 33 
Fiber Volume. %. 
minimum 
T, K (OF) (LARC-R-02) g 
Void Content. % maximum 
60 :!:. 3 
603 (625) 
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
4.6.12 
4.6.7 
4.6.13 
4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified 
in the contract or order. the supplier is responsible for the perfor.man~e 
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o~ all inspections and test requirements as specified herein. Except 
as otherwise specified, the supplier may use his own facilities or any 
commercial laboratory acceptable to Langley Research Center. .Langley 
reserves the risht to perfor.m any or all of the inspections set forth 
herein where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure that the 
material to be furnished confor.ms to the prescribed requirements • 
4.2 • Inspection record§. Inspection records of examinations 
and tests shall be kept complete and available to Langley. TheBe 
records shall contain all data necessary to determine compliance with 
the requiremehts of this_ specification. 
4.3 Classification of examinations and tests. The examination 
.. 
and tests of the material shall be classified as follows: 
a. Qualification verification 
b. Acceptance verification 
c. Receiving inspection. 
4.3.1 Qualification verification. Qualification verification 
shall consist of all the examinations and tests specified herein. 
4.3.2 Acceptance verification. Acceptance verification shall be 
perfor.med on representative samples of each unit of prepreg, and shall 
consist of the following: 
a. Examination of product 
b. Resin solids content 
c. Volatile content 
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d. Flow 
e. Tack 
t. Longitudinal flexural strength at room temperature 
g. Short beam shear strength at room temperature 
h. Glass transition temperature 
4.3.3 Recelvlng lnspectlon. Recelvlng 
inspection shall consist of an examination of the material and such 
sampling and veriftcation of test data as deemed necessary. 
4.4 Sampli.ng plan. The material, as offered tor acceptance 
bY' Langley, shall meet the requirements specified herein by random , 
selection of one sealed unit of n:.a.terial per batch. 
4.4.1 Batch. A batch shall consist of all material ot the same 
type manufactured in one continuous, unC'hanged production run. 
4.4.2 Unit of product. A unit of product shall consist of one 
sealed unit of material, and shall contain no more than 20 sheets. 
4.5 Test conditions. 
4.5.1 Room temperature. Unless otherwise specified, all tests 
shall be conducted at a temperature of 298K~3 (77°F ~ 5), and 50 
percent ~10 relative h~dity. 
4.5.2 Exposure at 589K (600°F). Test panels shall be heated to 
589K ~ 5 (600°F ~ 10) within 15 minutes In a test chamber previously 
+1 heated to temperature, ~eld at temperature for 10 -0 minutes, and 
tested immediately. 
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4.5.3 Work and test area. The relative humidity of the layup 
and test area shall not exceed 60 percent. 
4.6 Test methods. 
4.6.1 Examination of product. The material shall be examined to 
verify that its markings, packaging, and all visual physical charac-
teristics conform to the requirements of this specification. 
4.6.2 Volatile content. The volatile content of the prepreg shall 
be determined as outlined below. 
---
4.6.2.1 Test specimens. Test specimens shall be as follows: 
a. Two 5.1 em. (2-ln.) square speClmens (1.0 ± 0.2 grams) of prepreg 
are to be analyzed. 
b. Release paper must be removed prior to analyzing. Any 
resin adhering to the release paper will be lost to the 
test. 
4.6.2.2 Test procedure. The test procedure ahall be as follows: 
a. Condition new Gooch filtering crucibles in beaker con-
taining concentrated ffii03 for a minimum of 1 hour at 
373 ± 50 K (212 ± 5°F). Wash wlth water, dry In oven 
at 367 ~ 30 K (200 ~ 3°F) and desiccate. 
b. Weigh conditioned filtering crucible to the nearest 0.1 
milligram (mg). 
c. Carefully remove release paper from prepreg specimen and 
place specimen in tared crucible. 
d. 
e. 
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Weigh crucible containing specimen to the nearest 0.1 mg. 
Condition cruicble and specimen in an oven at 367 ~ 30 K 
(392 ± 3°F) for 60 mlnutes followed by 30 mlnutes at 
f. Remove cruclble from oven, cool to room temperature In a 
deslccator, and rewelgh. 
g. Calculate volatlles content of prepreg as follows 
W - W 
Welght % Volatiles = w2 _ w3 x 100 
2 1 
where: Wl = weight of empty conditioned 
crucible, grams (g) 
W2 = original weight of crucible 
before heating, g 
filtering 
and specimen 
W3 = final weight of crucible and specimen after 
heating, g 
4.6.3 Resin solids content. The resin solids content of the prepreg 
shall be determined as outlined below. 
4.6.3.1 Test specimens. 
a. Two 2.5 cm. (1 In.) by 5.1 cm. (2 In.) samples shall be taken from 
each end of a 2.5 cm (1 In.) by 30.5 cm. (12 In.) strlp of prepreg. 
b. Carefully remove release paper from the prepreg samples. 
4.6.3.2 Test procedure. 
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a. Weigh clean filtering crucible to the nearest 0.1 mg. 
b. Place the prepreg specimens as prepared in 4.6.3.1 in 
tared crucible. 
c. Weigh crucible containing specimen to the nearest 0.1 mg. 
d. Add 150 ml NMP to a 250 ml beaker, place beaker on a steam 
bath and bring to a boil. (Beaker should be covered with 
a watch glass to minimize evaporation.) 
e. Add prepreg sample to the hot MEK, being careful not to 
splash the- hot NMP • Stir occasionally and let heat for 
ten minutes. 
t. Transfer the NMP and fiber into the original tared filtering 
crucible positioned in a filtering flask with vacuum trap 
and vacuum pump. 
g. Wash the fiber three times with methanol (absolute). 
h. Remove the crucible containing fibers and dry in an oven 
mainta~ned at 436 ~ 30K (325 ± 3°F) for 15 to 20 mlnutes. 
i. Remove crucible from oven, cool in a desiccator, and 
weigh to the nearest 0.1 mg. 
3. Calculate resin content as follows: 
[ 
W - W ] 
Weight % Resin = W: _ W~ x 100 - V 
where: Wl = weight of empty crucible, g 
W2 = original weight of crucible and specimen, g 
W3 = final weight of crucible and fibers, g 
V = weight percent volatiles from 4.6.2, %. 
O.lg. 
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4.6.4 l!sn!.. Flow shall be determined as outlined below. 
4.6.4.1 Test specimells. 
a. Cut eight 10 cm. (4 In.) by 10 cm. (4 in.) plies of 
sample prepreg. 
b. Cut SlX 10 cm. (4 In.) by 10 cm. (4 in.) plies of 
style 181 glass fabrlc. 
c. Lay up the prepreg plles In a (0°/90°) lamlnate. 
4.6.4.2 Test procedure. 
a. Weigh the laminate fabricated in 4.6.4.1 to the nearest 
b. Cut two 10 cm. (4 In.) by 10 cm. (4 In.) plles of porous 
Teflon coated glass release fabrlc. Place one ply on the top and one 
on the bottom of the lamlnate. 
c. Place three plies each of style 181 glass cloth on the top 
laminate in 4.6.4.2.b. 
d. Place the layup between 0.64 cm. (0.25 in.) thlck alumlnum 
caul plates which have been coated with Frekote 33 release agent. 
e. Place entire assembly in a preheated 450K (350°F) 
press under pressure and hold for 1 hour. 
t. Remove from oven t strip awa:y bleeder and release tabric, 
clean excess resin from panel edges and weigh the panel to the nearest 
0.1 g. 
g. Calculate the resin now as follows: 
w - W 
Resin now, percent = 1 W 2 x 100 
1 
where: Wl = original weight ot prepreg l8¥UP, g. 
W2 = tinal weight ot panel, g. 
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4.6.5 ~. Tack shall be determlned as follows 
4.6.5.1 Test specimens. The test specimen shall consist of two 
5.1 cm. (2.0 In.) by 5.1 cm. (2.0 In.) prepreg squares. 
4.6.5.2 Test procedure. 
a. A stainless steel sheet, alloy 302 or equivalent with a 
commerclal 2D flnlsh, any thlckness by 10.2 cm. (4.0 In.) 
by 20.3 cm. (8.0 In.), shall be cleaned to a water-break-free 
condltlon wlth chlorlne-free powder and dlstllled water, then 
alr drled at a temperature below 339K (150oF). 
b. Mark a horizontal line across the plate widtrr 4 inches 
from the end. 
c. Mount the plate vertically. 
d. Remove the release paper from one of the prepreg squares 
and then apply the side of the square from which the 
release paper was removed to the plate with the line at 
the bottom of the square. The unidirectional filament 
dlrectlon of the square shall be vertlcal and perpen-
dicular to the line on the plate. A second square of 
prepreg shall be applled to the flrst square wlth the 
same fiber orientation. 
e. Smooth out all creases and wrinkles with light up and 
down motion with the fingers and start a timing device 
to monitor the test. 
f. An absence of movement of the squares on the steel plate 
after 30 mlnutes quallfles the prepreg for sufflClent tack. 
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s. Repeat steps d through f for a duplicate tack test. 
Success of both tests qualifies the prepreg for accepta-
ble tack. 
~.6.6 Gel time. Gel time shall be determined as follovs. 
~.6.6.l Test specimens. The test specimen shall consist of a small 
piece of newly thawed material, approximately 0.64 x 0.64 em. (0.25 x 0.25 In.), 
between two glass slides. 
~.6.6.2 Test nrocedure. 
a. Preheat and stabilize a Fisher-Johns l-lelting Point 
Apparatus at 450K (350oF). 
b. Place the test specimen on the melting point block and 
start a timing device. 
c. Periodically apply light pressure to the top glass slide 
with a small, blunt-end wooden stick. 
d. The time at which no fiber or resin movement is detected 
is the gel time. 
~.6.7 Glass transition temperature. The glass transition tempera-
. ture. Tg, shall be determined as follows. 
4.6.7.1 Test specimen. A 0.64 x 0.64 cm. (0.25 x 0.25 in.) sample shall 
be taken from a laminate fabricated as outlined in the following section, 4.6.8. 
~.6.7.7 Test procedure. 
a. The test specimen shall be placed on the stage of a Dupont 990 
Thermomechanical Analyzer. 
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b. The Analyzer probe is weighted with approximately 5 gms 
ot weight and placed in contact with the sample. Heat 
is then gradually applied to the system. 
c. Probe displacement is monitored as the sample expands 
upon the application of heat. 
d. The tp.mperature at which the expansion curve for the 
semple changes slope is recorded as the glass transition 
temperature. 
4.6.8 Preparation of test panels. Flat laminate test panels, as 
required, shall be fabricated using the processes and procedures described 
below. Total number-of plies shall be dictated by the test specimen 
thicknesses specified in the following test methods. 
4.6.8.1 Panel layup. Flat laminate test panels of appropriate size, 
but no smaller than 15 x 15 em. (6 x 6 In.), shall be prepared by a parallel layup 
of unidirectionally oriented plies of the material. Dams shall be used 
around the perimeter of the panels to prevent fiber "wash-out". A release 
agent shall be used on the caul plate to prevent panel sticking. Bleeder 
shall consist of one ply of Mauchberg paper CW-1850 or style 181 fiberglass 
per every three plies of material, and the bleeder shall be divided evenly 
beneath and above the layup. The bleeder shall be separated both top and 
bottom from the material layup by a ply of perforated Teflon-coated flberglass 
fabric and a ply of Celgard venting film. The 'Teflon-coated flberglass fabric 
shall be in contact with the laminate on both top and bottom. A pressure 
plate of the same Slze as the baslc lWllnate shall be used to Jnlnlmlze upper sur-
face waVlness. Thls plate shall be separated from the lamlnate by a thln film of 
Teflon or Mylar. A vacuum bag capable of withstanding long term exposure 
at 700K (800°F) shall be placed over the assembly and sealed on the 
edges wlth A-800 slllcone sealant. 
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Flgure 4.2-A-I shows tYPlcal layup. Cure by elther press cycle or 
vacuum augmented autoclave cycle. 
4.6.8.2 Press cure. The l~ as described in 4.6. '6.1 shall be 
placed in heated platen press and cured using the following B-stage and 
cure cycle and a maxlmum pressure of 1724 kN/m2 (250 pSl) on the layup at 
all tlmes during the cure cycle. 
-Apply 5 inches Hg vacuum 
-Heat laminate to 522K (480°F) at 6K (lOOF)/min and hold for 30 minutes 
-Apply full vacuum and pressurlze autoclave to 1724 kN/m2 (250 pSl). 
- - 2 
-Heat to b03K (625°F) mln. under full vacuum and 1724 kN/m 
(250 psi) Find hold for 3 hours 
-Cool to 356K (180oF) at 3K (5uF)!min. and remove vacuum and pressure 
-Cool to 3l1K (lOOuF ) at .6K (loF)/min. and remove laminate 
4.6.8.3 Vacuum augmented autoclave cure. The layup as desc~ibed in 
4.6.8.1 shall be vacuum bagged and the entire assembly of caul plate, layup, 
vacuum bag, etc., shall be placed in an autoclave and cured using the cure 
cycle outlined in 4.6.8.2. 
4.6.9 Longitudinal flexural strength. 
4.6.9.1 Laminate preparation. Laminates shall be in accordance with 
4.6.8. 
4.6.9.2 Test specimens. Fibers are aligned parallel to the longitudi-
nal axis. Specimen configuration is shown in Flgure 4.2-A-2. 
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SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS 
LENGTH (L) 
WIDTH (W) 
= 10.2cm.(4.0 In.) 
= 1.27 cm.(0.500 In.) 
THICKNESS (t) = 0.152 - 0.299 cm. 
(0.060 - 0.090 In.) 
SPAN(S) 4 x t 
ALL FILAMENTS 0° TO L DIMENSION 
LOAD & REACTION SUPPORTS 
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0.32 cm. (0.12 in.) RADIUS STEEL ROD. 
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A. 
.. 
SPAN DIMENSIONS 
FOR t = 0.152 - 0.178 cm., S = 5.08 cm. 
(0.060 - 0.070 In.,S = 2.00 In.) 
t = 0.180 - 0.203 cm., S = 5.72 cm. 
(0.071 - 0.080 In.,S = 2.25 In.) 
t = 0.206 - 0.229 cm., S = 6.35 cm. 
(0.081 - 0.090 In.,S = 2.50 In.) 
Flgure 4.2-A-2. Longltudlnal Flexure Test Speclmen. 
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4.6.9.3 Test procedure. Unless otherwise specified, conditions of 
the test shall be in accordance with Federal Test Method Standard No. 
406, Method 1031. The speclmen shall be loaded to fallure at a 0.121 cm ± 
0.013 (0.050 In. ± 0.005) per mlnute crosshead speed In a testlng machlne. 
Testlng shall be performed at amblent temperature and 589K ~ 5 (600°F ~ 10) 
B 4 after a 10 -0 mlnute exposure at temperature (see .5). The speclmen 
shall be loaded as shown In Flgure 4.2-A-2. 
4.6.9.4 Calculation. A mean value based on a minimum of three 
determinations shall be reported for longitudinal flexural strength 
using the formula below: 
where: FL = Ultimate longitudinal flexural strength, kN/m2 (pSl) 
P = Maximum load carri~d by the speClmen, N (pounds) 
S = Span, cm. (In.) 
W = Specimen wldth, cm. (In.) 
t = Specimen thlckness, cm. (In.) 
4.6.10 Short beam shear. 
4.6.10.1 Laminate preparation. Laminate shall be in accordance 
with 4.6.8. 
4.6.10.2 Test specimens. Fibers are aligned parallel to the 
longitudinal axis. Specimen configuration is shown in Figure 4.2-A-3. 
S 
L 
SPEC~~ DIMENSIONS 
LENGTH (L) = 0.15 cm. 
(0.06 in.) 
WIDTH (W) = 0.64 em. 
(0.25 in.) 
THICKNESS (t) = 0.152 - 0.229 em. 
(0.060 - 0.090 in.) 
SPAN (S) = 4 x t 
ALL FILAMENTS 0° TO L DIMENSION 
LOAD & REACTION SUPPORTS 
0.32 em. (0.12 in.) RADIUS STEEL ROD. 
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· l w r +-1 T-
Figure 4.2-A-3. Short Beam Shear Test Specimen 
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4.6.10.3 Test procedure. The specimen shall be loaded to failure 
at a 0.127 cm. ± 0.013 (0.050 In. ± 0.005) per mlnute crosshead speed In a 
testlng machlne. Test temperatures shall be at room temperature and at 589K 
+1 
± 5 (600°F ± 10) after a 10 -0 mlnute exposure at temperature (see 4.5). The 
speclmen shall be loaded as shown In Flgure 4.2-A-3 wlth the smooth slde up. 
4.6.10.4 Calculation. A mean value based on a minimum of three 
determinations shall be reported for short beam shear strength using the 
tormula below: 
where: Fs = Ultimate short beam shear strength, psi 
P = 1·laximum load carried by specimen, pounds 
W = Specimen width, inch 
t = Specimen thickness s inch 
4.6.11 Specific gravity. 
4.6.11.1 Laminate preparation. Laminate shall be in accordance 
with 4.6.8. 
, 
4.6.11.2 Test method. Specimen configuration and test procedure 
shall be in accordance with Federal Test Hethod Std. No. 406, Method 5011. 
4.6.11.3 Calculation. Specific gravity calculations shall be per 
Federal Test Method Std. No. 406, Method 5011. A mean value based on a 
minimum of three determinations shall be reported. 
4.6.12 Cured resin content and fiber volume. 
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~.6.12.1 Laminate preparation. Laminate shall be in accordance 
with 4.6.8. 
~.6.12.2 Specimen. Test speclmens shall be approximately 1.3 x 1.3 cm. 
(0.5 x 0.5 in.) by lamlnate thlckness. 
4.6.12.3 Procedure. The cured resin content and fiber volume 
shall be determined by acid/peroxide digestion as follows: 
a. Weigh the test specimen to the nearest 0.1 mg (W1 ), 
place in a 300 m1 tall-form beaker, and add 20 m1 
of concentrated sulfuric acid. Place the beaker on 
a hot plate and heat the acid until fumes occur. 
b. When the composite is visibly disintegrated and 
resin particles and fibers are dispersed throughout 
the sulfuric solution, caref'ully add the hydrogen 
peroxide (50% strength) dropwise down the side of the 
beaker. Rubber gloves and a fume hood with appropriate 
safety glass shield shall be used throughout the 
addition and precautions shall be taken as recommended 
by the applicable safety regulations and procedures 
for handling hydrogen peroxide. 
c. The reaction is considered complete when the hot 
sulfuric acid solution below the fibers becomes 
clear and colorless. At this point add two more ml 
of hydrogen peroxide to the solution, and heat the 
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solution to fumes for another 10 minutes to ensure 
complete decomposition of the polymer. Remove the 
beaker from the hot plate, and allow to cool to 294 to 
300K (70 to 80°F), and then place in an ice bath. 
d. Collect fibers by vacuum filtration through a medi~ 
porosity, sintered-glass crucible that has been 
weighed to nearest mg (v1a.). After the sulfuric acid 
has been filtered off, wuh the fibers in the crucible 
thoroughly with 600 ml of distilled water, added a 
few milliliters at a time. Verify removal of sulfuric 
acid traces by checking pH of the flltrate. 
e. Remove the crucible from the filtering system and 
place in an open beaker in an oven at 422K (30~oF) 
for 45 minutes. After drying, cool the crucible in 
a desiccator and veigh (W3). 
4.6.12.4 Resin and fiber content calculation. Calculate the 
resin and fiber content according to the following equation: 
W - (W - w ) 
Resin content, percent by weight (W4) = 1 Wi 3 2 x 100 1 
w - W 
Fiber content, percent by weight (W5) = 3w 2 x 100 1 
4.6.12.5 Fiber volume calculation. Calculate the fiber volume 
using the data generated from the resin and fiber content determinations 
and the following formula: 
Fiber volume, percent 
where: W4 = Weight percent of reSln 
DC = Composlte density, glee 
DF = Flber denslty. glee 
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A mean value based on three determinations shall be reported. 
-4.6.13 Void content. The void content is calculated from the 
resin fiber content determinations. 
4.6.13.1 Calculation. A mean value based on three determinations 
shall be reported. 
where: V = Void content, volume percent 
c 
W4 = Weight percent of reSln 
\! 5 = Weight percent of flber 
DC = Composlte denslty, glee 
D = R Resin density, glee 
D = F IJ.ber denslty, glee 
5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 
5.1 Preservation and packaging. The material. shall be 
packaged with a non-adherent separator applied to both sheet faces. 
The material. wi thin one package shall be of the same length and width 
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to preclude damage to the material during shipment. Packaged material 
sball be sealed vi tbin a moisture-proof plastic bag. 
5.2 Packing. The packaged material shall be packed in 
shipping containers of a type which will ensure acceptance by common 
carrier at lowest rates and will ensure protection of the material 
during handling , transit, and storage. 
5.3 Marking of interior package. Each interior package 
shall be legibly marked with a label or tab which includes the following 
minimum information: 
a. LARC-P-Ol 
b. Manufacturer's material designation 
c. Manufacturer's name and address 
d. Batch number and sheet number 
e. Date of C8nufacture 
t. Weight 
g. Recommended storage conditions and temperature 
range for maximum shelf life. 
h. Estimated maximum shelf life based on recommended 
storage conditions and temperature range 
i. Hazardous warnings as applicable. 
5.4 Marking of exterior shipping container. Each exterior 
shipping container shall be legibly and permanently marked with the 
toll owing information: 
• 
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a. LARC-P-Ol 
b. Purchase order number 
c. Manufacturer's material designation 
d. Manufacturer's name and address 
e. Batch number 
f. Quantity contained (sheet size end number of sheets) 
g. Date of manufacture 
h. Date of shipping 
i. Manufacturer's recommended storage conditions and 
temperature range 
J. Precautionary and handl.ing markings 
In addition, the shipping container shall be identified with a strip 
of one-inch wide green plastic tape (Scotchlite 3277 or equivalent) 
completely around the container from top to bottom and approximately 
one inch from the side. 
6. NOTES 
6.1 Intended use. The material covered by this specification 
is intended for use in the manufacture of spacecraft structural components 
subJect to temperatures from 117K (-250°F) to 589K (600oF). Use is not 
restricted to these applications. 
6.2 Ordering information. The following information 
shoulc be included on the purchase order, together with the conditions 
of 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. 
a. Number, title, and date of specification 
b. Material name and quantity. 
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6.2.1 Rejection and retest. In the event ot tailure ot a 
sample to meet any' ot the requirements ot this specification, a second 
sample ot uncured material taken adJacent to the first, or a second 
laminate panel prepared in accord.&.nce with 4.6.8 ~ be submitted 
tor retest. It the retest sampl.e tails to meet the requirements ot 
the specitication, the batch represented bY' the sample shall be rejected. 
6.2.2 Reports. Unless otherwise specitied, the supplier 
shall turnish with each lot three copies ot the reports shoving the 
-
results ot tests made on each batch in the shipment to determine 
contormance ot the material to the specitication req~rements. The 
report shall include volatile content, resin solids, resin tlow, tack, TG, 
specific gravitY', and mechanical properties, as applicable. The report 
shall also include the purchase order number, the material specification 
Dumber, supplier designation, quantitY', batch number, and date or 
manutacture. The report shall also include tiber properties as reported 
bY' the fiber manufacturer, and the batch numbers ot fiber used in making 
each ot the sheets ot material. 
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SPECIFICATION IJLQ C-R-02 
POLYIMIDE UfPREGNATING RESIN 
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1. SCOPE A...'iD CLASSIFICATION 
1.1 Scope. This specificat~on establishes the requirements for a 
heat reactive resin system which CaR be thermally cured to a l~near poly~­
mide. 
1.2 Classificat~on. The material covered by this spec~fication 
shall be of one type and shall be identif~ed as LARC-R-02. 
2. APPLICADW: DOCUNEllTS 
2.1 The follow~ng documents forI'l a part of th~s spec1.ficat1.on to 
the extent spec1.fled on the date of the request for quotat~on to the 
Natlonal Aeronautics and Space Adm1.n1.strat1.on, Langley Research Center, 
daru}J t:.on, VA 23665. 
PUBLICA':'IONS 
NFPA SPP-I-C. Fire Protection GUlde on Hazardous Mater1.als. 
National Fire Protection Associat1.on, 1975. 
3. REQUIRD1EliTS 
3.) Chemical Structure of Pol:rmer 
'Lt.l Varnish. The monomer solvent for PMR-15 varnish (see 6.3.1.) 
shall be ACS reagent grade, acetone-free, absolute methanol wlth a 
max1.mum water content of 0.05%. The monomers shall be those shown in the 
follow1.ng sketch: 
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° ° ° II 
" 
II 
CH30 - C C C 
_ OCH3 
° ~/ i/ ~ C-OC1l3 o G) C_OH 
° 
HO _ C )" 
'C -OH 
II II 
0 0 
Monomethylesteracid of 
nadic anhydricle (NE) 
Sym-dimethylesterdiacid of benzophenone-
tetra carboxylic acid dianhydtide (BTDE) 
I 
4,4 -~ethylenedianiline (MDA) 
The molar rutio of m::/BT!:>r:/MD.\ sh::lt be 2.COO/2.087/J.087 
3.1.2 Cured Resin. The cured resin shall have the general structure 
shown beloy1: 
o o o o 
where the repeat Ull1t aver::lges 2.087. The method of croc;slinking is 
generalized as that shown above since the actual structure has not been 
fully nlucidated. 
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3.2 Resin Fillers and D1.'luents. Th h 11 b f' 1 ere s a e no 1.1 ers, 
extenders or di1uents in the varnish. 
3.3 Physical Properties. 
Property 
Resin solids, percent 
Viscosity (Brookfield), 
cps 
Specific gravity 
TABLE I 
Requirelllent 
54 minimum 
7) ~ 10 @ 296-297K 
(72-75°F) 
1.0 + 0.2 
Test Paragraph 
4.6.2 
4.6.3 
4.6.5 
3.4 Reaction products. As a result of the cure react1.on, water 
is released, In addltlon, the lnltlal solvent, methanol, 
lS released, 
3.5 Shelf} ife. The varnish shall n.eet the requirements of 3.3 
3.6 WorK."l?J1ship. The materi al shall be free of contaminants or 
debris which could be detrimental to a fully proces~ed product. 
3.1 Hazardous ~ateriaJs. If hazardous naterials are included in 
the resin, all containers of such materials snall be labeled as outlined 
in the Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous ~.~aterials, iiFPA SPP-l-C, 1915. 
3.8 Product markiue;s. Product markings shall be in a~cordance 
with the prepara~ion for delivery section of this specification, 5.3. 
4. QUALITY ASSURAlICE PROVISIOUS 
the contrn.ct or order, the varnh,h sup~)lier 15 responslble for the 
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performance of all inspections and test requireoents as specified 
herein. Except as otherwise specified, the varnish supplier may use his 
own facilities or any co~ercial laboratory acceptable to Langley Re-
search Center. Langley, through its preimpregnated-materlal suppliers, 
reserves the right to perform any or all of the inspections set forth 
herein where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure that the 
material furnished or to be furnished conforms to the prescribed require-
ments. 
4.2 Inspection records. Inspection records of examinations and 
tests shall be kept complete and available to Langley. These records 
shall contain all data necessary to determine compliaz.cc with the require-
ments of this sped fication. 
4.3 Classific~tion of examinations and tests. rne examinations and 
tests of the material shall be classified as follows: 
a. Qualification verification 
b. Acceptance verification 
c. Receiving inspection 
4.3.1 Qualification verification. Quallfication verificat~cn caall 
consist of all the examjnatiQns and tests specif~ed herein. 
4.3.2 Acceptance verification. Acceptance verification shall be 
performe~ on representative samples of ea~h batch of material, and shall 
consist of the following: 
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a. Examination of product 
b. Resin solids content 
c. Viscosity 
d. Gel time 
e. Specific gravity 
4.3.3 Recei~~ne inspection (for Lan31ey or Langley's preinpregnated 
material suuuliers use only). ReceivinG inspection shall consist of an 
ex8l!lination of the material and such sa.'''ipling and verification of test 
data as deened necessary. 
4.4 Sa.~uling plan. Tne material, as offered for acceptance by 
Langley or Langley's prelmpregnated-materlal suppliers, shall be 
sampled accordlng to the followlng procedures, 
4.4.1 Batch. A batch shall consist of all material of the same 
typ~ ~anufactured in one continuous, unchanged production run. 
4.5 Test conditions 
Room temverature • 
. 
Unless other«ise specified, all tests 
shall be conducted at a temperature of 29~K ± 3 (77°F ± 5), and 50 
percent ~ 10 relative humidi~y. 
4.6 Test methocs 
4.6.1 Exanination of product. Tne ~aterial shall be examined to 
verify th,"-t its mar~ings, packagil:g, a:d visudl physi.cal characteristics 
conform to the !'equirclncnts of this sp"cification. 
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4.6.2 Solids content 
4.6.2.1 Pr~yaratlon of specimens. Preheat three marked drying dlshes 
In an oven at 408K ~ 2 (2150 F ~ 5) for a mlnlmum of 3 hours. Cool the 
dishes in a deslccator to room teMperature a"-ld welgh to the nearest 0.1 me 
(W1 ). Welgh 3 gram ~ 0.1 samples to the nearest 0.1 mg. (W2 ) and place lnto 
each of the tared, drled dlshes. Place the samples on a 
grld tray In a gravl ty convectlon type drylng oven 
preheated to 408K ~ 2 (215°F ~ 5) so that the samples are at the same 
level as the tnerr:lorc.ete:r bulb and grouped aroth'1d t!1e bulb. Heat for 3 
hours ± 3 mlnutes at 408K ~ 2 (215°F ~ 5), and then transfer the samples 
to a desiccator and cool to room temperature. Reweigh the samples to the 
nearest 0.1 mg (W 3). 
4.6.2.2 C~lculatlon. The lllee~ value of three resin content dete!T.llna-
tions calculated as follows shall be reported. 
Resin Content, weight percent 
where WI = Welght of drying dish 
w = ~:cight of drying dish plus spcclmcn after volatile 3 
removal 
4.6.3 Viscosity. Detenalne the viscosity of the varnish using a 
Brookfleld Synchro-Lectrlc Vlscometer, Model LVF. Testlng shall be conducted 
at 296 - 291K (12 - 15°F). Place solutlon to be tested in a jar at least 
1.00 cm (2.15 in.) In dlameter, cover, and place In a constant temperature bath 
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accurate to 2:.0.2K (2:. 0.4oF). Allow materlal to reach the proper tempera-
ture before ma~ing viscosity measurement. Check wlth an accurate thermo-
meter. Select the speed and spindle that will most closely give a reading 
on the upper end of the dial. The ~ea!1 value of three viscosity determl-
nations, each ~ade on a separate sample, shall be reported. 
4.6.4 Gel time. Gel time of the varnish shall be conducted by. use 
of a General Electric gel meter. Sample weight shall be 5.0 ~ 0.1 gm, 
and it shall be held in a clean 18 by 150 mm test tube. The bath tempera-
ture shall be 40BK + 1 (275°F 2:. 2). The mean value of three gel tlme 
readings, each =ade on a separate sample, shall be reported. 
4.6.5 Specific gravity. The specific bravity of the varnish shall 
be determlned at 29BK 2:. 0.1 (77°F 2:. 0.2) uSlng a Westphal Balance. The 
mean value of three specific gra~ty readlngs, eae!:. made un a sel)arat.E: 
sanple, shall be reported. 
4.6.6 ?esin flo~ and softening pOlnts. Resln flow and softening 
points shall be determined on the vacuum stripped polyimide varnlsh at 
three dlfferent heatlng rates' 1, 3, and 5K per mlnute (l.B, 5.4, and 
9°F per mlnute) uSlng a Flsher-Johns meltlng pOlnt apparatus. The 
polyar.lic acid type residue shall be virtually free of all solvent prior 
to flow and softening point determinations. Vacuum stripping of solvents 
shall be conducted at 29SK ± 2 (77°F ± 5), and < 50 mm Hg pressure for 
a minimu"'l of 15 hours. Five different characteristics of the residue 
shall be deterr~ined: (1) I:lclting point, (2) in::..t1.al flow, (3) good flow, 
(4) start. of geJlation, and (5) gellatJ.on. Points (2) alld (3) are mure 
sub.1E"cti ',e and shall be more depend~n~ on jnterpr{~tdtion by the instl'u-
ment ope Y 3.tor. 
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5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 
5.1 Preservation and packaBing. All material furnished under this 
specification shall be in suitable containers in quantities as specified 
on the purchase order. The material shall be packaged to ensure pro-
tection from physical damage during handling, shipping, and storage. 
5.2 Packing. ~~e material shall be packed in shipping containers 
of a type which will ensure acceptance by common carrier at lowest rates, 
and will ensure protection of the unit containers during shipment. 
5.3 :~e.rking for Shipment. Each unit and shipping container shall 
be legibly identif~ed with label, tag, or markings which include the 
following data. 
a. LARC-R-02. 
b. Purchase order number. 
c. ~4anufacturer' s material description and identifying 
designation. 
d. Hanufacturer's name and address 
e. Quantity (shipping container only) and unit size 
f. Bat~h number and date of manufacture 
-g. Date of shipping 
h. Manufacturer's reconmended storage conditions and 
temperature 
i. Hazardous wurnings and handling markings as applj cable 
6 . irorl'=-~S 
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6.1 Intended use. The material covered by this specification is 
intended for impregnating graphite fiber used in the manufacture of 
spacecraft laminated structural parts subject to temperatures from 
117K (-2500 F) to 589K (6000 F). Use lS not Ilmlted to these appll-
cations. 
6.2 Ordering information. The following inforn~tion together with 
the requireoents of 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 should be included on the purchase 
order. 
a. Number, title, and date of thlS speciflcation 
b. t<laterial name and quantl ty 
6.2.1 Rejection and retest. In the event of failure of a s~ple 
rr.ay be submitted for re~est. If the retest s~ple falls to neet the 
requirements of the specificatlon, the batch represented by the sa~ple 
shall be rejected. 
6.2.2 Reports. Unless otherwlse speclfled, the supplier shall 
furnish Wl th each batch three copies of the reports snovnng the results 
of tests made on each batch 1.n the shipment to deterrnne conformance 
of the material to the speciflcation. 'fhe report shall include reSln 
solids content, viscosity, gel time, and speclflc gravity. The reports 
shall also include the purchase order number, the m~teria1 speclficatlon 
number, supplier's materlal designation, quantity, batch number(s), and 
date{s) of ~anufacture. 
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6.3.1 Varnish. For the purposes of this specification, varnish 
is defined as a composition of resin and 1iqu~d carrier. 
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4.3 Quallty Control and NDE 
Robert Baucom and PhlllP R. Young 
Qual~ty control of vendor and ~n-house produced prepreg is required in 
order to insure that established processing envelopes will apply to the 
manufacture of high quality graphite reinforced NR150-B2, LARC-160, and 
PMR-15 laminates on a repeatable basis. A determination of the areal weight 
and the weight percent of resin, graphite fiber, and solvent in each separate 
lot of prepreg is first made according to the procedures outlined in Appendix 
A. Laminates subsequently fabricated from these prepreg lots require the 
removal of free solvent, react~on by-products and the bleed-out of excess 
resin dur~ng cure. After curing, the percent of fiber, resin, and voids 
can be determined by the procedures outlined in Append~x 4.2-A. 
In add~tion to the above mentioned quality control procedures, high 
pressure liquid chromatography inspection of a sample of each lot of incoming 
material is made. Th~s inspection ~s performed in order to provide a 
fingerprint of the soluble components in the prepreg. In arriving at the 
best phase separat~on techn~que to be applied to analysis of NR150-B2, PMR-15, 
and LARC-160, several normal phase, reverse phase, and size separation 
procedures were in~t~ally considered. One particular separation, which 
provides an analys~s of all three resin systems, was selected as being the 
most informative. This separation uses a CN-~-Bondapak column and n-propanol 
as the mobile phase. This procedure requires a sample of approximately 5 mg 
of resin (10 mg of prepreg). This sample is transferred to a 3 ml vial and 
1 ml of n-propanol ~s added. After sufficient agitation to produce resin 
solutlon, the mixture is filtered through a 0.45 ~ filter and run under the 
following chromatographic cond~tions: 
SAMPLE: NR150-B2, PMR-15, or LARC-160 
COLUMN: CN-~-Bondapak 
SOLVENT: n-propanol 
FLOW RATE: 0.5 ml/min (6.2 MFa (900 pSl» 
SIZE: 1-2 ~~ 
DETECTOR: UV (254 nm) 
Figure 4.3-1 gives a summary of the results obtained on NR150-B2 prepreg 
received from five different sources. Retention time data and preparative 
chromatography followed by mass spectral analysis were used to identify 
most of the major peaks. Some variability in relative peak heights of the 
major components was observed. Figure 4.3-2 gives similar information on 
seven different lot numbers of PMR-15 prepreg obtained from the same source. 
Again, some variability was noted. Figure 4.3-3 shows the effect of aging 
on the same batch of LARC-160 resin. The amine peak practically disappears 
with t~me. The results given in these figures are typical of the chromatographic 
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behavlor observed for the three CASTS materlals. Reference flIes contalnlng 
chromatograms of various NR-150-B2, PMR-15, and LARC-160 samples are belng 
maintalned. 
In summary, dlfferences were observed In CASTS reSlns and prepregs 
obtalned from dlfferent sources, dlfferent batches from the same source, and 
the same batch subjectpd to dlfferent ag~ng condltlons. The effect of thlS 
varlablllty on processlng or ultlmate composite propertles will be determlned. 
A study to determlne the effect of aging on LARC-160 reSln and prepreg 
lS belng planned. The deslred result of thlS study lS to correlate changes 
ln reSln chemlstry wlth processlng and composlte propertles. The aged 
samples wlll be analyzed by hlgh pressure llqUld chromatography, torslonal 
brald analysis, C13 NMR, and perhaps rotary rheometry prlor to fabrication 
and testing. 
Nondestructlve evaluatlon (NDE) of lamlnates and structures produced 
from graphlte flber relnforced PolYlffilde prepreg lS requlred to lnsure struc-
tural lntegrlty. The purpose of NDE lS to detect defects WhlCh could cause 
statlc or fatlgue degradation. Evaluatlon studles are underway to develop 
technlques to detect defects ln graphlte/polYlmlde lamlnates and structural 
elements. 
Prellminary defect types and applicable methods of detectlon have been 
deflned. Defect types lnclude lnterply delamlnatlons, lnterlamlnar delaml-
natlons, surface and subsurface cracks, vOlds, incluslons, ply mlsallgnments, 
lmproper reSln mlX and lmproper reSln cure. Detection technlques belng 
studled lnclude ultrasonlc lmmerSlon C-scan, x-radlography, lnfrared 
transmlsslon, neutron radiography, llqUld penetrant, eddy current, optical 
holography, and acoustlC holography. Other appllcable technlques wlll also 
be evaluated when shown to be appllcable. 
The primary testing technique developed to date has been pulse-echo 
ultrasonic immersion C-scan. In this technique a high frequency (15 MHz) 
sound beam is transmitted through the laminate or structure/reflected off 
a glass plate, and returned to the transducer through the laminate or structure. 
The reflected sound energy is measured and the energy above a specified le?el 
or receiver gain is displayed on a cathode ray tube and recorded on polaroid 
film. The result is a plan view of the tested part with areas that do not 
transmit sound above the given level indicated as dark areas, thus outlining 
flawed areas (see figure 4.3-4). The teChnique was calibrated by defect-
free reference standards for varied thicknesses and ply orientations. Lim-
ited studies have shown good correlation between C-scan results and inter-
laminar shear strength for good and poor quality laminates. More correlation 
studies are needed to define acceptance levels. 
X-radiography techniques have been developed for the detection of 
certain defects in laminates and structural elements. Soft x-rays (20-50 Kev) 
can detect inclusions, ply misalignment, and gross resin mix variations. The 
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technique can detect crushed and filled cells in honeycomb structures and can 
detect absences of adhesive in bonds. Limited studies with neutron radio-
graphy indicate a much greater sensltivlty to resln mix variations and organlc 
lnclusions. This higher level of sensltivity is due to the higher speciflc 
attenuatlon of neutrons by hydrogenous material when compared to the 
sensltivity experlenced wlth x-radlography. Further neutron radiography 
studies are planned. 
The remalning detectlon technlques will be studied further and the use 
of optical and acoustic holography will be investigated. Standards for 
each applicable technique will be developed for laminates, honeycomb panels, 
stlffeners, and skin-stiffened panels. 
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Fl.gure 4.3-1 - Liquid chromatograms of NR-150-B2 resin and prepreg 
obtained from fl.ve sources. 
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4.4 Repa1r Technology 
Jerry W. Deaton 
The preced1ng section describes the nondestructive evaluation procedures 
be1ng developed for the CASTS project. An important consideration that 
arises from the NDE work is whether a detected flaw is cr1tical to safe use 
of the structure and whether a repair can be made. The Repair Technology 
task w1ll address this problem through in-house test1ng of thin laminates, 
stiffened elements, and honeycomb panels. In addition to the in-house 
experimental work, a contractual effort w1ll investigate technology 
def1c1enc1es 1dentif1ed by the in-house program. 
In the repair program, both manufacturing (M) and serv1ce (S) damage 
type flaw are be1ng considered. E1ght ply (0 + 45 90-45) and sixteen ply 
(0 + 45 90-45) lam1nates are being used to determine the effect on 
compreSS1ve st¥ength of the follow1ng types of flaws: (1) 1nterlayer 
delam1nat10ns (M, S); (2) surface cracks (M, S); (3) foreign object 
1ncluS10ns (M), (4) delaminations between graphite/polY1m1de and metal 
1nserts (M, S); and (5) 1mpact damage (S). These five flaw types will also 
be used 1n the study to determ1ne the1r effect on performance of stiffened 
elements representat1ve of structural elements 1n the aft body flap. 
Honeycomb-core panels w111 be used to determ1ne the effects on panel 
performance due to (1) crushed cell areas (M, S), (2) f111ed cell areas (M, S), 
and (3) skin to core bond defects (M, S). 
Accomplishments 1n the repa1r program 1nclude the fabrication of all the 
elght ply laminates hav1ng simulated unbonds that are e1ther 0.4, 6.4, or 25.8 
(0.06, 1.0, or 4.0 1n2) 1n area. These unbonds were made by plac1ng 
one piece of heat treated 0.3 mil (O.~ rom) Kapton film on top of another 
dur1ng the laminate fabr1cation process. Unbonds were placed 2 plies, 
3 pl1es, and 4 pl1es ~rom the sur~ace o~ the laminates. The laminates were 
fabricated to nominal dimens10ns of 48 cm by 66 cm (19 in. by 26 in.) and 
had SlX unbonds located such that each lam1nate could be cut into six 
compress10n test speC1mens 15 cm by 30 cm (6 x 12 1n) '(see F1gure 4.3-4). The 
laminates have been cut and machined to these dimensions and are ready to 
be strain gaged pr10r to testing. These specimens will be used to determine 
the effect on compress1ve strength due to interlayer delaminations as well 
as fore1gn object inclusion and impact damage. 
Attempts to fabr1cate the sixteen ply laminates with sim11ar unbonds 
have not been successful and th1S effort will continue 1n the next reporting 
period. 
Dur1ng the next reporting per10d, 30 eight-ply compression specimens 
w111 be strain gaged and tested to determine the effect of the three d1fferent 
size unbonds on the compressive behavior of the lam1nates. The experimental 
data will also be compared w1th analytical predictions as given 1n reference 
4.4-1. When the problems associated with the fabrication of the slxteen ply 
lam1nates is solved f1ve laminates, 48 cm by 66 em (19 x 26 in) will be 
fabricated. Each of these laminates will also have six unbonds located such 
that six compression specimens will be machined from each laminate and 
tested. 
2 
cm 
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5.0 MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS 
Edward L. Hoffman, John G. Davls, Jr., and Robert M. Baucom 
The primary objectlve of the manufacturing development contracts is to 
develop processes for fabricatlng graphite polyimlde structural elements 
which could be applied to components of advanced space transportatlon systems. 
A contract is belng or has been awarded to lnvestlgate the processing of 
graphite reinforced prepreg for each of the polYlmlde materlals: NR150B2, 
PMR-15, LARC-160, and Thermid 600. The period of performance of the con-
tracts varies from 18 to 24 months. Each contract contalns the followlng 
tasks: 
Process D~velopment 
Develop quality assurance program 
Develop fabrication processes 
Fabricate specimens and conduct tests 
Demonstration Com£onents 
Fabricate laminates 
Fabricate skin-strlnger panels 
Fabricate honeycomb-core panels 
Fabrlcate chopped flber moldings 
Fabricate aft body flap representatlve component 
NR150B2 PolYLmlde is a proprietary polymer available from the E. I. 
Dupont de Nemours Company. It is the most thermally stable of the polylmldes 
being investigated but is also the most difficult to process. The as-recelved 
NR150B2 resin and prepreg are being received ln 100 percent N-methylpyrrolldone 
(NMP) solvent rather than the more common NMP-ethanol solvent mlxture. The 
most difficult task for the NR150B2 contract is the development of the 
fabrication processes. Slnce contract award on March 8, 1977, the 
contractor has essentlally completed development of a quallty assurance 
program and is approachlng completion of fabrlcation process development. 
Dielectric monitoring has been used to develop the cure and postcure pro-
cesses depicted ln figures 5.0-1 and 5.0-2. 
The PMR-15 and LARC-160 polyimldes are not proprletary*and are each 
prepared by mixing three monomers. Norbornene-2, 3-dicarboxyl aCld monomethyl 
ester (NE), methylene dianlllne (MDA), and benzophenonetetracarboxylic 
dimethylester dlacid (BTDE) are mixed ln a methanol solvent to produce PMR 15. 
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The NE, Jeffamine AP-22 , and B'J'DE are mixed essentially solvent free to pro-
duce LARC-l60. Both polyimides are easier to process than NR~)OB2, but require 
considerably more effort for quallty assurance. The PMR-15 contract was 
awarded July 27,1977. Development and documentation of the quality assurance 
program has essentially been completed and used to evaluate prepreg from two 
suppliers. Development of the fabrication processes has also essentially 
been completed. See flgure 5.0-3 for the cure cycle. 
The contracts for Thermid 600 polyimide and LARC-160 polyimide should be 
awarded in May and June 1978 respectively. Thermid 600 was developed by 
Hughes Aircraft Company which has llcensed Gulf Oil Chemicals Company for 
production of the polyimide. 
* PMR-lS and LARC-l60 were developed by NASA and non-exclusive licenses for 
production thereof have been granted by NASA. 
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6.0 IN-HOUSE MECHANICAL DESIGN ALLOWABLES AND TEST METHODS 
6.1 TenSlon Test Method 
Andrew J. Chapman 
Introduction 
Before structures can be designed using graph1te/po1yim1de mater1als~ 
their mechan1cal properties must be character1zed at the temperatures of 
intended use. Special cons1derations include controlling the test temperature, 
load transfer to the test specimen~ durability of adhesive bonds~ and accurate 
response and reliabil1ty of strain measuring techniques. This task is be1ng 
performed to establish the test methodology for measuring tension properties 
of the graphite/polyimide laminates at temperatures from 117 K (-2500F) to 
589 K (6000F). 
In order to character1ze mechanlcal propert1es such as modulus and 
P01sson's rat1o, stra1ns must be accurately measured on a test specimen in 
several directions at all load1ng and temperature conditions. Several straln 
measuring techniques, 1ncluding h1gh temperature resistance strain gages, a 
capac1tive stra1n gage, and an extensometer are being evaluated. Resistance 
strain gages bonded to the specimen surface appear to be the most practical 
and convenient method for measuring stra1ns in several directions over 
limited surface areas, and a primary act1v1ty of this task is to evaluate 
their accuracy and reliability at temperatures up to 589 K (6000F). 
Tension propertles of several developmental graphlte/polyimide materials 
have been measured over the desired temperature range while developing the 
test methodology. The established test methods w1l1 be used to characterize 
design allowable properties of improved graphite/polyimide systems currently 
being developed in the CASTS ProJect. 
Materials and Specimens 
The graphite/polyimide materials tested include HTS/PMR-15 and HTS/NR-
l50B2 in [0]8 and [O,~45,90]s laminates. These lam1nates were made early 
in the CASTS Project and quality and mechanical propertles are not fully 
representative of laminates which could be produced with the better materials 
and processing techniques presently be1ng developed. However, laminates used 
in the present investigat10n were adequate for test methodology and 
instrumentation development. 
Test specimens are listed in flgure 6.1-1 and spec1men conflguratlon is 
shown in figure 6.1-2. Tabs for gripping specimens in the test machine 
were made from graphite/polYlmide lamlnates Slmilar to the test speclmens 
and were bonded to the specimens using FM-34 polyimide adhesive. Correct 
process1ng 1S crit1ca1 for obtain1ng a satlsfactory bond with this adhesive. 
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Instrumentation 
, Resistance Strain Gages. - Resistance strain gages were Micro-Measurement's 
Series WK which ~re fully described in the manufacturer's literature. The 
advertised use temperature range for these gages is 4K (-452°F) to 672K (750°F). 
Strain gages evaluated in the present tests were single element gages having a 
gage length of 3.2 mm (0.125 in). In some tests, gages were mounted along the 
transverse as well as the longitudinal axis of the specimen to measure Poisson's 
ratio. Gages were bonded to the specimen surface using the manufacturer's 
recommended BLH PLD-700 polyimide adhesive. Gage application is process and 
technique critical and manufacturer's specifications should be observed to 
obtain consistently satisfactory results. A tension specimen instrumented with 
a resistance strain gage is shown in Figure 6.1-3. 
Capacitive Strain Gage. - The capacitive strain gage used in this investi-
gation is described in reference 6.1-1, where linear response, small sensitivity 
change, and high resolution are reported for temperatures as high as 1089 K 
(1500°F) and strain as great as 0.02. Details of the capacitive gage are 
shown in figure 6.1-4 and gage installation on a graphite/polyimide specimen 
is shown in figure 6.l-5a, with further gage details shown in figure 6.l-5b. 
The gage attachment strips are bonded to the specimen using a poly imide 
adhesive; the distance between the attachment strips defines the gage length. 
Stress induced specimen dimension changes displace the concentric capacitive 
rings in the gage, and the resulting change in capacitance modulates a carrier 
voltage, producing an analog voltage proportional to strain. Three lead-wires 
shown in the figures carry excitation voltage and modulated sensing voltage. 
The capacitance sensor is assembled around a longitudinal rod which compensates 
for thermally induced strains if the rod and specimen have closely matched 
coefficients of expansion. 
Extensometer. - A rod-in-tube extensometer, attached to the specimen 
gage section adjacent to the resistance strain gage, transmitted specimen 
longitudinal displacement to a transducer (Hewlett-Packard model 7 DCDT) 
which produced a voltage signal proportional to displacement. The extensometer 
was attached to the specimen through knife-edge clamps spaced at I-inch gage 
length so that recorded displacement measurements were equivalent to strain. 
Figure 6.1-6a shows the extensometer attached to a tension specimen mounted 
in a hydraulically actuated test machine. Figure 6.1-6b shows a cylindrical 
resistance heater enclosing the specimen gage section; the transducer is 
well away from the heated area. 
Thermocouples. - Specimens were instrumented with chromel-alumel 
thermocouples which were bonded to the specimen surface near the strain gage 
using PLD-200 polyimide adhesive. Thermocouple installations are shown in 
figures 6.1-3 and 6.1-5. Thermocouple output provided signals for control 
of heating and cooling. Specimen temperatures were also recorded digitally 
along with load and strain data. 
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Test Apparatus 
Specimens are tested in a load-rate controlled hydrau11cally actuated 
test machine (figure 6.1-6), or in a strain-rate controlled mechanically 
actuated machine. An environmental chamber used with the mechanically 
actuated machine (f1gure 6.1-7) produces test temperatures from 117K (-250oF) 
to 589 K (6000 F). Cryogenic temperatures are produced by controlled liquid 
nitrogen flow into an open ended heat exchanger where the nitrogen is 
evaporated and circulated through the chamber by a blower. Elevated temperatures 
are produced by electrical resistance heat1ng elements shielded to protect 
specimens from rad1ation. Test temperatures in the chamber are controlled 
to within !. 3 K. 
A cylindrical resistance heater which enclosed the specimen gage area 
is shown in figure 6.1-6b. Specimen temperatures were controlled within 
+ 5 K in this chamber. This heater does not enclose the specimen grips and 
Imposes minimum interference on specimen and load train installation. 
During high temperature tests, heater openings are covered by sections of 
insulation which surround, but do not interfere with, the extensometer. 
Bolted specimen grips, shown in figure 6.1-6, were found to be much 
more satisfactory than wedge action grips such as those shown in f1gure 
6.1-7, because of the positive locking action which essentially eliminated 
specimen slipping, and because of the more compact S1ze. 
Tests and Results 
In preparation for testing, specimen tabs were securely locked in the 
grips, and the specimen assembly was suspended from the upper pull rod wh1le 
enclosed in the environmental chamber. Grips were connected prior to heating 
because the chamber door could not be opened at temperatures above 422 K 
(3000 F). During heating or cooling to test temperatures, the lower pull rod 
was not connected to the test machine to av01d thermally induced loads. When 
the test temperature had stabilized, as indicated by the specimen thermocouple, 
the lower pull rod was connected to the machine and load and strain indications 
were zeroed. Spec1mens were loaded at strain rates no greater than O.00S/m1n,. 
Two specimens instrumented with capacitive and resistance strain 
gages (figure 6.1-1) were tested at room temperature, 422 K (3000 F), 478 K 
(4000 F), 533 K (5000 F), 561 K (5500 F), and 589 K (6000 F) to evaluate 
performance of the resistance gages while the capacitive gage served as a 
standald. During tests at each temperature, specimens were loaded to a 
strain level of approximately 0.004, and unloaded before testing again at 
a different temperature following the procedure described in the paragraph 
above. These specimens were tested repeatedly rather than testing to 
failure because of the high cost of the capacitive gages, and so that the 
resistance gages could be evaluated after repeated loading. 
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Load-stra1n curves for the [0,+45,90] lam1nate of HTS/PMR-15 (spec1men 
- s . 
A-I) are shown in figure 6.1-8. Resistance gages were mounted on Oppos1te 
sldes of the speC1men and the capac1t1ve gage was mounted adjacent to 
one res1stance gage. Strains 1nd1cated by the res1stance and capacitive 
gages agreed closely at each temperature. The load-stra1n curves showed 
a sllght inc~ease in stiffness with load at test temperatures below 480 K, 
but were nearly Ilnear at h1gher temperatures. 
Load-stra1n curves for the [0] lam1nates of HTS/PMR-15 (specimen A-2) 
are shown 1n figure 6.1-9. Stra1ns8 ind1cated by the adjacent resistance 
and capac1t1ve gages differed no-mare-than f1ve-percent at the h1ghest 
stra1n levels. At all test temperatures, the curves displayed a pronounced 
1ncrease 1n laminate st1ffness with load. 
Tens10n modulus values for each test of spec1men A-I and A-2 are 
shown in figure 6.1-10 as a funct10n of test temperature. Modulus was 
calculated from each strain gage indication uS1ng a least square f1t to 
the in1tial Ilnear portion of the load-stra1n curves. Resistance gage 
ind1cations were corrected for gage factor var1at1on with temperature. 
For the [0,+45,90] laminate (spec1men A-I), modulus values from the 
- s 
res1stance gages and the capac1tive gage agreed closely for each test, 
and modulus from test-to-test was essent1ally constant w1th temperature. 
For the [0]8 laminate (spec1men A-2), modulus values 1ndicated by the 
res1stance and capac1t1ve gages d1ffered by no more than eleven-percent 
dur1ng any test. The variat10n of modulus with temperature, for anyone gage, 
was no more than ten-percent. 
The close agreement between resistance and capac1t1ve stra1n gage 
1nd1cat1ons during repeated tests throughout the temperature range has 
demonstrated accurate and repeatable performance for the resistance gages 
at temperatures as-high-as 589 K (600oF). 
An HTS/NR-150B2 [0,+45,90] lam1nate (spec1men B-1), 1nstrumented with 
- " res1stance strain gages and a rod-1n-tube extensometer, was 
tested at room temperature and 589 K (6000F). The load-strain curves 1n 
figure 6.1-11(a) show fa1r agreement between the stra1n-gage and the 
extensometer at room-temperature, although the extensometer ind1cation is 
somewhat errat1C. The load-stra1n curves in figure 6.1-ll(b) for 589 K 
(6000F) show an expected linear response for the res1stance gage, but 
erratic response for the extensometer. Performance of the rod-in-tube 
extensometer has not proven to be rel1able and this dev1ce has not been 
considered for further use. 
The test methods descr1bed in this sect10n are being used to character1ze 
tension properties of graphite/polyim1de laminates which are be1ng developed 
and produced under the CASTS Project. Some typical test results are shown 
in figure 6.1-12 where tension modulus for HTS/NR-150B2 laminates in [0]8' 
[0,+45,90] , and [+45]4 ply or1entations 1S shown for tests at temperatures 
- s 0 - 0 0 
of 117 K (-250 F), 297 K (75 F), and 589 K (600 F). Each data point 
represents a test of one specimen which was tested to failure. These spec1mens 
are not listed elsewhere in th1S report. Modulus values of f1ber dominated 
[0]8 and [0,+45,90] laminates var1ed only slightly throughout the test 
t2mperature range, &hereas modulus of the resin dOTIlinated [±45]4 
laminate decreased somewhat with increasing temperature. 
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Improved graphite/polyimide laminates, presently being developed in 
the CASTS Project, will be tested through an expanded matrix of conditions 
which include test temperatures of l17K (-250°F), room temperature, and 
589K (600°F). Pre-test conditioning of l25-hours at 589K, 100 cycles 
from l17K to 589K, and "as received" will be employed. Laminate 
orientations will include [0], [+45], and [0,+45,90]. Improved fiber/ 
resin systems such as Celion 6000/PMR-15 and Celion 6000/LARC-160 will be 
characterized. 
Concluding Remarks 
Tension properties of graphite/polyimide laminates have been obtained 
at temperatures from 117 K (-250oF) to 589 K (600oF).Throughout this 
temperature range, resistance strain gages provided accurate and repeatable 
results suitable for characterizing mechanical properties of the graphite/ 
polyimide laminates. Strain values indicated by the resistance gages at 
temperatures as-high-as 589 K agreed closely with values measured with a 
capacitive gage calibrated for temperatures as-high-as 1089 K (15000 F). 
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(a) Overall view 
Figure 6.1--Sa - Capacitive strain gage installed on tension specimen. 
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(a) Heating chamber removec1o 
l?igure 6.1-6 - rrension specimen with extensometer mounted in 
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6.2 IITRI Compression Test Method 
B. Basava RaJu and Charles J. Camarda 
Difficulties in the development of compressive test techniques for 
specimens prepared from thin sheets of advanced composlte material have 
lncluded end splitting, buckling, and load allnement problems. While the 
sandwich beam flexure speclmen has been the most successful and wldely 
accepted technique for obtaining compression data, its high cost per 
test severely limlts its use where data on quantitative envlronmental effects 
are of interest. The purpose of the current study is to evaluate a new, 
inexpenslve test method uSlng the IITRI compression test fixture (fig. 
6.2-1) which promises to alleviate previous problems (ref. 6.2-1). Experi-
mental results for the standard IITRI specimen ~0.6 cm (1/4 in) wide) and 
data from selected varlatlons of that speclmen will be compared with a 3-D 
finite-element analysis ln an effort to evaluate and posslbly improve the 
test technique for room and elevated temperature testlng. 
Graphite-polyimide (HTS/fllR-15) composlte specimens were fabricated 
in widths of 0.6 em (1/4 in.), 1.3 cm (1/2 in.), 1.9 cm (3/4 In.), and 
2.5 cm (1 in.) and laminations of [0]15' [90 ]20 [~45]5s' and [0,~45,90]2s 
for testing at room temperature, and 589K (600°F). Back-to-back strain 
gages were used to confirm proper load allnement and to determlne longl-
tudinal and transverse stralns. Typical stress-strain curves of the [0]15 
ply laminate are shown in figure 6.2-2 for RT and 589K (600°F) respectively 
for a dlsplacement rate of 0.1 cm/min (0.05 in./min). A difference between 
back-to-back longitudlnal strain readings of less than 10 percent conflrmed 
nearly perfect load alinenent and the absence of bending or buckllng durlng 
loadlng to fallure. Average compressive modulus and strength data of several 
tests are given in Figures 6.2-3 and 6.2-4. Scatter in the results was 
limlted, with a maximum variation of 7.5 percent in compressive modulus for 
the 589K (600°F) tests and a maximmfi variatlon of 2.5 percent for the room 
temperature tests. The remaining specimens will be tested to study the 
effects of specimen width and temperature on compressive material properties 
and failure. 
The average compression modulus of the 589°K (600°F) speClmen increased 
by 17 and 29 percent over the room temperature specimen for stress levels of 
352 MFa (51 ksi) and 614 MFa (89 ksi) respectively. The results were consistent 
and warrant further investigation by a different compresslon test method such as 
the sandwich beam flexure test. Also, the ultimate compresslon strength at 
elevated temperature decreased by 37 percent of the room temperature value. 
The object of most material property tests is to produce a uniform state 
of stress in the test section of a speclmen so that material propertles can 
be determined from constitutive relationships. End constraints, tab effects~ 
extraneous additional end loads, free edge effects, and thermal effects add to 
the three-dimensional nature of stresses in the specimen. To fully understand 
results of a particular test technlque, such as ultimate strength and modulus 
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values, It is necessary to know the exact state of stress of the speclmen. 
Thus, a fully three-dlmenslonal flnite-element analysis of the IITRI speclmen 
was performed. Due to symmetry about ltS three mldplanes, only one-eighth 
of the 0.6 cm (1/4 in.) IITRI test specimen lncluding the graphlte-polyimlde 
lamlnate, glass-polYlmlde tabs, and FM-34 adheslve layer was ldeallzed by 
three-dlmensional flnlte elements (flg. 6.2-5) uSlng ATLAS (ref. 6.2-2). The 
prlmary means of mechanical load lntroductlon lS by tab shear (flg. 6.2-6), 
however, the effect of extraneous loads such as a unlform end load and a clamp 
load could be important. 
The axlal stress dlstrlbutlon In the top lamlna of a [~45]4s laminate 
subject to only a tab shear load across the face of the tab In the X-dlrection 
lS shown In flgure 6.2-7. Results indlcate a nonunlform stress distributlon 
wlth peak values occurrlng near the tab reglon as expected. Slmilar 
stress-dlstributlons for each of the remaining flve stress components were 
obtalned and are belng analyzed to determlne areas of stress concentrations 
and posslble fallure lnltiatlon. Analysls of the effects of other mechanlcal 
end loads (flg. 6.2-6) and thermal loads on stress dlstrlbutlons will also 
be made. 
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Figure 6.2-6 - End loadlng conditlons of IITRI compresslon specimen. 
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6.3 Sandwich Beam Compress~ve Test Method 
Mark J. Shuart 
The purpose of th~s study was to develop a test method to obta~n des~gn 
data for compressive load~ng of graph~te/polyim~de compos~te mater~als for 
a temperature range from 117K (-250°F) to 589K (600°F). Compress~ve tests 
were performed us~ng the honeycomb sandwich beam ~n four-po~nt bend~ng (ref. 
6.3-1 through 6.3-4). A finite element computer program was used to analyze 
the stress d~stribut~on in the test sect~on of the sandw~ch beam. Const~tuents 
of the beam were tested to obtain ~nput for the analys~s. 
The HTS/PMR-15 composite material was used to fabr~cate [08], [908], 
[(±452]s' and [0/±45/90]s lam~nates. The range of f~ber volume fract~ons 
for all laminates was calculated to be 53 to 55 percent. Composite tensile 
specimens and honeycomb core compressive spec~mens measur~ng 25 x 3 x 0.2 cm 
(10 x 1 x 0.06 in) and 10 x 10 x 3.8 cm (4 x 4 x 1.5 ~n) respectively, 
were used to obta~n beam constituent data (figure 6.3-1). The sandwich beam 
specimens were used to obtain compressive data for the HTS/PMR-15 system 
and for 2024-T3 aluminum alloy. The data from the 2024-T3 beam spec~mens 
were compared with documented 2024-T3 compressive data (ref. 6.3-5) to 
~dentifY any effects of specimen geometry on mechanical propert~es. The 
compos~te sandwich beam specimens measured nom~nally 56 x 3 x 4 cm (22 x 1 
x 1.7 in). As shown in figure 6.3-2, these spec~mens were assembled us~ng 
a composite top cover, a metal bottom cover, and a honeycomb core. 
The honeycomb core comb~nes different densit~es, depend~ng on the compos~te 
laminate configurat~on, as discussed ~n reference 6.3-3 and spec~f~ed ~n 
figure 6.3-3. The 2024-T3 sandw~ch beam specimens measured nominally 
55 x 2 x 4 em (22 x 1 x 1.8 in). The specimens were assembled us~ng 
2024-T3 top and bottom covers and lightweight aluminum honeycomb core. 
The honeycomb was 5052 alum~num alloy, 0.3 em (1/8 in) hexagonal cell s~ze, 
0.004 em (0.0015 in) wall thickness, and 98 kg/m3 (6.1 lb/ft3) core density. 
Two types of composite beam spec~mens were used for compress~ve 
test~ng: beams w~th alum~num honeycomb core and beams with t~tan~um 
honeycomb core. Composite beams with alum~num honeycomb core had been 
used previously at room temperature to obtain compress~ve data (ref. 6.3-4) 
but could not withstand a 589K (600°F) test environment. Instead, beams 
for tests in the range 117K to 589K were designed us~ng t~tan~um honeycomb 
core. Hence, four sets of compos~te beam specimens were fabr~cated. One 
set of spec~ens used aluminum honeycomb core for tests at room temperature 
and three sets of spec~mens used titan~um honeycomb core for tests at 
117K, room temperature, and 589K. 
Approximately s~xty percent of the exper~mental program has been 
completed. The coordinate systems used in this investlgat~on are shown 
in figure 6.3-4. Compression data were obta~ned from the honeycomb core located 
beneath the composite test section (fig. 6.3-3). The honeycomb cores tested were 
5052 aluminum alloy [w~th 0.3 em (1/8 in) hexagonal cell size, 0.004 em 
(0.0015 in) wall thickness, and 98 kg/m3 (6.1 Ib/ft3 )] and Ti-3A1-2.5V 
titanium alloy [w1th 0.6 cm (1/4 in) d1amond cell Slze, o.ooB cm (0.003 in) 
wall thickness, and 112 kg/m3 (7 lb/ft 3 ) core density]. The tests were 
performed at room temperature, and data are presented 1n f1gure 
6.3-5. 
All laminate configurations were tested in tension in ll7K 
(-250oF), room temperature, and 5B9K (6000F) test environments. The 
available data are presented ln figures 6.3-6 - 6.3-B. Failed room 
temperature tensile specimens are shown in figure 6.3-9. The [OB] and 
[0/~45/90]s spec1mens are shown without the glass/epoxy end tabs; the end 
tabs unbonded during testing. Figure 6.3-10 shows failed tensile specimens 
which were tested at 5B9K (6000F). A [OB] speC1men 1S not shown 1n the 
figure since these specimens spllntered into several pieces upon failure. 
All tensile specimens tested at 589K and ll7K used glass/polyimlde 
end tabs. These tabs were chosen to min1mize any thermal stresses due to 
tab-specimen differences in thermal expansion. 
The results of room temperature sandw1ch beam tests from compos1te 
beams with alum1num honeycomb core, compos1te beams w1th t1tanium honeycomb 
core, and 2024-T3 beams are tabulated 1n Figures 6.3-11 - 6.3-13, respectively. 
Figure 6.3-14 shows a typical sandwich beam speclmen in the test fixture 
being loaded in four-point bending. F1gures 6.3-15 - 6.3-19 show failed 
composite/aluminum honeycomb beam specimens. The [OB] specimen (f1g. 6.3-16) 
failed in bearing under the point of load appllcation. As lllustrated in 
figure 6.3-17, the [90B] specimen buckled ln the test sect1on. The [(~45)2]s 
speclmen shown in Figure 6.3-lB failed along a 450 ax1S wlth respect to the 
length of the beam. Ply delamination accompan1ed fa1lure. Figure 6.3-19 
portrays a failed [0/~45/90]s specimen. Th1S failed beam had the most 
curvature of the laminates investigated. A fa11ed 2024-T3 beam specimen lS 
shown in Figure 6.3-20. The metal covers did not cause fallure of the beam 
speclmen. Failure was caused by the buckllng of the honeycomb core as seen 
in the figure. The buckling occurred due to the transverse (through the beam 
depth) shear loading. 
A f1nite-element model was used for the analytlcal program of thlS 
study. Th1S program is based on the assumpt10n of linear elastic material 
behav10r. The assumption lS also made that the composite cover and the 
honeycomb core are homogeneous orthotropic materials. The composite-
honeycomb interface wlll be of particular importance in this analys1s. Any 
effects the specimen geometry may have on mechanical propert1es w11l occur 
in this reg1on. 
The model used 1n the finite-element analysis 1S shown in figure 
6.3-21. A total of 750 elements and l24B nodes are used. Each node has 
three translational degrees of freedom. Th1S model approx1mate~ a 0.5 x 
1.3 x 4.29 cm (0.20 x 0.50 x 1.69 1n), reg10n of the beam test section 
as shown in figure 6.3-21. The model is symmetric about the x-z plane. 
The metal cover is represented by plate elements having isotropic 
material behavior. Both the composite cover and the honeycomb core 
are modeled by br1ck elements with orthotropic material behavlor. 
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Materlal property lnput for the composlte cover and honeycomb core were 
obtalned from the prevlous constituent tests. It lS assumed that each of 
these materlals has ldentlcal elastlc propertles In tenslon and compresslon. 
The moment actlng In the beam test sectlon lS applled by a prescrlbed 
linear displacement across the y-z plane of the model. The neutral axis 
of the cross-section lS calculated from elementary theory (ref. 6.3-6). 
Durlng the next reportlng perlod, sandwlch beams wlll be tested In l17K 
and 589K envlronments and all remalnlng test data wlll be reduced. Also, 
the flnlte-element model wlll be made operatlonal, and test cases wlll be 
run of composlte sandwlch beam speclmens In 117K, room temperature, and 589K 
envlronments. 2024-T3 sandwlch beam speclmens wlll also be modeled In room 
temperature test eqvironments. The comparlson of these test cases wlth the 
experlmental results lS expected to lead to concluslons regardlng effects 
of specimen geometry on mechanlcal propertles and to a deflnltlon of the 
llmltlng parameters wlthln whlch the sandwlch beam provldes a rellable 
compresslve test method for deslgn data. 
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F~gure 6.3-3 - Graph~te/polyim~de sandwich beam spec~mens. 
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F1gure 6.3-5 - Honeycomb core compress1ve data. 
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Laminate Ultimate stress, Ultimate straln, Young's modulus Poisson's ratio 
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MFa (ksl.) % GPa (x 10 psi) 
[08] 1274.8 0.99 129.0 0.330 (184.9 ) (18.71) 
[08] 1434.1 1.08 132.9 0.332 (208.0) (19.28) 
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[(::45)2]s 118.6 1.36 15.37 0.775 (17.21) (2.23) 
[(::45 )21s 100.1 1.09 I 13.72 0.738 (14.52) I (1. 99) I 
[0/+45/90] 459.5 1.01 I 47.92 0.336 - s (66.64) j (6.95) 
[0/+45/90] 441. 7 I 47.64 
- s (64.07) 0.95 I (6.91) 0.325 
Flgure 6.3-6 - Room temperature graphlte/polYlmlde tensile test data. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I--' 
Vl 
W 
Lam~nate Ult~mate stress, Ultlmate stralD, Young's modulus POlssonfs ratio, 
conflguratlon u u E , a 
x ' 
E 
X ' 
V 
x 6 xy 
MFa (kSl) % GPa (x 10 pSl) 
[08 J 1285.2 0.97 132.1 0.355 (186.4) (19.16 ) 
[08 J 1296.2 131. 8 
(188.0) 0.99 (19.ll) 0.345 
t--
[90 8J 22.89 0.55 5.03 0.007 (3.32 ) (0.73) 
[90 8J 22.61 0.45 5.79 0.010 (3.28) (0.84) 
[(.:!:.45)2 Js 82.39 1. 06* 9.10 0.766 (11. 95) (1. 32) 
[(:.45)2 Js 65.64 0.95* 8.27 0.671 (9 52) (1. 20) 
[0/+45/90J 438 0 0.96 46.06 0.358 - s (63.52) (6.68) 
[0/+45/90J 451.2 1.04 44.26 0.321 - s (65 1.4) (6.42) 
-~ 
-
~~---------- -- -- --- -- --------- ----- - - -- --- --- ------ ~-~---
* maxlmum readable straln 
o Flgure 6.3-7 - 587K (600 F) graphlte/polYlmlde tenslle test data. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
f--' 
Vl 
-t:-
Laminate Ultimate stress, 
configuration aU 
x ' 
MFa (ksi) 
[08] 1077.8 (156.33) 
[08] 1146.6+ (166.3) 
[908] 33.30 (4.83) 
[908] 28.54 (4.14) 
[(:!:.45)2]S 95.08 (13.79) 
[(:!:.45)2]s 110.8 (16.07 ) 
[0/+45/90) 238.8 
- s (34.64) 
[0/+45/90] 464.6 
- s (67.38) 
* straln gage malfunction 
+ machine capacity 
Ultimate strain, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratlo 
E:u E , \) 
x ' x 6 xy % GPa (x 10 psi) 
- * 
123.7 
-* (17.94) 
+ 127.4 0.349 0.83 (18.48) 
0.34 10.07 0.062 (1. 46) 
0.32 9·31 0.054 (1. 35) 
0.52 18.89 0.688 (2.74) 
0.85 16.75 0.676 (2.43) 
0.54 44.95 0.366 (6.52 ) 
0.23 43.23 0.263 (6.27) 
------- -- --~-~--
F~gure 6.3-8 - ll7K (-250°F) graph~te/poly~mide tensile test data. 
I-' 
Vl 
Vl 
Figure 6.3-9 - Gr/PI tensile specimens tested at room temperature. 
f-J 
\.n 
0\ 
45)2]s specimen 
P/±45/90] s specimen 
Figure 6.3-10 - Gr/PI tensile specimens tested at 589K (600°F). 
i--' 
V1 
-..J 
15tl 
, Lanunate U1tlmate stress, U1tlmate strain, Young's modulus, 
conflguratl0n aU EU E , 
x ' x 
, 
GPa (~ 106 MPa (ksi) % psi) 
[°8] 1281. 7 1.16 122.2 (185.9) (17.73) 
[°8] 1270.0 1.19 119.0 (184.2) (17.26) 
[0 8 ] 1344.5 1.33 120.1 (195.0 ) (17.42) 
[9°8] 220.6 2.63 10.20 (32.00 ) (1. 48) 
-
[90 8] 211. 7 2.60 9.52 (30.70 ) (1. 38) 
[90 8 ] 208.4 1.48 11.79 (30.22 ) (1.71) 
[(::45)2]s 187.7 2.76 16.55 (27.22) (2.40) 
[(::45)2]S 136.5 1. 78 16.06 (19.80) (2.33) 
[(::45)2]s 136.5 2.07 16.75 (19.80) (2.43) 
[0/+45/90 ] 552.6 1.65 46.75 - s (80 .15) (6.78) 
[0/+45/90] 529.8 1.33 47.02 - s (76.84 ) (6.82) 
[0/+45/90 ] 535.1 1.29 48.54 - s (77.61) (7.04) 
Flgure 6.3-11 - Graphlte/polYlmlde room temperature compresslve data 
(A1umlnum honeycomb core). 
Poisson's ratio 
\I 
xy 
0.374 
0.353 
0.398 
0.016 
0.027 
0.014 
0.507 
0.793 
0.743 
0.278 
0.296 
0.277 
I 
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Lamlnate Ultlmate stress, Ultlmate straln, Young's modulus, Poisson's 
conflguratl.On aU EU E , 
" x ' x 
, 
x xy 
MFa (kSl) % GPa (x 106 PSl.) 
-
[0 8] I 
287.0* 0.34* 120.2 0.336 
i (41.63) (17.44) 
[08] 
I 520.5* 0.44* 125.2 0.350 I (75.49) (18.16) 
[0 8] I 416.2* 0.72* 58.54 0.418 (60.36) (8.49) i 
[908] I 197· 5 2.39 10.34 0.012 I (28.65) (1. 50) 
I 
[908 ] 1 189.5 2.22 10.34 0.009 
I (2'7.48) (1. 50) 
[908 ] I 188.4 10.69 I 2.11 O.Oll I (27.32) (1. 55 ) 
[(~45)2]s : 138.4 18.00 I 1.01 0.778 ! (20.07) (2.61) 
I 
[(::..45)2]s i 152·5 17.24 
I (22.12) 1.27 (2.50) 0.761 
[(::..45)2]s I 173·0 1. 31 16.48 0.733 
I (25.09 ) (2.39 ) 
I 
[0/+45/90] I 191. 9* 49.85 I 0.40* 0.292 - s I (27.83) (7.23) I 
[0/+45/90] 75.57* 0.17* 47.78 0.283 - s I (10.96) (6.93) I 
[0/+45/90] I 193.4* 0.95* 23.03 0.296 - s ( 28.05) ( 3. 34) I 
* fabrlcatlon fallure 
Flgure 6.3-12 - Graphl.te/po1Ylmlde room temperature compresslve data 
(Tltanlum honeycomb core). 
ratio 
Spec~men Ult~mate stress, Ultlmate strain, Young's modulus, POlsson's ratio, 
number aU E;u E , v 
x ' x ' x 6 xy 
MFa (kSl) % GPa (x 10 pSl) 
230.3 72.53 2024-1 0.282 (33.40 ) 0.32 (10.52 ) 
2024-2 235.9 0.33 73.43 0.324 (34.21 ) (10.65) 
2024-3 229.7 0.32 72.81 0.328 (33.32 ) (10.56 ) 
F~gure 6.3-13 - 2024-T3 Alum~num alloy room temperature compress~ve data. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f-.J 
0\ 
o 
Figure 6.3-14 - Typical sandwich beam specimen loaded in four-point bending. 
I-' 
0\ 
I-' 
[O/±45/9 s ~±45)2]S ~08J [08J 
Figure 6.3-15 - Composite/aluminum honeycomb sandwich beam specimens 
tested at room temperature. 
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Figure 6.3-17 - [90 8J sandwich beam specimen tested at 
room temperature. 
f-" 
'::J\ 
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Figure 603-18 - [(~45)2J sandwich beam specimen tested at 
room temp@rature. 
Figure 6.3-19 - [O/~45/90] s sandwich beam specimen tested at 
room temperature. 
o 
N 
I 
M 
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lLx 
Figure 6.3-21 - Finite element model of sandw1ch beam. 
Top cover 
(30 plate elements) 
M1ddle honeycomb core 
(690 br1ck elements) 
Bottom cover 
(30 plate elements) 
r> 
0\ 
OJ 
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6.4 Ra11 Shear Test Method 
Robert R. McWithey, Ramon Garcia, Terry A. Weisshaar 
Research 1S being conducted to invest1gate the rail shear test method 
for obtain1ng Gr/PI shear properties at elevated temperatures up to 589K 
(600°F) and to determ1ne Gr/PI lam1nate shear properties at room temperature 
and at 589K (600°F). The scope of the work 1ncludes analytical and 
experimental invest1gat10ns that include the following Gr/PI laminates: 
[012], [9012 ], [~452]s' and [0, ~45, 90 ]s. 
Two types of ralls were used in this task: tapered ralls that are 
bonded to the Gr/PI lam1nate and untapered ralls that are clamped to 
the Gr/PI laminate. Both types of ralls are shown 1n figure 6.4-1 in 
assembled rail-shear specimen conf1gurat10ns. The clamped configurat10n 
offers two advantages over the bonded conf1gurat1on when testing at 
elevated temperatures. F1rst, a test technique under development that 
uses a bolted fastener allows clamp1ng of the spec1men between the rails 
at the test temperature just prior to load1ng. Th1S techn1que elim1nates 
undesirable thermally 1nduced stresses that would result from differences 
between thermal expansion coeff1c1ents of the spec1men and rails. (A 
similar method ut11iz1ng the bonded configuration 1S not presently poss1ble 
because of adhesive cure-cycle requ1rements.) Secondly, the bolted 
conf1guration is eas11y fabricated and el1m1nates the complex1t1es 1n 
obta1ning high-strength adhes1ve bonds at elevated temperature. 
The spec1mens are tested 1n an oven pos1t1oned between the heads of a 
screw driven tens lIe test1ng mach1ne. Load 1S appl1ed to the specimen 
uS1ng a mach1ne head veloc1ty of 2 ~/sec. (.005 1nches/m1nute). Strain 
data are obtained uS1ng resistance stra1n gage rosettes. Three rosettes 
were pos1tioned along the centerl1ne as shown in f1gure 6.4-1. A fourth 
rosette was pos1t10ned back to back w1th the rosette at the center of the 
specimen. Examples of the types of 1nformat10n obta1ned from these tests 
are shown in figure 6.4-2 for a [0, ~45, 90]s lam1nate at room temperature 
and at 589K (600°F). The preliminary test results from the back to back 
stra1n gage rosettes 1nd1cate a state of nearly pure shear eX1sts at the 
center of the spec1men for all lam1nates. 
Analyt1cal invest1gat1ons of both conf1gurations shown 1n f1gure 6.4-1 
were made using the f1n1te element program SPAR (see ref. 6.4-1). The 
conf1gurat10ns were modeled uS1ng plate elements to represent the spec1men 
between the rails and beam elements to represent the ralls. Analys1s of the 
conflguratlons determlned the effect of aspect ratlo (rat1o of length 
to width of Gr/PI between ralls) and thermally lnduced strains on the apparent 
material properties of the Gr/PI lamlnates. Analyt1cal results that lndlcate 
the effect of aspect ratlo on the shear stress dlstr1but1on along the 
specimen centerline are given 1n f1gure 6.4-3. The results for this lam1nate 
1nd1cate the actual shear stress along the centerl1ne of the spec1men 1S 
within a few percent of the value antlc1pated from measurement of the applied 
load when the aspect rat10 1S greater than 8. An aspect ratlo of 10 was used 
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1n the exper1mental 1nvest1gation. The analyt1cal results 1ndlcate a state 
of nearly pure shear eX1sts 1n the specimen except for small reglons near 
the free edges. 
During the next few months the analyt1cal and exper1mental lnvestiga-
t10ns will be completed and formal reports prepared for publ1catlon. ~'he 
status and scope of the test program is lndlcated 1n flgure 6.4-4. Although 
tests are complete on the [0, ~45, 90]s and [~452]s lam1nates, the data 
have not yet been analyzed. 
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Figure 6.4-1 - Rall shear f~xtures and instrumentation.! 
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F1gure 6.4-3 - Effect of aspect rat10 on shear stress distr1but10n 1n 
a ~,±45,9~ s Gr/PI lam1nate at room temperature. 
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Completed tests 
Lanunate Test temperature F~xture No. of 
K (OF) tests 
[0,+45,90] RT Bonded 5 
- s RT Bolted 7 
589( 600) Bolted 5 
589 (600) Bolted* 4 
[!.452 ]s RT Bonded 5 RT Bolted 5 
589(600) Bolted 3 
Tests to be completed 
[012]T RT Bolted 3 
589(600 ) Bolted* 4 
[9012 ]T FT Bolted 4 589 (600) Bolted* 5 
*Specimens bolted ln test flxture after reaching test temperature. 
F~gure 6.4-4 - Summary of tests on GrIP! lam~nates. 
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6.5 Bolt Bearlng Strengths 
Gregory R. Wlchorek 
The purpose of this task is to experlmentally determine bolt bearing 
strengths of graphite/polyimide composite lamlnates for prellmlnary CASTS 
bolted joint designs. An attempt will be made to modify statlstlcal models 
developed for graphlte/epoxy joints. 
Specimen and test variables were selected based on the near term 
objective of the CASTS project to deslgn and fabrlcate a Space Shuttle Orblter 
aft-body flap for ground test. The first graphite/polYlmlde composite 
material selected for fabrlcation and test was HTS/PMR-15. A quasi-isotropic 
laminate composed of 16 plies was selected wlth a ply orlentation of [0, 45, 
90, -45, 0, 45. 90. -45]s. Joint strengths and failure modes will be deter-
mined for a variety of wldth-to-diameter and edge-to-diameter ratlos (flgs. 
6.5-la and 6.5-lb). Double-lap shear specimens (flg. 6.5-lc) wlth a 4.8 rom 
(.19 In) diameter bolt are to be tested at 117K (-250oF), room temperature, 
and 589K (6000 F). 
For the next reporting period experimental test equlpment and methods 
will be checked and quallfied. Fabrlcation and testlng of double-lap shear 
speclmens at the planned test temperatures will begin. 
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(c) Test set-up • 
. 
(4.83 rnm) 
Load 11nk 
F1gure 6.5-1 - Bolted Joint specimen variables and test set-up. 
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6.6 Adheslvely Bon~ed Scarf JOlnts 
Wllllam E. Howell 
The purpose of thls task is to evaluate the static and fatigue propertles 
of graphite/polYlmlde bonded scarf JOlnts. Two scarf lengths, 20 and 40 
times the laminate thickness, wlll be evaluated. All materlal wlll be 8-ply 
of HTS/PMR-15 wlth a [0/+45/90/-45]s orlentatlon and a nomlnal thlckness of 
0.13 cm (0.050 In.). To evaluate the influence of temperature and aglng on 
bond strength, statlc tensile and constant amplltude fatlgue tests wlll be 
conducted at 117K, RT, 533K, and 589K (-2500 F, RT, 500oF, and 6000 F) In the 
"as received" condltlon and after 125 hours of aging at 589K. To evaluate 
reslstance to thermal cycling, speclmens wlll be cycled 100 tlmes from 117 
to 589K and then tested In statlc tenslon and In constant amplltude 
fatigue at room temperature. Four repllcates of each test wlll be conducted. 
Large panels are belng machined lnto small panels wlth approprlate 
scarfs. These panels wlll be bonded l~tO scarf JOlnt panels from which 
test specimens wlll be machined. 
During the next reportlng'!perlod fabrlcatlon of 160 test speclmens of 
the conflguratlon shown in flgure 6.6-1 should be completed. FM-34 
polYlmlde adhesl ve wlll be used to bon'd the scarf jOlnts. LARC 13 adhesl ve 
will als6 be evaluated. A finlte element analysis of the bonded Joint 
design and a jOlnt strength analysis will be conducted. Tenslle testlng 
wlll be lnitlated. 
t 
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Fiqure 6.6-1 - Graphite/polyimide adhesively bonded joint 
test specimen confiquration. 
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7.0 THERMAL, PHYSI CAL, AND MOISTURE PROPERTIES 
The objectives of this program are to define environmental spectra for 
space shuttle and assess the sensitivity and durability of graphite/polYlmlde 
composi tes to various environmental parameters. The effects of moisture, 
temperature, thermal cycling, and shuttle fluids on the thennal, physical, 
and mechanical properties of GrlPI composites will be determined under 
simulated environmental conditions for Space Shuttle. The program is 
divided into five major tasks: environmental definition, test procedures 
and baseline data definition, environmental sensitivity, thermal physical 
properties and Space Shuttle fluids exposure. The status of each of these 
tasks are discussed in the following sections. 
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7.1 Env1ronmenta1 Defin1tJon 
Darrel Tenney, Jala1ah Unnam, and Edward Long 
Grotmd Storage Model 
Moisture absorption by polymer matrix composites can take place by 
capillary action along the fiber/matrix interface, through cracks or voids 
in the resin, and by diffusion through the matrix. In large, well-bonded 
composite hardware, the primary mechanism is by surface absorption and 
diffusion through the matrix. Diffusion into the material in the direction 
normal to the surface can be mathematically described by Fick's Second Law 
with an effective diffusion coefficient. The surface moisture content 
(botmdary condition) is usually a flmction of the relative humidity of 
the environment adjacent to the composite panel. A computer program was 
written to solve the appropriate diffusion equations by a finite-difference 
technique allowing for time-dependent changes in the humidity and temperature 
of the environment. This pro£ram is being documented and will be made 
available through COSMIC. Because the diffU$ion coefficients and the 
equilibritUn moisture contents for the graphite/polyimide systems are not 
available at this time; the above analysis was tested by simulating the 
moisture pickup in T300/5208 system for Which tbe data are known. National 
Weather Bureau data tapes are used to update the botmdary conditions. The 
findings of these simulations are reported in reference 7.1-1. The techniques 
and the m:!thodology utilized in these simulations should be directly 
applicable to the moisture content prediction in graphite/polyimide systems. 
Moisture Absorption Kinetics 
An important input to the diffusion analysis is the relationship between 
equilibrium moisture content for the composite and the humidity of the 
environment. Whereas the equilibrium moist-u.re content is detennined by 
the relat1ve humidlty of the envlronment, the rates of absorption and desorp-
tion of mOlsture are controlled by the rates of diffusion in the composite. The 
effectlve d1ffusion coefflcient depends on the diffusivity of the matrix, the 
diffusi vi ty of the fibers, the volume fraction of the fibers, and the 
orientation of the fibers with respect to the exposed surface. Although 
analytical relationships among these parameters have been developed, th~ 
simplest and perhaps most reliable method of obtaining the effective diffusion 
coefficient is to experimentally measure it for the composite laminates of 
interest. 
Specimens were fabricated from the (0) and (0, :!:.45, 90)s l~-up of HTS 
graphite fibers in PMR-15 polyimide matrix. 'Ihese specimens are being 
exposed to different combinations of relative htnnidity and temperature. 
Weight gain data will be obtained by weighing the specilllf'ns at predetennined 
intervals. The equilibrium moisture content will be noted as a function 
of relative htnni di ty. The rates of absorption and desorption wi II be 
obtained by solving the diffusion equation to find the diffusion coefficients 
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which give solutions that match the experimental weight gain curves. 'lbese 
diffusion coefficients will be noted as a f\mction of the filament lay-up 
and the temperature of the environment. 
HTS/NR150B2 specimens, 8 em x 1.3 cm x 10 ply (3 in x 1/2 in x 10 ply), 
with tmi-directional lay-up were vacuwn dried in an oven at 339K (150 F). 
These specimens had been previously exposed to the arribient lab environment. 
After 38 days. the average weight loss was 0.45%. All of this weight loss 
has been attributed to loss of absorbed water. Under this asswnption and 
using th~l~ei~t loss histories, a moisture desorption coefficient of 
1.2 x 10 m /s was detennined with the method described by (ref. 1.1-2). 
Assuming that the initial absorption and desorption coefficients of the 
material at lOW' temperature (311-3~ K)2(100-150 F) are the same, the 
desorption coefficient of 7.2 x 10:1§ ~/s is approximately equal to the 
absorption coefficient of 6.7 x 10 m /s for T300/5208 used in reference 
7.1-1. These results indicate that the absorption and desorption behavior 
of graphlte/po1yimides may be simi1iar to that of graphite/epoxies. 
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7.2 Test Procedures and Baseline Data Definition 
W. Barry Lisagor and Jalaiah Unnam 
Work is underway to determine the effects of moisture on the 
mechanical properties of graphite/polyimide composite. Thds will be 
accomplished by subjecting specimens to controlled moisture 
conditioning and subsequent heat treatment at temperatures from 117 k 
(-250 F) to 589 k (600 F). Mechanical tests will include tension, 
compression, flexure, interlaminar shear, and rail shear. 
An environmental chamber and platens with provision for heating 
and cooling will be used to obtain the desired test conditions. 
Mechanical extensometers will be used rather than strain gages for the 
moisture conditioned specimens so that the effects of moisture condi-
tioning will not be compromised during the time required to apply 
strain gages. The extensometers can be encapsulated to provide 
protection. 
The test techniques for both tension and compression specimens at 
all test temperatures have been formulated and verified using 2024-T4 
aluminum specimens. For the verification tests at room temperature and 
117 K (-250 F), strain was monitored using both strain gages and a 
mechanical extensometer. Agreement between gages and extensometer was 
within 1% for all tests. The extensometer was modified to allow use 
with the heating/cooling support platens. 
Temperature profiles were obtained on a graphite/polyimide 
specimen 0.0445 m wiqe for a gage length of 0.0603 m at temperatures 
from 117 K (-250 F) to 589 K (600 F). Temperature distributions were 
considered satisfactory. 
Rail shear test fixtures have been fabricated and preliminary 
test specimens have been instrumented with strain gages for formulation 
and verification of satisfactory test technique. Rail shear, short 
beam shear, and flexure specimens will be tested using a controlled 
environmental chamber currently being procured. 
Testing of specimens in the moisture effects test matrix is 
expected to begin in the next reporting period. 
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7.3 Environmental Sensitivity 
w. Barry Lisagor, Darrel R. Tenney, Jalaiah Unnam, and Stephen S. Tompkins 
Moisture Effects 
The objective of this task is to quantitatively determine the 
effect of moisture on the mechanical properties of GrIP! composites. 
Two material systems will be investigated. The laminates to be studied 
are: (0), (90), (+45), and (0, +45, 90). Tension, compression, 
flexure, inter1aminar shear, and in-plaAe shear tests will be conducted 
on specimens in a dry and saturated condition. Two complex 
conditioning treatments consisting of combined moisture exposure and 
thermal cycling will also be investigated. Tests will be conducted at 
117 K (-250 F), RT, and 589 K (600 F). This activity will commence 
when the test procedures and baseline data have been established. 
Thermal Cycling 
The objective of this activity is to determine the effects of 
thermal cycling on the residual mechanical properties of candidate materials 
for CASTS. Temperatures and pressure ranges for these tests will be 
-4 -6 
,117 K (-250 F) to 589 K (600 F) and 1 x 10 Pa to 101 kPa (10 to 
760 mm Hg), respectively. A thermal/pressure cycle simulating a Space 
Shuttle mission will be used. The residual strengths of the material 
in tension, compression, short beam shear, flexure and rail shear will 
be measured. Specimens will be thermal cycled after long time storage 
at ambient laboratory temperature and relative humidity. Wet and dry 
specimens will also be thermally cycled in an attempt to evaluate 
combined coupled effects of moisture and thermal cycling on residual 
, strength. 
Thermal cycling equipment to conduct tests for this study is 
being designed and built under contract. This equipment is scheduled 
for delivery in August 1978. Test specimens are being cut from panels 
'of one of the test materials as these panels become available. 
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7.4 Thermal Propert1es 
Ronald K. Clark 
The work in this area 1S be1ng performed under contract. The ob-
jectives are to determine the thermal conduct1Vlty, thermal expansions, 
spec1fic heat, and emittance of HTS/PMR15 and HTS/NR150B2 graphite/poly1m1de 
composite materials 1n quas1-1sotrop1c and un1direct1onal layups over the 
temperature range of 117 (-250F) to 589 K (600F). Thermal conduct1vity 
data and thermal expans10n data w1ll be obta1ned for the dlrect10ns of the 
three major axes. The contractor has completed all thermal-phys1cal pro-
pert1es tests of HTS/PMR15 graph1te/polY1mlde. The HTS/NR150B2 tests will 
be completed during the next report per1od. The contract 1S expected to 
be completed in August 1978. 
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8.0 STRUCTURAL IN'l'EGRITY 
8.1 Fracture Behavior 
Rlchard A. Everett, Jr. 
The purpose of thlS task is to apply eXlsting analyses or develop new 
analyses that will predict the fracture strength of graphlte/polyimide. 
This will be accomplished by testlng a series of specimens with different 
hole sizes and widths and using the test data to determine the validity of 
the fracture model. The speclmen geometry and test matrix is shown in 
figures 8.1-1, 8.1-2, and 8.1-3. The test program consists of 369 
specimens, of which 252 will contain a notch and 117 specimens will be 
unnotched. Residual strength tests after constant amplitude fatigue 
cycling will also be conducted on notched specimens. Fracture data will 
be obtained at room temperature, 117 K (-2500 F), and 589 K (6000 F). 
Moisture will not be controlled durlng these tests. The composites being 
studied are HTS/PMR-15 and HTS/NR150-B2. 
Fracture tests will be lnltiated during the next report period. The 
tests at cryogenic and elevated temperatures will be conducted in a 
commercial environmental chamber WhlCh uses liquid nitrogen for the 
cryogenic tests and radiant heating for the elevated temperature tests. 
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No. 
Matrix Lam..lnRte W, L, of 
Ma-::er:..al Layup em em S!:,ecime:l5 
PMR-15 [(~45)2]5 2.54 33.0 
-Yr---
[0]8 2.54 33.0 
l +45/0/-"'5/0] 2.54 33.0 5 
[0/+45/90/-45] 
s 
2.54 33.0 
[(~45)2 ]5 1.91 33.0 
[(~45)2]5 5.08 35.6 
[+45/90/-45/90] 2.54 33.0 5 
[90 ]8 2.54 33.0 
[(0/+45/90/-45)2]5 2.54 35.6 
[(~45)4]5 2.54 35.6 
\ V [(~45)2]5 10.2 38.1 
NR150-B2 [0/+45/90/-45J 5 2.54 33.0 
NR150-B2 [(~45)2]s 2.54 33.0 
" 
~ 
Flgure 8.1-2 - Unnotched 5peclmens. 
Matrix Laminate L_B,; uR 
a(l) b(l) (1) Material c 
PMR-15 9 9 9 
18 18 18 
9 9 9 
9 9 9 
-~ 1_3_ r1 
,I V' ,I 
'V 
[(0/+45/90/-45)2]s 
NR150-B2 [0/+45/90/-45] 
s 
" 
'I 
NOTE: 1.) Laminate L8¥uPS 
(a) [(~45 )2J6 
(b) [+45/0/-45/0] 
6 
(c) [0/+45/90-45] 
6 
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W, L, a, d, 
em em em em 
1.0.;.£ .!!.1,.=..2. - 0.159 
-
0.476 
- 0.953 
- 2.54 
0.159 .-
0.476 -
0.953 -
,~ ,v 2.54 -
1.91 30.5 - 0.476 
2.54 30.5 
-
0.476 
5.08 30.5 - 0.476 
10.0 41.9 - 0.476 
.!Q.~ .!!.~ - 0.159 
-
0.476 
- 0.953 
- 2.54 ,~ 
'v 
F~gure 8.1-3 - Notched fracture 6pec~men6. 
Total 
Specimens 
27 
54 
27 
27 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
18 
9 
9 
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8.2 CyCl1C Debond1ng 
R1chard A. Everett, Jr. 
The purpose of th1S task 1S to develop the relat10nship between stra1n 
energy release rate and CyCl1C debond rate in a t1tanium and graph1te/ 
polY1m1de bonded j01nt. Cyclic debond rates can be used to establish 
1nspection 1ntervals for fa1l-ssfe design cr1teria and to indicate the 
m1n1mum load at wh1ch CyCl1C debond1ng w1ll occur. The geometry of the 
spec1men used 1n this study 1S shown 1n f1gure 8.2-1. The test program 
cons1sts of 100 tests Wh1Ch are separated 1nto four groups of specimens 
w1th each group be1ng a d1fferent matr1x and adhesive comb1nat1on. The 
composites be1ng used are HTS/PMR-15 and HTS/NR150-B2. The two adhes1ves 
are FM-34 and mod1f1ed LARC-13. Each group of spec1mens w1ll be tested 
at room temperatures, 117 K (-2500 F) and 589 K (6000 F). 
ACOUSt1C em1SS1on has undergone prel1minary evaluat10n as a debond 
mon1tor1ng techn1que. The results as of th1S date show good correlat1on 
between an established photoelast1c technique (Ref. 8.2-1) and the acoust1c 
em1SS1on techn1que 1f both sldes of the j01nt debond simultaneously. 
Several debond spec1mens have been fabr1cated to explore the parameters 
wh1ch govern the sett1ngs on the acoust1c em1SS1on equ1pment. Th1S will 
1nsure that the data that def1ne the debond front are accurate. 
Debond tests w1ll beg1n dur1ng the next report per10d and about 50 
tests w1ll be completed 1n t1me for the next CASTS report. The rema1ning 
50 tests w1ll be completed 1n early 1979. 
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8.3 Fatlgue Behavior 
L. A. Imlg 
The obJectlves of thlS task are: (1) To develop procedures and equipment 
required to conduct fatigue tests of graphlte/polYlmidp under constant-
amplitude loads at 117K, RT and 589K (-250°F, RT, and 600°F); (2) to develop 
procedures and equlpment requlred to conduct real-tlme and accelerated fatlgue 
tests of graphlte/polYlmlde under varlable-amplltude loads wlth CyCllC 
temperatures between 117K and 589K; and to perform a 11mlted number of fatlgue 
tests of graphlte/polY1m1de mater1al to determine prel1minary fatigue propert1es 
of selected compos1te layups. 
Procedures were developed and verified for both constant and variable-
ampl1tude fatlgue tests. Specimens w1th a central hole (f1gS. 8.3-1 and 8.3-2) 
were used ln all tests. Prel1m1nary constant-ampl1tude fatigue data for 
graphite/polyimlde [0, 45, 90, -45]s are shown 1n figure 8.3.3. ~'he data 
were obtalned from test specimens of HTS/PMR-15 lam1nates prepared in-house. 
These prelim1nary data indicate a slgn1f1cant effect of temperature on the 
fatigue strength of the mater1al. Additional test spec1mens have been 
ordered. 
CASTS project requ1rements to conduct fat1gue tests at 117K, room 
temperature, 589K, and w1th cyCl1C temperature from 117K to 589K called 
for the development of a compact device with Wh1Ch to heat or cool the 
small test specimens. Existing equ1pment was too large or was not 
compatible w1th CyCl1C temperature extending to the cryogen1c range. The 
system developed 1S shown in figures 8.3-4 through 8.3-7 and 1S currently 
in use. Figure 8.3-4 1dentifies the components requ1red to malnta1n a 
constant cryogenic temperature. F1gure 8.3-5 shows the assembled 
components, and f1gure 8.3-6 shows the assembly installed in a test1ng 
machine. The appearance of the system during operation at 117K (-2500 F) 
is shown in flgure 8.3-7. The cryogenic-control system requ1res a source 
of liquid nitrogen and a thermocouple feedback from the specimen to the 
solenoid controlller. 
To conduct elevated temperature tests, the thermocouple feedback 
operates a standard temperature controller which controls electr1cal 
power to the heat1ng cartridges. 
CyCl1c temperatures are fac1l1tated by 1nstall1ng a separate thermo-
couple to two controllers, and actlvatlng the two controllers alternately. 
The two controllers can be act1vated either by sU1table t1mers or from a 
programming device which synchronizes the temperature changes with other 
events (load1ng, hold time, etc.) 1n the test. 
During the next report1ng per1od, the control equ1pment for the variable-
amplitude fat1gue tests w1ll be received and installed. About 50 of the 
constant-amplltude and variable-amplltude tests w1ll be completed. Additional 
coupon specimens will be ordered for tests to fill gaps 1n the results. A 
total of about 100 tests wlll be conducted in th1S act1v1ty. 
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9.0 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN STUDIES 
9.1 Computer Code Development and Mod1f1cat1on 
James C. Roblnson and Charles L. Blackburn* 
Finite element analysis of structures composed of flber-relnforced 
advanced-composlte materlals, such as those belng consldered In the CASTS 
proJect, Involves compllcatlons not encountered In the analysls of 
structures of Isotroplc materials. The hlghly orthotropic stlffness, 
strength, and thermal properties of the Ind1vldual layers require that 
either the orientation and propertles of each layer be defined or the 
equlvalent anisotrop1c propertles of the lamlnate be speclfled. 
The low stlffness and strength, normal to the f1ber d1rectlon, of a 
slngle layer requlres that several layer orientations be used In practical 
structures. In some cases, 1t may not be posslble or pract1cal to use 
laminates that are symmetr1c about thelr m1d-plane. For such lam1nates, 
bend1ng-extenslonal coupl1ng exists and must be cons1dered in the analysls 
If an accurate estimate of laminar behavior IS to be obtained (refs. 
9.1-1 and 9.1-2). 
When slmple two-d1menslonal structural f1nite elements (l.e., havlng 
three or four nodes) are used, quadrllateral elements are preferable to 
tr1angular elements because they yield more accurate results for a glven 
number of degrees of freedom (refs. 9.1-3 and 9.1-4). Generally, for 
curved structures 1t 1S Imposslble to guarantee that all four nodes of a 
quadrilateral are 1n a plane. Therefore, the ava1labllity of a simple 
quadrllateral fin1te element capable of accommodatlng small amounts of 
"warp1ng" - (i. e. not all four nodes In a plane), 1S deslrable for general 
purpose appllcations. Prev10usly used approxlmate methods Wh1Ch allow 
for small amounts of warping of slmple quadr1lateral elements have been 
described In references 9.1-3 - 9.1-7. 
The development of a hybr1d, an1sotroplc quadr1lateral element which 
accounts for bending-extenslonal coupl1ng and recovery of layer stresses 
1S descrIbed In reference 9.1-8 and brlefly summarlzed hereln. Th1S element 
was 1ncorporated, under NASA contract, in the SPAR structural analysls system 
(avaIlable through COSMIC) (ref. 9.1-9 and 9.1-10). As a part of the 
validation of thlS new element, the followlng studles have been conducted: 
(1) Buckl1ng of general lamInated plates. 
(2) Thermal stresses of lamInated plates cured at elevated temperatures. 
(3) Dlsplacements of a b1-metalllc beam. 
(4) Dlsplacements and stresses of warped Isotroplc and anlsotroplc panels. 
*Asslstant Professor, Unlversity of Tennessee at Nashvllle, 
(NASA Grant NSG-1455) 
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In addition, flat and spherical orthotroplc and anisotropic segments 
were analyzed and the results are compared wlth results from higher-order 
plate and shell finite element analyses. 
Partial results from some of these studies are presented herein. A 
detalled and complete dlScussion of the results from all studies is 
given in reference 9.1-11. 
The ability to predict buckling loads of flat, multi-layered, aniso-
troplc panels with this element is demonstrated by comparison wlth results 
from an extended Galerkln analysls (ref. 9.1-12). Non-dlmensional shear 
and axial buckllng loads from reference 9.1-12 and for several finite-
element mesh sizes are shown in figure 9.1-1 for a square panel. The 
positlve sign conventlons are deflned by the sketch shown on the table. 
As indicated by these results, convergence of the finite element solution 
has been attained for all practlcal purposes. Further, these results 
correlate well with the Galerkln solution except for a single case of a two 
layer panel with a 450 orlentation. A 25 percent dlfference occurred for 
the shear buckling load. This dlfference may be attrlbuted to non-
convergence of the Galerkin solution WhlCh gave hlgher buckllng loads 
than the monotonically decreasing converged finite element solutions. 
Thermal stresses due to the hlgh-temperature curlng of a multi-layered, 
graphlte/epoxy panel have been calculated to demonstrate the capabillty of 
the new element to recover layer stresses. A 3-layered lamlnate; namely, 
0/9010/0 (l.e., a middle layer 10 times thicker than elther outer layer) 
is analyzed. The stresses withln each layer are compared with the results 
from a closed form solution in reference 9.1-13 for an ldentlcal panel. 
As lndlcated in figure 9.1-2 nearly identlcal results are obtained. Simllar 
results are obtalned for square, "quasl-lsotropic" ([90/0/!.45]s and 
[0/~60]s)' graphlte/polYlmide, lamlnated panels that were typlcal of those 
considered in the CASTS project. These panels were subjected to a 
temperature differential of 550K (5300 F) which approxlmates the dlfference 
between the curing temperatures and the low operatlng temperature of space. 
A compresslve longltuqinal stress and a tenslle transverse stress of 
approxlmately 69 MPa (10 kSl) was determined. The linear tensile 
transverse stress and ltS assoclated strain are greater than the ultimate 
stresses and strains glven ln reference 9.1-14 for graphite/polYlmide 
materlals. 
Results obtalned wlth the new element are compared wlth results obtalned 
uSlng several hlgher order quadrllateral elements for a plate problem 
analyzed in reference 9.1-15. The higher order elements are based on 
linear shallow-shell theory, lncludlng effects of shear deformatlon, 
material anisotropy and bending-extenslonal coupllng. Two elements 
deslgnated SQl2 and SQH, are based on assumed displacement fields. The 
element SQl2 has 12 nodes and 60 (shell) or 36 (plate) degrees of freedom 
and the SQH element has four nodes and 80 (shell) or 48 (plate) degrees 
of freedom. Dlsplacement and moment distributlons were calculated for a 
unlformly loaded, slmply supported, anisotroplc (45/-45/45/-45/45/-45/ 
45/-45/45) square plate, havlng thlckness-to-side ratios (t/a) of 0.01 
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and 0.001. Slnce the new element does not lnclude the effects of transverse 
shear deformations, an example problem in WhlCh the effect of shear deformation 
is very small was selected. Results were obta1ned uSlng a 4 x 4 and 8 x 8 
finite element mesh and are compared wlth results from reference 9.1-15 in 
f1gure 9.1-3. Results for the 8 x 8 mesh are nearly coincident w1th results 
for the h1gher order elements. Results for the 4 x 4 f1nite element mesh 
are also in good agreement w1th reference 9.1-15. 
The follow1ng observat1ons resulted from the evaluat1on: 
(1) Accurate results can be obtained for the buckl1ng character1stics 
of flat laminated plates. 
(2) Thermal cur1ng stresses are accurately determ1ned by the new element. 
(3) The new element dlsplays generally good agreement w1th results 
from several hlgher-order elements for orthotrop1c and an1sotrop1c plate 
and shell configurations. 
The above conslderations indlcate that th1S element has broad 
application to the analys1s of structures be1ng cons1dered 1n the CASTS 
program. 
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sequence 
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[45/-45] s 
[-45/45/-45] s 
Mesh size 
Ref. 9.1-12 
4 x 4 6 x 6 8 x 8 
Axial buckling load = (Nxb2)/(D11n2) 
1. 306 1.307 1.304 1. 303 
0.890 0.931 0.902 0.896 
1. 576 1.583 1. 507 1. 478 
1. 900 1. 913 1. 865 1. 849 
2.080 2.112 2.087 2.080 
Shear buckling load = (Nxyb2)/(Olln2) 
2.880 3.069 2.984 2.927 
2.880 3.069 2.984 2.894 
7.850 7.929 7.744 7.698 
-2.120 -1.851 -1.637 -1. 584 
7.180 7.355 7.170 7.135 
-2.670 -2.818 -2.601 -2.550 
6.440 6.660 6.470 6.437 
-3.530 -3.752 -3.539 -3.493 
Ny 
Nxy 1 
..a.:....-
N;-1D~_Nx TNxy 
Ny 
Fl.qure 9.1-1 - Lompai~ison of aX.lal and shear buckling load from the extended Galerkin solution 
(ref. :3.1-12) and solJtio\1s for various finite element nash sizes for a square 
panel. 
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9.2 Aft Body Flap Des1gn Stud1es 
James C. Robinson and Charles L. Blackburn* 
Work is underway in-house on a preliminary design of an advanced composite 
body flap for the space shuttle. A relatively coarse finite element model 
(fig. 9.2-1), which had approximately 500 D.O.F. for a half model and stiffness 
properties based on the aluminum body flap, was used for determination of 
in-plane loads. For pressure bending of the cover panels, two more-detailed 
models (about 600 D.O.F.) of a quarter of a panel were used with assumed 
boundary conditions (fixed on long sides, simply-supported on short sides). 
Stiffness properties of the panel models were for graphite polyimide. The 
SPAR structural analysis system (ref. 9.2-1) was used for analysis. 
The external loads considered on these models were aerodynamic pressure, 
inertial loads, and forced support deflections due to orbiter structural 
deformation. Thermal loading was not imposed because appropr1ate temperature 
distributions for the composite structure were not available. Also, thermal 
stresses due to temperature gradients in an all composite structure are much 
less than in a similar aluminum structure due to the lower coefficient of 
thermal expansion. Assessment of local thermal stresses due to attachment 
of titanium fittings to a composite body flap at elevated or cryogenic 
temperatures will require detailed models for analysis. 
Panel loads (or stresses) are defined in figure 9.2-2 and shown in 
figure 9.2-3. Due to the preliminary nature of the calculations and the 
low values of the calculated load, maximum values of a given load component 
are presented even though they may not occur at the same location. 
Based on these loads, structural concepts for a preliminary design of an 
advanced composite body flap were selected and are shown in figure 9.2-4. 
The relatively low loads in the body flap sandwich cover panels require 
that the face sheets be minimum gage. A pseudo-isotropic lay-up, (0, +45, 90) 
was selected. Therefore, a minimum gage face sheet would be 4 layers thick 
or 0.30 mm (0.012 in) if 0.076 mm (0.003 1n) tape were used. The 1ntracell 
buckling capability of th1S thin sheet cannot be readily determined from the 
literature due to the lack of symmetry in the ply stacking. The SPAR 
program was used to determine the approx1mate intra-cell buckling stress 
of several laminates as shown in figure 9.2-5. A comparison of intra-cell 
buckling coefficients for isotropic materials as determined by SPAR and 
those used in industry (specifically the Boeing Company stress manual) 1S 
also shown. From the figure, 1t appears that the core cell Slze should 
not exceed 6.3 mm (0.25 in). 
A refined finite element model (fig. 9.2-6) of the body flap has been 
developed. This model has approximately 6000 degrees of freedom and 1600 
*Assistant Professor, University of Tennessee at Na~'hville,(PASA (}rdoi.. :j2G-lL55) 
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elements. Both models have been analyzed using metalllC propertles for 
comparison with existlng results collected under contract NASl-14l70 with 
Rockwell International. 
During the next few months, efforts wlll be focused on the determlnation 
of internal loads in the alumlnum body flap from the refined model results, 
and development of a composlte body flap model using these loads. Also, 
several small thermal models will be developed to determine local temperature 
distributions. 
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10.0 IN-HOUSE DESIGN AND TEST OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
10.1 St1ffened and Sandwich Compress1on Panels 
Robert R. McWithey and Charles J. Camarda 
Development of full-scale, lightweight, advanced compos1te compression 
panels depends heavily on data generated by sub-element design, analysis, 
and test. The purpose of this research is to develop full scale Gr/PI 
stiffened and sandw1ch panels that are structurally efficient and satisfy 
temperature design requirements and local and general stab1lity requirements 
for static compress1ve load cond1tions. 
The stiffened panel program began in January 1978 and 1S scheduled to 
continue through 1980. The program 1S div1ded 1nto three bas1c phases. 
The first phase, which 1S presently underway, will be an analytical 
investigation to opt1mize the four st1ffened panel concepts shown in 
figure 10.1-1. The second phase of the program will include the fabr1cation 
and test of crippling spec1mens representative of the more structurally 
efficient designs. Th1S phase of the program w1ll determine the local 
buckling behavior of the full scale panel-designs. The th1rd and final 
phase of the program will be the fabrication and test of full scale Gr/PI 
compression panels (approx1mately) 1 m by 1.5 m (3 ft by 5 ft). 
During the next few months, opt1mum panel des1gns w1ll be establ1shed 
for the stiffened panel concepts for a wide range of loads and temperatures 
up to 589K (600oF). In addit1on, Gr/PI crippl1ng spec1mens w1ll be 
fabricated under contract. 
The compression sandwich panel program, which began in July 1977, wil] 
continue through 1979 and w1ll parallel the stiffened panel program. 
Methods for bonding facesheets to honeycomb core using FM-34 and LaRC 13 
tape and Br-34 and LaRC 13 cell edge adhes1ves are being 1nvestigated by 
a series of face-to-face tension tests 1n an effort to develop strong, 
lightweight, reliable, adheS1ve bonds. Material property data at cryogen1c 
and elevated temperature w1ll be obta1ned by sandw1ch beam flexure tests 
and compared with direct tension test and IITRI compression test results. A 
total of 80 face-to-face tension specimens and 40 flexure beam speClmens~ 
all fabricated with HTS/PMR-15 facesheets and HRH-327 glass/PI honeycomb 
core, will be tested at 117K, RT, and 589K (-250, RT, and 6000 F). 
To support the development of a design procedure for lightweight, 
advanced composite, honeycomb sandwich compression panels, an experlmental 
program has been initlated to study local and general instability modes 
of failure. Local buckling specimens will be designed to fail ln 
different modes (dimpllng, wrinkling and crlmping) and mlnimum welght full 
scale panels wlll be designed to fail in general buckling modes at varlOUS 
loads and temperatures. Both local and general buckllng spe~imen5 wlll be 
fabrlcated under contract. 
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Hat st~ffened sk~n 
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Hat st~ffened honeycomb sandwich panel 
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F~gure 10.1-1 - St~ffened panel concepts. 
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10.2 Shear Panels 
Ramon Garcla 
The use of composlte materlals to achieve efficient airframe structure 
requires the study of composlte shear panels because they are a basic 
element in many alrframe components. The objective of this program is to 
demonstrate deslgn methods for graphite/polyimide shear panels for 
lightly loaded appllcations. 
Several graphlte/polY1m1de shear panels will be designed, fabr1cated 
and tested. Two basic types of panels wl11 be considered, sandw1ch and 
skin-stringer. Both of these types will include solid panels as well as 
panels w1th access holes. Some panels will be designed for the low loads 
determ1ned from a prel1mlnary compos1te design for the space shuttle 
body flap and are expected to be m1nimum gage panels. Other panels will 
be des1gned for heav1er loads to obtain experience with shear panels of 
other than minimum gage design. 
One prelimlnary f1nlte-element model of a test panel 1S shown 1n 
flgure 10.2-1. The shear panel model comes from the previously mentioned 
des1gn study of the space shuttle body flap. The panel is 1 m (40 inches) 
long with a rib spa~ing of 0.5 m (20 1nches) and has four 13 cm (5-1nch) 
diameter access holes. The spar caps and access boles will be reinforced. 
0ther panel ~oncepts will be examined. 
The test method wl11 be the "short beam" type of test. Tests w1ll be 
conducted at both room and elevated temperatures. Test results will be 
compared with analytlcal pred1ctlons. 
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10.3 Static Analysis and Tests of Bonded Joints 
James Wayne Sawyer and Paul A. Cooper 
Bonded composite lap joints are being investigated both analytically and 
experimentally to obtain a better understanding of joint behavior and to 
develop improved designs. The major thrust of the investigation is ror 589K 
(600Op) temperature applications but initial work lnvolves only ambient 
temperatures. The analytical work includes both approximate closed rorm 
analysis similar to that reported in reference 10.3-1 and linear, two 
dimensional, finite element analysis using the SPAR code (ref. 10.3-2). 
Experimental work is being conducted to veriry the analysis results and to 
check the practicality of various concepts. The investigation presently 
1ncludes single lap joints with both Gr/PI composite and titanium metallic 
adherends with a FM-34 adhesive. 
Single lap joints have been shown by several investigators (see rer. 
10.3-1, 10. 3-3 and 10.3-4) to have hlgh stress concentrations near the edges 
of the joint even for ambient temperatures. Concentrations or both the peel 
stress and the shear stress occur and may be considerably higher than the 
average stress in the joint. Since most composite materials have low 
interlaminar strength characteristics, high peel and shear adhesive stresses 
which are introduced into the first few plies of the composite adherends 
are especially detrimental to composite joints. Also the stress concentrations 
make it extremely difficult to obtain average mechanical material properties 
for the adhesive under realistlc use conditions that are independent or the 
stress concentrations. Thus, any modifications to the joint design which 
would more evenly distribute the stresses would significantly increase the 
load carrylng capability of the joint and aid in obtaining more realistic 
mechanical material properties for the adhesive. Two such concept 
modlfications are presently being investigated. 
The first concept consists of applying a clamping force along the edge 
of the Joint perpendicular to the adhesive layer as shown in figure 10.3-1. 
The clamping force is concentrated near the edge of the joint so as to 
counteract the hlgh peel stresses. In practical applications, the clamping 
force could be applied by small, light weight fasteners located near the 
edges of the joint. The clamped joint shown in figure 10.3-1 has been 
analyzed using the SPAR finite element computer code and the element mesh 
shown in figure 10.3-2. Note that the mesh size is reduced conslderably 
near the joint edges and that the adherends and the adhesive layer are each 
divided into 5 element layers. 
Some preliminary results obtained from the finite element analysis are 
given 1n figure 10.3-3 for 0.13 em (0.05 in.) thick titanium adherends 
bonded with FM-34 adhesive. The peel stress nondimensionalized by the 
average applied normal stress in the adherend is shown along the length 
of the joint through the center of the first finite element mesh layer of 
the adherends. The solid line is for a basic single lap joint and the 
dashed line is for a single lap joint with an applied clamping force equal 
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to 1/4 of the applled joint load. For the basic lap joint, the maxlmum peel 
stress occurs at the edge of the joint and is slightly higher than the applied 
normal stress in the adherend. The clamping force reduces the maximum peel 
stress by over 35 percent without any significant increases ln the other 
stresses in the joint. In fact the clamping force also slightly reduces 
(by 10 percent) the maxlmum shear stress in the joint. Thus for a joint 
where the peel stress lS crltical, significant improvements ln the load 
carrying capability of the joint may be obtained by s~e clamping of the 
joint edges. 
Prellminary experimental results have been obtained on four standard 
ASTM 1.3 cm (1/2 In.) overlap specimens wlth 0.3 cm (1/8 in) thick Gr/PI 
adherends and FM-34 adhesive (ref. 10.3-5). A clamplng force approximately 
1/8 of the maximum load capability of an ldentical unclamped speclmen was 
applied at the edges of the joint uSlng a c-clamp. The results are shown ln 
figure 10.3-4 compared wlth results from ldentlcal unclamped speclmens. 
The clamping force results ln approximately a 70 percent increase in the 
total load carrying capability of the joint. However, the adherend material 
had relatlvely low interlaminar strength characterlstlcs which resulted in 
failure in the fJrst few layers of the adherend ln each case. For adherend 
materials with higher interlaminar strength characteristlcs, clamplng the 
joint edges may result in less improvement in the load carrying capability of 
the joint. Note that the experimental and analytical results were obtained 
using different adherend materials and thlcknesses and clamping forces 
but show similar trends. 
The second concept being investigated consists of pre-formlng the 
adherends (ref. 10.3-6) outslde the overlap area so as to minimlze the bending 
caused by the asymmetric joint. A typical jOlnt with pre-formed adherends 
1S shown 1n f1gure 10.3-5. Photoelastic analyses and the SPAR flnite element 
computer program are both being used to study joints wlth pre-formed adherends. 
A finite element mesh slmilar to that used for the baS1C lap jOlnt (fig. 
10.3-2) was used in the analysis. 
Comparlsons between the photoelastic fr1nge patterns for geometric 
simulations of standard and pre-formed lap joints can be made in the photo-
graphs of flgure 10.3-6. The fringe patterns indlcate that pre-forming the 
adherends results in a conslderably more uniform stress distribution and a 
substantial reduction in the stress concentrations ln the joint. Similar 
results are shown by the preliminary analysis results given ln figure 10.3-7 
where nondimensional peel and shear stress dlstributl0ns are shown along 
the length of the jOlnt. The peel stress distributions (flg. 10.3-7 (a» 
are for the center of the first layer of the adherend and are nondlmensionalized 
with respect to the average applied normal stress in the adherend. The shear 
stress distributions (fig. 10.3-7 (b» are for the center of the adhesive 
layer and are nondimensionalized with respect to the average shear stress. 
The solid lines are for a standard single lap joint wlth a straight adherend 
and the dashed lines are for pre-formed adherends with bend angles e of 3, 5, 
8 and 100 • Both the maximum peel stress and shear stress are reduced by 
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increasing the bend angle. For the particular JOlnt lnvestlgated, a bend 
angle of 80 virtually eliminates the peel and shear stress concentratlons. 
Both the clamped joint and the pre-formed adherend concepts wlll be 
investigated further. Additional work will include an analytlcal parametrlc 
study using a closed form approximate solution for the pre-formed adherend 
concept, an experimental program to lnvestlgate each concept more thoroughly, 
and an extension of the theoretical and experimental program to lnclude 
temperatures up to 589K (6000 F). 
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11.0 CONTRACTUAL STUDY OF ATTACHMENTS AND JOINTS 
P. A. Cooper, J. W. Sawyer, and J. H. Crews, Jr. 
Because of the limited stra1n levels supported by organic matrix composite 
structures, load transfer in such structures joined by mechan1cal fastening 
or adhesive bonding presents a more difficult design problem than the joining 
of isotropic metallic structures, especially when large temperature differences 
occur during cure of the composite material and during its service life. 
Large stress concentrations, which theoretically occur in j01ned metall1c 
structures, but are in reality reduced due to local plastic deformation, do 
in fact exist in compos1te structures because of the low ductil1ty of the 
composite material system. Thus, failure modes of mechanically fastened 
and adhesively bonded composite structures are more complex than those of 
metallic structures. 
Contractual activity will be carried out to extend the technology 1n 
joint and attachment design which currently exists for epoxy-matrix 
composites to include polyimide matrix composites so that proper data are 
available to build graphite/polyimide (Gr/PI) lightly loaded flight components. 
The objectives of this contract are twofold: first, to identify and 
evaluate design concepts for specific joining appl1cations of bU1lt-up 
attachments which can be used at rib-skin and spar-skin interfaces; secondly, 
to explore advanced concepts for joining simple composite-to-compos1te 
and composite-to-metal structural elements~ identify the fundamental parameters 
controlling the static strength characteristics of such Joints, and comp1le 
data for design, manufacture and test of efficient structural j01nts using 
the Gr/PI material system. 
The major technical activities will cons1st of: (1) des1gn and static 
and fatigue tests of specif1c bU11t-up attachments and (2) evaluation of 
standard and advanced bonded joint concepts. 
Attachments 
The purpose of this activity is the ident1ficat10n and evaluatlon 
through analysis and test of specific types of bonded and bolted Gr/PI 
composite attachments suitable for use in 11ghtly loaded sandw1ch structure. 
The primary objective of the research is the development of eff1cient 
composite attachment design concepts which operate reliably at temperatures in 
the 117 to 589°K (-250 to 6000F) temperature range. The specific attachment 
types of 1nterest are shown in figures 11.0-1 - 11.0-4. 
At the conclus10n of this act1v1ty, the contractor w1ll have established 
the design and checked its acceptability through a ser1es of static and 
fatigue tests of both a primar1ly bonded and a primarily bolted attachment 
concept for each of four types of attachments, a total of eight concepts in 
all. A bonded attachment is defined as one which transfers its major loads 
across an adhesively bonded surface. A co-cured connection is classif1ed as 
a bonded connection. A bolted attachment, while it might have some 
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secondarl1y bonded or co-cured components, transfers its major loads by 
means of mechanlcal fasteners. 
The contractor will initially design and analyze several concepts 
for each bonded and each bolted attachment type. He will select two of 
the most promising bonded and two of the most promising bolted concepts 
for each attachment type. Concurrently with this analytical study, the 
contractor wll1 design and perform a series of laboratory tests to 
determine the adequacy of the materlal procesSlng and fabricatlon procedures, 
determine the materlal allowables, and evaluate bonding and fastener 
strengths at elevated temperatures. 
Upon selection and approval of the two bonded and two bolted concepts 
for each type of attachment, the contractor will fabricate, inspect, and 
test under static load to failure attachments baped on each of the slxteen 
concepts. The statlc test will be configured to give sufflcient information 
for a logical comparlson of the two bonded and two bolted concepts for each 
type of attachment. On the basis of test results and other englneering 
considerations such as ease and practicality of fabrication and projected 
fatlgue behavior, the contractor will select the eight most promising 
bonded and bolted concepts. 
The elght concepts selected will be fabricated on a scaled-up 
manufacturlng basis to assure that reliable attachments can be fabricated 
for full-scale components. A series of statlc tests to failure wll1 be 
performed on specimens cut from the scaled-up attachment to verify the 
validlty of the manufacturing process. The remalning speclmens will be 
thermally conditl0ned and tested in a serles of static and fatigue tests 
to evaluate the structural lntegrlty of the eight concepts. Test results 
wl11 be compared with analytlcal results used to establish the designs 
and an evaluatlon of design procedures will be made. At the conclusion 
of the task, sufficient lnformatlon will be avallable for the contractor 
to judge the relative efflclency of bonded and bolted concepts for each 
attaclunent type. 
Standard Bonded JOlnts 
The purpose of this activity is the establlshment of a 11mited data 
base ~escribing the influence of variatlons in basic deslgn parameters 
on the static strength and failure modes of G/FI bonded composite joints 
at elevated temperatures. The primary objectives of thlS research 
are to provlde data useful for evaluation of standard bonded joint concepts 
and design procedures, to provide the designer wlth lncreased confidence 
ln the use of bonded hlgh-performance composite structures, and to evaluate 
posslble modlficatlons to the standard Joint concepts for improved 
efflclency. 
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'I'o accom11ll sh the.3e obJectIves, the contractor wIll desIgn, fabrIcate, 
dnd stat lcally test several classes of composi te-to-composl te and composl te-
+,o-lTlctalllc bonded ,jOlllts IncludIng single-and-double-lap joints, scarf 
.)olnts, and step-lap ,JoInts. Test parameters WIll Include lap length, 
ddhesl ve "llnckness, ann adherend stIffness and ply stackIng sequence at 
room and elevated tempcratures. The contractor and NASA WIll select advanced 
lap ,JoInt concepts winch show promIse of ImprovIng ,JOInt effl Lency. 
PossIble concepts arc performed adherends, mIxed adhesIve sys 2ms, and lap 
edge clampIng. These concepts WIll be added to the statIc strength test 
program and theIr perfolmance compared WIth the performance of the standard ,]Olnts. 
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12.0 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
12.1 NR-150 Adhesive Development 
T. L. St. Clair 
The objective of this contractual program (ref. 12.1-1) was to develop 
NR-150B2 polyimide resin into an adhesive for bonding high temperature 
graphite/polymer matrix composites. The adhesive was to be designed to have 
acceptable durability for 125-500 hours at 589K (600oF) in air and a 
significant improvement in processibility compared to standard high 
temperature aromatic condensation polyimide adhesives. Lap shear strengths 
of 20 MPa (3000 psi) at room temperature and 14 MPa (2000 psi) at 589K 
o (600 F) were also goals. 
The investigation included three tasks: (1) evaluating varlatl0ns in the 
monomer solution stoichiometry as it affects the flow and glass transition 
temperature (T ) of the polyimide resin derived from the solution, (2) opti-
mizing the bon§ing conditions within the limits obtainable in commercial 
production autoclaves, and (3) demonstrating the capability of the newly de-
fined adhesive composition and process using titanium adherends. The utllity 
of the adhesive was then demonstrated by: (1) exposing lap shear samples 
prepared from graphite fiber/NR-150B2 adherends to four differen2 environments, (2) preparing and evaluating wide area bonds [greater than 25 cm (10 in.L)] 
and face sheet/honeycomb core flatwise tensile specimens, and (3) evaluatlng 
adhesive crack propagation at 589K (600oF). 
During task 1, it was found that improved resin flow at signiflcantly 
lower adhesive prepreg volatile levels, which would lead to low void 
bond lines, could only be obtained using an adhesive reSln which had a Tg 
well below 589K and, therefore, was unsuitable for use at that temperature. 
In task 2, no combination of autoclave bonding and free-standing postcure 
conditions could be found which produced acceptable lap shear bonds at both 
R.T. and 589K using NR-150 polyimide adhesive systems based on N-methylpyrrolldone 
(NMP) as the solvent. However, replacement of the NMP with diglyme (the 
dimethyl ether of diethylene glycol) in the adhesive system resulted in a 
dramatic improvement in processibility of the adhesive and the attainment of 
acceptable bond strengths at both R.T. and 589K uSlng the following bonding 
cycle and prepreg: 
Bonding cycle: R.T. to 589K at 2.80 K/min (50 F/min) under full vacuum, 
1.4 MPa (200 psi), then 1/2 hour bonding, full vacuum, 1.4 MPa at 589K and 
1 hour postcure, full vacuum, zero pressure at 589K. 
Prepreg: 0.3 mm (13 mils) thick, 8-9% volatlles, 112-38 Style E 
glass scrim with a 1-621 finish. 
This newly developed NR-150 adhesive system was used in task 3. Lap 
shear samples, prepared from composite adherends, were exposed to the 
following environments: 500 hours in 589K air (figure 12.1-1); 35 days 
in 322 K (120°F), 95% RH (flgure 12.1-2), 34 days inunersed in Jp-4 jet fuel 
at R.T. (figure 12.1-3), and 34 days inunersed ln methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) at 
R. T. These studles indlcated that this new adhesl ve bond had excellent 
resistance to these enVlronments. 
Evaluatlon of bondlng wlde areas uslng this adheslve (flg. 12.1-4) 
indicated that acceptable bond strengths could only be obtained using 
abnormally long cure cycles ln order to allow dlffuslon of the volatiles 
out of the bond line. 
Flatwlse tenslle speclmens prepared uSlng composlte face sheets and 
titanium honeycomb core (f1g. 12.1-5) had low strengths because of poor 
techniques in curing the primer coat1ng on the honeycomb cell edge. More 
effort will be required to produce honeycomb sandwich panels with the 
flatwise tensile strength levels expected from th1S new adhesive. 
A wedge-type crack propagation test at 589 K uS1ng 3 nun (1/8") 
thick unidirect10nal graph1 te f1ber/NR-150B2 adherends confirmed the 
excellent toughness and stabil1ty of the new NR-150 adhes1ve (f1g. 
12.1-6) . 
The results of these these tests 1ndlcate that the newly developed 
experlmental adhesive has potent1al as a h~gh temperature adhesive for 
use in the harsh environments to Wh1Ch jet englne parts, high performance 
military aircraft, and space vehicles are exposed. 
The problem area yet to be overcome 1S that of large-area bonding. 
Low ~trengths in the center of these bonds is a definite drawback to 
this adhesive as well as other conunercially aVallable condensation-type 
adhesives. 
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Reference 
12.1-1. Blatz, Philip S.: NR150B2 Adhesive Developm~nt. NASA CR 3017, 
Apnl 1978. 
Lap Shear Strength* Sample 
Test MPa (PS1) Decrease Welght Loss 
Exposure Temp. Sample Sample Sample Sample Standard ln Strength Average 
Hours K~OF) 1 2 3 4 Avera~ Devi atlon % % 
None R.T. 11.82 16.67 16.36 17.74 15.62 2.62 
(Control) (1714) (2418) (2373) (2573) (2270) (380 ) 
12> R.T. 20.18 10.74 17.67 16.28 16.22 4.00 NIL 0.26 
(2926) (1557) (2563) {2361) (2352) (580 ) 
250 R.T. 12.19 16.55 21.08 13.91 15.93 3.87 NIL 0.42 
(1168) (2401) {3058) (2011) {2311) (561) 
None 589 (600) 12.60 17.67 14.50 14.94 14.93 2.09 
(Control) (1828) (2563) (2103) (2l67) (2166 ) ( 303) 
125 589(600) 14.55 10.70 18.35 15.99 14.90 5.27 NIL 0.30 
(2110) (1552) (2661) (2319) (2160 ) (265) 
250 589 (600) 9.00 13.25 16.47 14.45 13.29 3.28 11.0 0.54 
{1306) (1921) (2382) (2095) (1928) {475 ) 
None R.T. 19.79 9.54 16.22 15.21 5.21 
(Control) (2870) (1383) (2353) (2206) (755) 
500 R.T. 15.99 14.34 17.02 8.14 13.87 3.98 9.0 0.97 
(2319) (2080) (2469) (1180) (2012) ( 277) 
500 561(550 ) 13.22 15.81 16.75 7.30 13.27 4.25 0.71 
(1918) (2293) (2430) (1059) (1225) (617) 
None 589(600 ) 16.24 16.84 17.24 16.73 16.76 0.41 
(Control) (2356) (2443) (2500) (2426) (2431) ( 59) 
')00 589 (600) 14.27 14.04 17.24 10.07 13·91 2.74 17.0 0.98 
(2070) (2036) (2501) (1461) (2017) ( 427) 
* All samples failed wlthln the Cornposlte adherend. 
Composlte used: 3.175 mm (1/8") thick "Modmor" II/NR-150B2 unidirectlOna1 laminates. 
Adheslve prepreg used: 0.38 mm (15 mils) thick contalning 11.5% vo1atl1es, 28.5% cured resin solids, 
50% a1umlnum powder, 11% glass scrim cloth. 
Samples exposed at least 15 minutes befrre testing at 589K. 
Flgure 12.1-1 - Lap shear strength of composlte samples bonded wlth NR-150 adhesive 
o 
and exposed to 589K (600 F) In alr. 
f\) 
-t::-
Vl 
Lap Shear Strength Sample 
MFa (12S1) Decrease We1ght 
Exposure Test Sample Sample Sample Sample Standard 1n Strength Increase 
Cond1t1ons Tem12· 1 2 3 4 Average Dev1at1on % Ave. % 
R.T. A1r R.T. 17.83 18.14 17.70 16.98 17.66 0.49 
Control (2586 ) (2631) (2567 ) (2462 ) (2562) ( 71) 
35 days at R.T. 12.20 16.40 12.19 13.25 13.51 1.99 24.0 2.09 
22 K (120°F) (1770 ) (2379 ) (1768) (1921) (1959 ) (289 ) 
95% R.H. 
R.T. A1r 589 (600) 17.58 16.79 16.80 17.72 17.22 .43 
Control (2551) (2435 ) (2437) (2570 ) (2498) (91) 
35 days at 589(600) 8.15* 9.09* 11.55 11. 75* 10.14 1. 55 40.0 2.00 
22 K (120°F) (1182 ) (1319 ) (1675 ) (1704 ) (1470 ) (225) 
95% R.H. 
*Samples fa1led cohes1vely w1thin adhes1ve bond 11ne. 
All other samples fa1led W1th1n the compos1te adherend. 
Samples tested at 589 K (600°F) were condit1oned for 7 m1ns. before test was started. 
Figure 12.1-2 - Lap shear strength of composite samples bonded with NR-150 adhesive and 
exposed to 95% RH for 35 days at 120oF. 
Sample 
TIn ckness 
Increase 
Ave. % 
NIL 
I\) 
-I:"""" NIL 0\ 
Lap Shear Strength * Sample 
MFa (:ES1) Decrease We1ght 
Exposure Test Sample Sample Sample Sample Standard 1n Strength Increase 
Condit1ons Temp. 1 2 3 4 Avera/::2e DeV1at1on % Ave. % 
R.T. Air R.T. 12.19 19.37 24.44 20.04 18.98 5·07 
Control (1768) (2810 ) (3545) (2907) (2752 ) (736 ) 
34 days 1n R.T. 16.31 20.17 20.25 17·22 18.49 2.03 :UL 5.11 
24 jet fuel (2365) (2926) (2937) (2497 ) (2681 ) (294) 
at R.T. 
R.T. A1r 589(600) 13.71 15.26 14.65 16.80 15.10 1. 30 
Control ( 1988) (2213) (2125) (2437) (2191) (188) 
34 days 589 (600) 
in 24 jet NOT 
fuel at TESTED 
R.T. 
* All fallures occurred W1 thin composite adherends. 
Figure 12.1-3 - Lap shear strength of co~osite samples bonded with NR-1S0 adhesive 
and exposed to JP-4 jet fuel. 
Sample 
Th1ckness 
Increase 
Ave. % 
0.6 
T\) 
.t::-
-.J 
Pos1t1on of Test Bond L1ne 
Autoclave Bondlng Lap Shear Sample Temperature Lap Shear Strength Tg 
Tem12erat ure 1n W1de Area Bond* K (OF) MFa (12S1) Failure Mode K (OF) 
589 K (600°F) Outside R.T. 11.10 (1610) W1th1n Adhesive 
(50.8 nun 
from edge) 
Next to Center R.T. 13.10(1901) W1th1n Compos1te 
Center R.T. 4.34( 630) \IIi th1n Adhesive 581 (586) 
Next to Outs1de 589 (600) 1.68 ( 244) With1n AdheS1ve f\) .j::-
Outs1de 589 (600) 7.18(1042) W1 th1n Adhesive co 
(50.8 mm 
from edge) 
616 K (650°F) Outs1de R.T. 9.93(1440) W1thin Compos1te 
(50.8 mm 
from edge) 
Next to Center R.T. 10.66(1546) W1th1n Compos1te 
Center R.T. 13.19(1913) W1thin Compos1te 558 (545) 
Next to OutS1 de 589 (600) 12.17(1765 ) W1 th1n Adhesive 
Next to Outside 589 (600) 13.75 (1994) W1 th1n AdheS1 ve 
(76.2 mm 
from edge) 
* Wide area bonds, 0.254 m x 0.254 m (10" x 10"), were made from composite 
adherends and experimental NR-150 diglyme adhesive solution and bonded in an autoclave. 
Figure 12.1-4 - Lap shear strength of samples cut from wide area bonds. 
Test Flatwise 
Temperature Tensile Strength 
Sample History K (OF) MPa (p_si) 
As Prepared 
After 1800 KS (500 hours) 
exposure to 589 K (600°F) air 
As Prepared 
After 1800 KS (500 hours) 
exposure to 589 K (600°F) air 
R.T. 
R.T. 
589 
(600) 
589 
(600) 
.74 
(108) 
·93 
(135 ) 
.19 
( 27) 
.35 
( 51) 
Failure Mode 
Adhesive between face sheet and 
honeycomb cell edge 
Cohe~ive within composite face 
sheet 
Cohesive within composite face 
sheet 
Adhesive between face sheet and 
honeycomb cell edge 
Figure 12.1-5 - F1atwise tens11e strength of compos1te face sheet/titanium 
honeycomb sandwich panels. 
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12.2 LARC-13 Adhesive Development 
The CASTS project needs an adhesive Wh1Ch can withstand 125-500 hours 
at 589K (600°F) in air with lap shear strength goals of 20 MFa (3000 psi) 
at room temperature and 14 MFa (2000 pS1) at 589K both before and after 
aging at 589K. Commerc1ally available high-temperature adhesives come 
close to meeting this goal, but volatile evolut1on dur1ng cure precludes 
their use in large-area bonding. LARC-13 is very low in volatiles, and 
therefore shows promise for large-area bonding. Phys1cal and cheI!ll.cal 
changes to the existing resin as well as processing studies could lead 
to an improved verS10n of the resin. 
The present version of the Langley-developed LARC-13 has been 
successfully used to bond h1gh temperature [533-589K (500-600 0 F)] graphite/ 
polyimide composites and some metals 1n var10US NASA in-house programs. 
This adhesive is an addition-type polY1mide w1th nadic end caps which 
contains 30 percent by weight alum1num powder. 
LARC-13 is an oligomeric am1c-aC1d after coat1ng on a glass scr1m to 
450K (350°F). The resulting adheS1ve cures w1thout the evolution of 
volatiles through the nadic end groups. Lap shear strengths for titanium-
titanium bonds are 21-28 MFa (3000-1+000 psi) at room temperature and 
8-10 MFa (1100-1500 pS1) at 589K. The 589K strengths increase w1th aging 
at the test temperature due to an increase 1n glass transition temperature 
of the system. A max1mum strength 1S atta1ned after approximately fifty 
hours with a gradual loss 1n strength occurr1ng w1th subsequent aging 
at 589K. 
A one year contract will be awarded to alter the LARC-13 formulat1on 
physically and/or chem1cally in order to optim1ze for lap shear strength 
at both room temperature and 589K before and after aging. Physical 
modifications m8¥ involve changes in type and quant1 ty of fillers and in 
solvents. Chem1cal modlfications m8¥ 1nclude partial monomer Subst1tution 
for 3,3'-methylenedianil1ne with another aromat1c diamine in order to 
increase the glass transition temperature (Tg ), the use of the esters of 
benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride (BTDA) and nadlc anhydr1de (NA) 
in a monomerlC mlxture approach, or var1at1ons 1n stoich1ometry. Thermo-
mechanical analyses will be determlned on both cured neat resin and 
bonded adherends. Other reS1n characterlzation techniques such as infra-
red, thermogravimetr1c analys1s and differential scanning calorimetry will 
be employed. 
A processing study ~ill be undertaken to opt1mize the LARC-13 system 
for use in titanium-t1tan1um and composite-composite bonding. The study 
will include optimization of adhesive prepreg preparation (volatile content, 
carrier, percent reS1n, "B"-stage) as well as optimization of bonding 
conditions. 
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A surface treatment compatible with LARC-13 will be chosen for both 
titanium and composite. This treatment may be one ln common usage 
(Pasa-Jell, phosphate-fluoride) or a proprietary anodlz:mg procedure. 
Standard lap shear samples (composite-composlte and titanlum-
tltanium) wlll be fabricated (4 specimens for each test condition) and 
tested accordlng to ASTM D-1002. Tests will be performed bOlh before 
and after 589K aglng ln alr. The same aglng and testlng wlll also be 
conducted for 6.4 x 6.4 x 2.5 cm (2 1/2 in x 2 1/2 x 1 1n) flatwlse 
tenslle samples WhlCh will consist of composlte facesheet and glass/ 
polyimide core. The composlte will be graplllte/NRlSOB2, PMR-15, or LARC-
160. The composite will be tested for quallty by C-scan and physical 
property tests. 
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12.3 Development of NR150B2/LARC-l60 Polyimide Graphite Hybrid Composites 
Robert A. Jewell 
In the CASTS project, development of high temperature graphite reinforced 
co~pos~te structures has centered upon several po1yimide matrix materials, 
two of \o.'h~ch are Dupont's NR150B2 and NASA-Langley' s LARC-l60 resin 
systems. The primary objective of this contractual task is to develop and 
optl.nll.ze a method for co-curlng these two dissimilar po1yimide prepregs 
mto hybn d composites which exhibit the best properties of both resin 
S) stems. 
Ptel1m~nary work conducted at NASA-Langley has shown that by combining 
NR150B2 and LARC-l60 graph1te prepreg to produce a hybrid laminate 
be'leflC 1a1 effects in terms of fabrication and thermooxidative stability 
may be dclneved w1thout sacriflclng desirable mechanical properties. 
Dupont's NRl50B2 system cures to a linear, h1gh molecular weight material 
and has demonstrated excellent thermooxidative stability; however, NR150B2 
grdpln tE: prep reg 1S d1ff1cult to process, particularly in fabricating thick 
sectLons. Ihe NASA/LARC-l60 system cures by an addition reaction to a 
laghly clossl1nked mater1al and is amenable to autoclave processing; 
however, LARC-160 composites are brittle and exhibit marginal thermooxidative 
stalnhty at 589K (600°F). In develop1ng methods for cocuring these 
~ystems, the actl.Vl t. ies are def1ned in three subtasks. 
In subtask A, each graphite/polyimide system will be characterized for 
p rcpreg qu,clllty assurance, prepreg processabi1ity, and laminate physical 
'lnd mcctldDlcal properties. The success of the task will largely depend on 
estabhc,lllng a ngorous quality assurance effort and a solid data base for 
suhsequent evaluat10ns of cocuring efforts. In subtask B, emphasis will be 
on precess development - deflning heating rates, dwell temperatures and 
tunes, pressures, bleeder arrdngements, and postcure requirements. Work in 
subtask C \n1l be devotl'd to final optimization and testing of both 
clad and Interdlspersed types of hybrld composites. The utility of the 
hyhr~cl comp()s~tes will be assessed by comparative measurements of the perti-
nent propertJ es of graphL te/LARC-160 and graphite/NR150B2 laminates which 
were procL'ssed 1tl subtask A. 
The contractual ~ffort ~s expected to last 12 months. 
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12.4 Porous Vented Tooling 
Robert Baucom 
The removal of solvents and reaction by-products during the cure cycle 
of reinforced high temperature polymers is critical to the manufacture of 
structurally sound laminates. Porous tooling has the potential of 
providing an endless path for effluent removal during the cure cycle for 
graphite/polyimides which could reduce or eliminate the possibllity of 
entrapment of solvents or reaction by-products. A contractual study is 
planned for the determination of the feasibility of castable porous 
ceramic tooling for curing HTS graphite reinforced PMR-15 polyimide resin. 
Contract award for this study is anticipated in July, 1978. The duration 
of the contract will be 9 months, inclusive of the final report. 
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12.5 Fabrlcation and Test of Glass/Polyimlde Honeycomb Cores for 
Advanced Space Transportatlon Systems 
Mark J. Shuart 
The pnmary obJective of this task is to fabrlcate and test speclfic 
types of lightweight, high temperature resistant glass/polyimide honeycomb 
cores. The material systems will be evaluated for appllcatlon to advanced 
space transportatlon systems. Accomplishment of thlS objectlve will requlre 
demonstratlon of the abihty to fabncate glass/polyimide honeycomb and 
to charactenze the materlal at both room and elevated temperatures. 
The contractor will fabrlcate glass/polYlmlde honeycomb cores uslng 
108 glass fabrlc with LARC-160, PMR-15, and NR150B2 PolYlmide reSlns. The 
honeycomb cores will also be tested ln compression and shear. Tests will 
be performed on as-fabricated and 589K (600°F) aged specimens at both room 
temperature and 589K. All work wlll be performed over an eight and one-half 
month penod. 
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12.6 Elevated Temperature Bolted Joint Test 
Paul A. Cooper 
The primary objective of this grant program with the University of 
Delaware is the development of test techniques to evaluate the elevated 
temperature behavior of mechanically fastened joints of composite materials. 
In addition the creep/relaxation behavior of these systems will be studied. 
During the first year of this grant the influence on joint strength of 
temperature, laminate geometry, loading condition (Le. pin versus bolt), 
and joint geometry were investigated for a contemporary graphite-epoxy 
comp6site system. In order to develop the required information, a test 
program was implemented. The parameters studied included laminate 
configuration, specimen geometry (fig. 12.10-1) and temperatures of 
297K, 394K, 450K (75, 250, 3500 F). The laminates investigated ranged from 
the fiber dominated system [~45/03/~45/03/90]s to the quasi-isotropic 
laminate, [0/~45/90]2s' In addit~on, specimen widths of 1.9, 2.5, and 
3.8 cm (0 3/4, I, and I 1/2 in) were examined. Finally, pin end distance 
was set at 1. 9 cm (3/4 in). 
The Uni versi ty is now examining the behavior of graphi te-polyimi de 
composite joints over a greater temperature range in order to establish 
a correspondence between the behavior of the polyimide and epoxy matrix 
composite joints. Since the parameter which governs the elevated 
temperature response of polymeric composites is the glass transition 
temperature of the polymer, elevated temperature response for the polyimide 
will be examined as a t'tmction of temperature, nondimensionalized with 
respect to glass transition temperature. Hence, the first phase will focus 
upon development of polyimide bolted joint data which duplicates that 
generated for the epoxy matrix composite during the first year of the 
grant. 
The test program will allow eValuation of the ultimate strength and 
failure mode of single element bolted joints as a function of test 
specimen geometry. In addition the laminates examined will range from 
the fibE:r dominated laminate [~45/03/~45/03/90]s to the matrix dominated 
laminate [~45/903/~45/903/0]s and thereby reflect all potential failure 
modes. 
Experimental studies underway with graphite/epoxy specimens will 
examine the influence of out-of-plane restraint due to fastener inter-
ference upon joint strength and failure mode. This will be accomplished 
by restraining the laminate thickness expansion by a Teflon surfaced annular 
disk of given contact area. No torque will be applied through the bolt. 
The results of this study will determine the specimen configuration for the 
specimen configuration for the proposed graphite/polyimide test program. 
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The object of the second phase of the program will be the determination 
of the time dependent behavior and loading rate sensi ti vi ty of PolYlmide 
bolted joint elements. This phase of the program should be complete by 
February 1979. 
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12.7 Orthotroplc Photoe1astlcity 
Paul A. Cooper 
Filamentary composlte structures have hlgh in-plane stiffness and 
strength but quite low structural properties normal to the plane of the 
fibers. Thus, composite structures are usually designed most efficiently 
as two-dimensional structures. Transmlssion photoelastic experimental tech-
niques are particularly well suited for use in the study of such structures. 
If orthotropic transparent birefringent material were available, studies could 
be made using photoelasticity to verify closed-form analytical or finite-element 
solutions of the stress dlstributlons in plane orthotropic structures with 
complex boundary geometry, complex in-plane loading, and areas of high stress 
concentrations. 
During the last several years attempts have been made to develop 
orthotropic transparent material wlth sufficient birefringence for use in 
transmission photoelastic studies of two-dimensional structural models 
(ref. 12.7-1 - 12.7-6). With the successful development of these materials 
and the formulation of appropriate stress (or strain )-optic laws, full-field 
photoelastic studies can be made of stress distributions in plane composite 
structures of complex configurations. However, there is no reaay 
availability of such matenal nor is there agreement as to the constituent 
makeup of the matnx for hi ghes t Optl cal sensi ti vi ties. A contract is 
therefore planned to support the development, manufacture, and deli very of 
optical~ sensitive orthotroplc photoelastic materials. The contractor 
will formulate an appropriate fiber/matrix mixture so that the component 
constituents of the mlxture have similar optical characteristics, develop a 
procedure for manufacture of unidirectional filamentary composite prepreg 
and subsequently fabricate and deliver a number of multila;yer laminated 
sheets of various ply orientations. 
A small photoelastic stress analysls laboratory with a transmission 
type polariscope has been installed at the Langley Research Center to aid 
in the evaluation of stress distributions for various joining concepts. 
A stress or strain-opti c law will be formulated and veri fied by comparing 
experimental stress results with an analytical solution of a well defined 
composite structural problem. Techniques for oblique incidence methods 
to separate principal stresses will likewise be developed and these 
procedures will be applled to the experimental evaluation of composite 
bonded joints. 
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12.8 Fracture Under Blaxlal Loadlng 
G. L. Roderlck 
The George Washington Universlty will investigate the room temperature 
biaxial fracture behavior of graphlte/polyimide composltes. Initially, 
some graphite/epoxy specimens will be tested for reference data. 
Over the previous twelve months, the University has tested its biaxial 
loading frame (fig. 12.8-1), developed a suitable cruclform speclmen 
(fig. 12.8-2), set up displacement gages, and checked performance on 
specimens of alumlnum. 
Durlng the next report period, the University plans to test twenty 
graphite/epoxy specimens, and twenty graphite/polyimide specimens. 
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Figure 12.8-1 - Biaxial test system. 
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12.9 Fallure Analysls of Flber Reinforced Composites 
Gary L. Farley 
The objectl ve of this research is to develop a rigorous mathematical 
procedure for modeling the failure of a composite specimen subject to certain 
mechanical and environmental loading conditions. The failure process is 
characterized by a succession of local failures modeled as a crack 
propagatlon procedure. Inltiation and stable crack growth is defined by 
application of an existing local failure criterion, such as Tsai-Wu or 
maximum strain. 
In thls study, the tensile coupon was chosen as the composite specimen 
for both analytical and expenmental investigations. These specimens were 
fabncated with Celion fiber and PMR-15 polyimide resin. This specimen 
selection was based upon economic considerations, reliability of results, 
and the number of di fferent phenomena exhibited by the specimen through 
fallure. 
A general purpose Ilnear elastlc finite element code (SPAR) will 
be employed as the analysis tool. Processors, compatible with SPAR, 
have been developed to lnclude the modeling of material and geometric 
nonllnearltles as well as resldual stresses induced through 
manufacturlng. 
An experlmental program has been undertaken to verif,y the aforementioned 
analytlcal procedure. This includes material property characterization for 
amblent and 589°K (600°F) temperature conditions and characterization of the 
basic extens10nal and shearing failure modes. 
To date, all major computer code development has been completed. 
Individual specimens are being machined from large panels; the machining 
and strain gagl.ng of specimens will soon be completed. The material 
property characterizatl.on, the experimental and analytical phases of 
the extensional and shearing failure mode investigation, and the 
ultl.mate strength tests will soon be completed. The remainder of the 
data reduction and reportl.ng of results is expected to be completed during 
the coming three months. 
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